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NEWS

FROM

LINDBERGH PLANE

FLYING OVER ARCTIC WILDERNESS, RECEIVED ON A

LINCOLN RADIO
of August 5th, Rllscoc 11. .lolinson, operator and owner of a
powerful short -wave station, using a LINCOLN RECEIVER, had just
finished his daily schedule of messages with the Bowdoln ship of the
MacMillan expedition, now located off the shores of Baffin 1-and; turning
his dials to the frequency of the Lindbergh transmitter, strong and clear
came in the signals from the Lindbergh plane, Hying over the Arctic circle.
Realizing that this was the first message received for some time from the
famous as tutor and that the public were much concerned as to the safety
of the plane, 51 r. .Johnson immediately phoned the United Press and in a
Hush It was headlined in newspapers throughout the world.
On the eve

+a':

rTh

Y°'

When the operator, in Chicago, turned his dials to the 20
meter band, the sharp clear note of the Lindbergh transmitter brought its message through the violent storms and
electrical disturbances of the Arctic. Hundreds of amateur
and commercial stations in all parta of the world were
vainly e Bing the air for
news of the Hying colonel
and his wife. It remained for a LINCOLN receiver to
catch the anxiously awaited signal from the far north
reassuring the world that all was well.
Such spectacular performance Is an Impressive tribute to
the excellence of Lincoln equipment, und proves, In a con-

clusive manner, the outstanding superiority of Lincoln
receivers.

SU PER - POWERED, WORLD -WIDE RECEPTI ON
156550 METERS- NO PLUG-IN COILS-WITH THE
LINCOLN DE LUXE SW32 and DE LUXE D.C.SW 10
Instantly

Now. pou can sit comfortably in your easy chair and switch
from t Our local station to London. Paris, Rome. Natien, Morocco,
Saigon Wellington-oser 100 phone stations throughout the world.
No plug -in coils, six screen -grid tubes in the highest amplifying
system known WITH PERFECT 10 1((' RE.JECTIVITY famous in
Lincoln equipment for the last fous years.
Turn the Indicator to the desired band of frequencies and apply the
full tremendous power of the DeLu xc to Short -Wave or Broadcast
signals. Utilizing the tremendous amplification and reject iv ity of the
famous Lincoln tuned intermediate transformers, originated four
,rears aga and perfected to a high degree. the DeLnxe brings in
distant signals with tremendous volume with perfect reject pity. A
Lincoln owner in Tennessee listens to NINETY -TWO FOREIGN
SHORT-WAVE STATIONS out of a total of LES foreign phone stations. Old time "hams" and radio fans marvel at the tremendous
volume available on signals thousands of miles away. Even in the
Broadcast band, owners of Lincoln equipment located in the Central
West are actually listening to stations ' .1Na1 miles away with loud
speaker volume. A report from ('ushing. Oklahoma, states: "Seven
stations received from .lapon in one morning. all in the broadcast
band." While another report reads: "Listening to IVA Wellington,
New Zealand. Osaka, Sendai. and Kumamoto, (750.110 and 790 KC)
in .Japan, KGMC Honolulu. 2111, Sydney. Australia. all in the
Broadcast Band." Do pou wonder that Lincoln receivers are classed
as the most powerful equipment In the world'?
1)o you wonder why Lincoln equipment out- performs any known
receiver and is chosen by the Polar Expedition, lfroad...sting
Station, and individuals who want the best?

Months of intensive laboratory study has been put into these two

new receivers. Capitalizing on years of advanced engineering developments. Lincoln engineers have worked out every detail of perform.
once-Selectivity-Sensitivity-Fidelity and Stability, to work per fectly from frequencies of 15 to 550 meters. The tremendous amplification of the nsv models now applied to short -wave. as well as broadcast stations. gives a new conception of what is possible in radio.
MARVELOUS TONE QUALITY for which Lincoln equipment has so
long been noted, is maintained. The heavy volume of the organ or
orchestra can be brought into the home with realistic reproduction
or tuned town to a whisper without destroying the quality and
without a sign of AC hum.
EVERY RECEIVER IS LABORATORY BUILT, CONSTRUCTED

BY COMPETENT ENGINEERS AND THOROUGHLY
TESTED ON THE AIR BEFORE SHIPMENT,

THE LINCOLN DELUXE DC -SW -10
This receiver is designed for use with new low drain series 2 -volt
tubes. employing three '30 type. five '32 type and two ':3I type in
push -pull tali tpli t. Will operate on any two volt "A" supply and dry
"H" batteries. For quietness of operation due to elf ni i nat ion of AC
line interference, the new DC Del.0 xe gives perfect reproduction on
extreme distance.
The Lincoln DeLnxe DC -SW -10 is without question the highest designed anal
i
0t'.r fu I battery receiver ever offered to the public.
11

LINCOLN RADIO CORPORATION
329 SO.

WOOD

ST.

Dept.

CHICAGO, ILLINOIS
NAME
ADDRESS
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Write today forArctic

Expedition Bulletins
illustrated descriptive literature
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discount.
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For 16 Weeks
I enjoyed every broadcast from

VK3IVIE
MELBOURNE, AUSTRALIA"
This is not a "freak" record. Hundreds of other Scott All -Wave
Receivers -all summer long -have brought their owners loud,
clear, perfect music and song from the other side of the world.

EVERY now and then, the story
of some phenomenal instance of extremely
long distance radio reception breaks into
the press. DX fans usually find little interest in such stories because they know
the performance which they relate is in-

variably due to "freak" conditions.
But DX fans KNOW, when my receiver

brings in every broadcast from VK3ME
for 16 consecutive weeks, that full credit
must go to the receiver that did the work.
And when they learn that hundreds of
other receivers exactly like mine, and
located in all parts of the world, are piling
up equally sensational records, they are
well satisfied that the Scott All-Wave is
not only the most powerful, most sensitive
receiver possible to obtain, but the one
receiver that fulfills their lifelong hopes.

Undeniable Proof

-

Away last spring I made up my mind to
eclipse all standards of radio reception
distance- power-selectivity and tone. I
believed the Scott All-Wave would do it,
so I set out to make a day -to-day log of
VK3ME, Melbourne, 9560 miles away
from my receiver. I tuned in every broadcast, on the loud speaker, and to prove to

the entire world that I heard every
VK3ME program with full volume, and
with perfect tone and clarity, I made a
disc recording of every broadcast! Half of
these records I sent to VK3ME. The
others are at my laboratory and will be
played for anybody who asks to hear them.

Not a Special Set
The Scott All -Wave Receiver that you
may buy, will in no way, differ from the
one I used in my 16 -week test. It will be
identical to the hundreds of other Scott
All-Wave Receivers that tune in voice
from England, France, Germany, Italy,
Japan, Indo- China, and South America
every day in the week- summer and win-

f.

ter. The set that I will send to you will
actually be tested on reception from
GSSW, Chelmsford, England, or 12R0,
Rome, Italy, before shipping!
roana! T.'kyraplr
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Another Challenge

Again, I challenge the whole world of
radio to any kind of competitive test,
between 15 and 550 meters. I guarantee
that the Scott All-Wave will bring in
the most stations between 15 and 550
meters-that the Scott All-Wave will
leave no doubt as to superior tone quality
-and that it will give actual 10 kilocycle
selectivity over the Broadcast Band.
Clip the coupon-mail it today for
full particulars. You'll be amazed when
you see how little it costs to own a Scott
All -Wave Superheterodyne.

CLIP
This eablegran. .erifi.s the first Inueeks'rereption. To date there has not beets time for my
log of the last 6 .reeks to reach Melbourne.

II. SCOTT RADIO LABORATORIES, Inc. (Formerly Scott Transformer Co.)
Dept. SWC -12
4450 Ravenswood Avenue
Chicago, Illinois

The
SCOTT
ALL -'AVE
15 -550

E.II. SCOTT RADIO LABOR.4TORIES,Inc.
(Formerly Scott Transformer Co.)
4450 Ravenswood Ave., Dept. SWC -12

Send me

Wave Receiver.
.Va me.

METER SUPERHETERODYNE

MEP

Town

Chime, UL

full particulars of the Scott All -

State..

vOl.ii
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ACTUAL PHOTOGRAPH OF STUDENTS WORKING IN SERVICE DEPT. OF COYNE RADIO SHOPS

LEARN RADIONIELEVISION
COYNE
PKIURESAT EQUIPMENT
T
TEN WEEKS of SHOP TRAINING on RADIO

Dissatisfied with your job? Not PRACTICAL Shop Training
making enough money? Then Come to Chicago and prepare for these jobs
let me show you how to prepare the QUICK and PRACTICAL way -BY
RAfor a real job and how to make ACTUAL SHOP WORKonACTUAL
EQUIPMENT. Some students finish
real money, in RADIO -one of DIO
entire course in 8 weeks. The average
the fastest growing, biggest the
time is only 10 weeks. But you can stay
on
earth,
money-making
as long as you please, at no extra cost to
y
g trades
No

JOBS LEADING
T O BIG PAY

Scores of jobs are open -jobs as Designer, Inspector and Tester
:adio Salesman and in Service and

-as

Installation work -as Operator
or Manager of a Broadcasting Staas Wireless Operator on a
tion

-

Shi P orAirP lane- withTalkin g Pic-

you.

-

No previous experience necessary,

ChiIn addition to the most modern Radio equip- CoynehasbeenlocatedrighthereinChiment, we have installed in our Shopsacom- cago since 1899. Coyne Training is tested
proven by hundreds of successful grad plete model Broadcasting Station, with
sound proof Studio and modern Transmit- Bates. You can get all the facts absoter with 1,000 watt tubes -the Jenkins lately free. JUST MAIL THE COUPON
Television Transmitter with dozens of FOR A FREE COPY OF OUR BIG
home -type Television receiving sets -and RADIO AND TELEVISION BOOK.
a complete Talking Picture installation for both "sound on film" and
H. C. IBwts, Pee.idens
"sound on disk." We have spared
Radio Division, Coyne Electrical School
no expense in our effort to make
so. S. Pauline St., Dept. 91-2h, Chicago, In.
your training as COMPLETE and
Send me your Big Free Radio, Television
PRACTICAL as possible. Mail the .1
and Talking Picture Book. This does not
coupon for full particulars!
I1 obligate me in any way.

-

eMIMIaaaaaaeaaMO

Founded

ií99

COYNE ELECTRICAL SCHOOL
Dept.

TO STUDENTS

After you have finished the course, we
will do all we can to help you find the job
you want. We employ three men on a full
time basis whose sole job is to help our
students in finding positions. And should
you be a little short of funds, we'll gladly
help you in finding part -time work while
at school. Some of our students pay a
large part of their living expenses in this
way. Get all the facts!

Broadcasting Television
Sound Equipment
COYNE IS 32 YEARS OLD

ture Theatres and Manufacturers
of Sound E P uiP ment -with Television Laboratories and Studiosfascinating jobs, offering unlimited
opportunities to the Trained Man.
Radio Division
0. C. Lewis, Pres.

Soo S. Paulina Street

Free Employment Service

91 -2K

Chicago, tiillinoild
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Something NEW
in Short -Wave
Converter Line !

-

15 to 200

Meters

READ RADIO WORLD'S EXTRA -SPECIAL
FREE OFFER OF SHORT -WAVE CONVERTER
AS SUBSCRIPTION PREMIUM!

Sensitive!
Completely

No Plug -in

AC Operated

RADIO WORLD, now in its tenth year, it the first and
only national radio weekly, and publishes the latest. up- to -thesecond news of circuits, both of kit types and of 1931 -2 commercial receivers, as well as news of happenings in the broadcasting field. Lists of broadcast and short -wave stations are published regularly. You get your information weekly -which means
quickly-and you get it accurately, so be sure to become or
remain a subscriber for RADIO WORLD.
The regular subscription rates arc $6 for one year. 52 issues.
one each week; $3 for 6 months, (26 weeks) $1.50 for three
months. (13 weeks
$1 for 8 weeks; 15c per single copy.
Newsdealers everywhere.
:

:

1

Coils Used!

Without Hum!

:

Matched impedance output in a short -wave cunt crtcr is something new, and something extremely
valuable, as you are then assured of creating the bet conditions for high sensitivity. The converter
illustrated tunes from 15 to 200 meters on any tuned radio frequency or regenerative receiver, uses a
band selector switch and has rectifier built in, with 16 ofd. of filter capacity!

A Short -Wave Converter with Matched Output !
EVERYBODY interested its radio desires some device that
will bring in short waves, but that does not necessarily

mean the outlay of any considerable amount of money.
In fact, a three -tube AC- operated short -wave converter, such
as illustrated, can be built of complete parts obtainable with
an order for a subscription for RADIO \YoRut.
The two tubes at left constitute the mixer circuit, and about
all that is required for short -wave conversion is a good mixer.
as the broadcast set with which the converter is worked will
take care of the rest, excepting the B voltage which it is
preferable to have in the converter. Here the B voltage is
obtained from a 237 rectifier, one that serves the purpose
abundantly, however, and which will be found to be utterly
dependable.

One -Tenth Cent an Hour to Run
For continuation of the economy practiced in other directions.
the operating cost will be very low indeed, since the total
consumption will be less than 10 watts. Taking 10c per kilowatt hour as the base (which is about as high as is charged
anywhere in the United States), the cost of juice would be
only one cent for every ten hours of use
This includes A
current and B current!
!

This is accomplished by using the new automotive series tubes. all
three tubes being 237's (general purpose). The tube is a good oscillator,
a good amplifier (the two statements are really onel, and a good modulator, as well as a good rectifier when hooked top as a diode with interconnected plate and grid elements.
The circuit is about as elementary as it possibly could be. and when
it comes to short waves it is usually found that where the complexity
is least the results arc most.
Itere

strict,st ant mi bas bccn practiced, it has
been done not only without any sacrifice in performance,
but in a manner that makes the performance superb. The
two separately tuned circuits help out mightily, but besides,
there is the special feature of matched impedance at the output.
The converter is to be connected to a broadcast receiver, but
it is not known in advance what type of a load is connected
in the set's antenna circuit, and even the possessor of the set
may not know. But with this converter it makes no difference
because a device is included that enables matching of the impedance of the output of the converter to the impedance of the
input of the receiver.
AL "hl101 GI

Everything Readily Obtainable
The parts are obtainable as stated, including everything
except the tubes, and the recipient of this astonishingly generous
premium thereupon will have to wire up the converter according
to simple directions. When he has finished this small task.
which takes about two leisurely and enjoyable hours, he will
have a converter of which he may well be proud, and can
demonstrate to friends and others how he brings 'em in on
short waves to the delight of all concerned.
There are only three connections to make:

1-Remove

aerial from set and connect it instead to the antenna
post of the converter.
an insulated wire lead from the ground post of the converter to the ground post of the set. leaving the ground at the
set post, or transferring it to the converter post, as preferred.
Connect nearer output post (at right) of the converter to the
vacated auteona post of the receiver.
Adjust the screwdriver

2 -Run

3-

type tuning condenser built into the output circuit.

Theory of Operation

we avoid using plug-in coils, by having three pairs of binding

posts, with leads brought from

the ground side to permit shorting out
turns of wire when higher frequencies are to be tuned in.
The theory of operation of the converter is that the modulator is tuned
to the frequency desired to be received.
The oscillator is tuned to a
frequency differing from the other by the intermediate frequency. How
much is that difference?
well, it depends on what intermediate frequency is used, that is, what frequency your broadcast receiver is tuned
to, and that in turn depends on what region affords greatest sensitivity.
Usually, in tuned radio frequency sets, the higher frequencies provide
the greater .sensitivity, which in a sense is unfortunate, because then
there must he greater dissimilarity in frequencies between the two
tuned circuits.
Due to this peculiar condition, it is advantageous to have the two
circuits separately tuned. The illustration shows that such independence
of tuning is established.

For Tuned Radio Frequency Sets

Sometimes the input to the broadcast set is of a special type and will
not transfer the energy front the converter in a manner in any way
acceptable.
this is true, and if the broadcast set is a screen grid set.
then disconnect grid clip from the cap of the first radio frequency
amplifier in the set. and connect cap with a wire to the output post of
the converter. closing the circuit between the two posts on the converter.
or staking no connection, depending on which method gives much better
re' nit S.
This converter is for any tuned radio frequency set, hut not for super heterodynes. If you have a super, write for further information.

If

[NOTE: The three 237 tubes can be supplied as is service a
$3.50 net for the three. \-o subscription offer attaches to the

tubes.]

Send $12 for two years subscription for RADIO WORLD (104 issues, one each week) and ask that
PR -NCV be sent FREE. Shipping weight, 7 lbs. We do not pay transportation.

RADIO WORLD, 145 West 45th Street, New York, N. Y.
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ecialists

SNORT
WAVE

,A(ro- MANUFACTURERS of RECEIVERS
and TRANSMITTING APPARATUS

As specialists in the manufacturing of short wave radio apparatus, we have, during the
past few years, developed receivers which are used in all parts of the world. These Short
their prices are
Wave Sets have given thousands of fans world-wide reception
high
-grade
and fully guaranteed.
extremely low and the materials included in the sets are

-1

TUBE
AERO WORLD WIDE
SHORT WAVE RECEIVER

$16.50

$6.45
World

with this Set!

M

WORLD -(VIDE R13'F.IVFdt gets 14 to 550 meter stations with surprising clarity. New thrills for you when
you Ii -ten to London. Paris. Buenos Aires and other
far -away stations. Completely assetnbled in attractive
cabinet. with six coils. Equipped with l'X socket and
tultable for operation with either a UX-200.4. t.1 201A
or t'X -112A tube, using a 6 -volt "A" battery. The
"C" battery, or
1.-X199 tube may be used with 4
two dry cells as an ".t" batters: the new type 230
tube requires two dry cells for "A" supply. The "B"
tower may be 45 to 90 volte.
Head phones extra
$1.75
Ada! ter table with socket fur DC sets
.85

-2

TUBE
AERO WORLD WIDE
SHORT WAVE RECEIVER
\

1

,

lilllilll

1

111

I

/

I

111

$141.45

Due to the use of the
Latest Pentode tube this set
Is equal in performance to
many 8 tube seta.
Csing the latest type Pentode
This
Tubes.
and Multi- Mu

Police Calls, Television
Amateur and Commercial
Bands. Also your regular Broadcast Band.

Span the

SHORT WAVE -LOW POWER
AERO TRANSMITTER

NEW AERO MIDGET

ful selectivity.

Full

performs un

ldget

Simple one -tube. low
transmitter
with plug -in cods.
Ideal for beginners.
Can he used for code

power

dia am -o

and has tone qualities like a
Wonderlarge expensive set.
dy-namic speaker. full vision dial.

beautiful walnut finish cabinet. This
is a 5.tube set. Price 60 cycle A.C
110 Volt
Price for net of 5 tubes, $4.50. Available In 110 to 220
Volta, 25 to 60 Cycle AC and DC $2.50 extra.

6

AERO SHORT WAVE
CONVERTER
15 to 200 Meters
Pollee Calls. Television Amateur and
Bands.
Commercial

or Phone.

IMPERIAL CONCERT GRANDE
DYNAMIC SPEAKER
e VOLT D.0
Noted

quality,

s125°
set

wave

into

a

Super

-

case considered

I

AERO C. W. TRANSMITTER
Complete Phone and Transmitter in
beautiful cabinet

anion

DC
model for battery- cterated sets, $11.50.
Two
matelied 112227 Tubes of 7.n each. $1.50; one 45.volt
battery. $1.45.

AERO PENTODE AUTO RADIO

$20.00
This

$39.50
to 30 watts. Including tuned plate. tuned grid oscillator with pro, is ion f..r enstal control. Wired for one
or two ('X210 tubes. one or two 250'e an modulators.
and two stages of speech amplification: S coils included.
Mounted in walnut cabinet. Price Includes StrombergCarlson Microphone.
Ample space for our A.C. power
15

supply.
Power Supply Unit for 15 to 30 watt Trmsmitter.519.7icill deliver
milliamperes at 000 volts for plate

tir

rrent.

Ilan filament

for

Uses

281.

210.

tubes.

OUR
TERMS

250.

226 and

the best

Chassis

dyne. With this
rter on your reg.
.et you will be
o tune in shortstations from many different parts of the world,
Aero Converter contains its own filament supply.
-trage can easily be obtained from your regular set.
may use a single 45 -volt B battery. No plug -In
Single tuning dial.
Very easy to tone. No
-Otis or squeals.
Uses two TtX227 hires. one as
.'.amr and one
mixer.
model,
less
tubes,
ready fM
for

II
An all aronml -tit
Inudmeaker volume; fn
metal shleld.rabinct `t' Six - oils tnclutted: covers wave
band trurn 15 to 550 meters.

one of

Is
the latest
model 6 -Tube Aero
Pentode Auto Radio.
(sue to the use of
the latest
Pentode
tubes, this set is
wuat in performance to many S tube receiving
The circuit used is one witch will be embodied In n
of the expensive 1932 model auto radios. The compl,
r u,u
si t ran be clamped on the steering lea
or eon be operated
trai front the dasdashboard. PriceI of
set only
This set complete with tubes. batteries. dynm
speaker.
antenna equipment and noise super.. -

$20.00

$39.50.

$3.75

An ideal sneaker for your A.C.
set. state capacity of field when
ordering.

',

$11.95

$5.75

for marvelous rich tone
In a beautiful compact

Auto Radio Speakers made.
Imperial D.C. Dynamic Speaker

Convert your AC or

Pt' radio

on

also

broadcast band for set testing. etc.
Used with our ABC Power Park. with 171A or 112A
tube as an oscillator and 226 speech amplifier: 215 tube
for modulator. To increase power. use transmitter as
master oscillator feeding loto stage. ut pouls -pull R.F.
amplification.
Transmitter completely assembled In beautiful cabinet.
with orne set of plug -in coils and plate mllllammeter.
Instructions included
$14.75
Our ABC Power Supply for this Transmitter
8,75
Speech Amplifier and Modulator (uses A.C. or
battery tubes)
11.95

OTHER RADIO BARGAINS

B Eliminator. 180 volt bond dry (including a 280
tube)

$6.75

Microphone on desk stand. single button
2.75
International Mlerephone, 2 button
9.75
.75
Audio Transformer. any ratio
Microphone Transformers. single button
ABC Transformers. 300 volta each side. A.C. fila2%
volts
ment. 5. 1% and
1.95
'11.50
Aero Pentode Power Amplifier
Input for low impedance pick -up microphone or
radio employs 1 -227, 2 -247 Pentodes and
Supplies Its own field power.
280 Rectifier.
Irnellatorted Inner output. 5 watts.
Aero ABC Power Supply
9.75
.t complete filament und B power supply for
224 or 6-227 tubes. also 0 -23.: and 2-217
Pentales
1.50
Filament Transformers, 2% volt. 10 amperes
.75
Chokes,. 30 Henry. 00 mil
Mershon Electrolytic Condenser. 8 SIFD, 500 volt
(Inverted or upright. can be mounted In any
.95
type of set)
Temple Condenser. 10 1 /10 MED. 1000 volta. A.C
test, ratings 4. 2. 2. 1, 1, and 1 /10
1.95
Western Electric Condenser Blocks. 2 MFD. 500
volts
.45
Ward Leonard 18,000 -ohm Voltage Dividers. for any
.85
type A.C. set, or B Eliminator
Hero Escutcheon Plates. with full vision dial, etan.90
pleto
It.C.A. Radiotron 210 Tubes
2.75
Tung -Sol Tubes. Guaranteed first grade. 30 -day
replacement:

1-

6-

.$1.35
1.60
1.60
1.25

1.,..81.25
245.... .85

281....$235
280.... .75

.75
.60

.75
.60

2222

271A...

228....

All prices quoted are net. We require a deposit of at least
20% on C. O. D. shipments. 3% discount if full remittance
is sent with order. All shipments are made F. O. B. Chicago.
All our merchandise is guaranteed to be as represented.

200.t...
201Á

230
112A
250

30.95

i'X199.

.95

2.35

.95

FREE
CATALOG

The Chas. Hoodwin Company
4240 Lincoln Avenue

Dcpt.

1 .

-1
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Chicago, Illinois

WORLD'S BEST RADIO BOOKS
I
RADIO

ORDER
DIRECT
FROM
THIS
PAGE

herewith present to the readers of TELEVISION NEWS the
most complete collection of recent important radio books. We
have, after an exhaustive study, selected these volumes because
they represent the foremost radio books of their kind in print today.
There is such a great variety that we are sure it will satisfy any taste as
well as any requirement that the student of radio might have.
WE

EXPERIMENTAL RADIO, by R.
R. Rau es. Professor of Physics.
India ` Uoil rnity. Cloth covers.
Flee

1,x3

hi",
t

236

pages

RS

Illustrations,
Price, postsald
This honk by Professor Ramsey is
written In the nature of a exp.-Hun-mid
hn
radio course and contains 128 experiments, Illustrated
and described in a clear and In-

$2.75
s

The
teresting style
cover such valuable
A test on a loud
impedance of coils:
.

experiments
eubjecle as:
speaker: the

construction

of a filter, screen grid tube: beat
note audio oscillator; etc.

PRINCIPLES OF RADIO COMMUNICATION. by .1 I1. More croft. Prof. of Electrical Engin-

eering, Columbia University. Cloth
envers. sire 9%x6 ", 988 pages.
Profusely Illustrated.
Price
A radin classic. Indeed. Is Professor \torernft's very complete
text-book which covers snrll important radin phenomena as, the
action in condensers; self and
mutual Indnes inn in a circuit;
phase and phase difference; effect
of condensers and rolls on ware
chape: resonance frequency
of
coupled circuits; skin effect in
coils; antenna resistance; transformers; vacuum tubes; radin frequency alternators
modular inn
and circuits; amplifiers and Biters.

$7.50

:

RADIO TRAFFIC MANUAL AND
OPERATING REGULATIONS, by
It. 1.. Duncan and C. E. Drew.
Flexible covers, size
9x6 ", 166 pages. Price
This valuable handbook starts off
with instruction, on how to learn
the rode In eotiltiolerable detail.
with a list of abbreviations. Then
conies operating rules and regulations of tire Radlonarine Corporation of America with operator.'
report forms: followed by the
riles of the International Radiograph Convention: the i'nited
States Radio Art of 1927; the
Ship Act of 1912; eue,

$2.00

PHOTOCELLS AND THEIR APPLICATION. by V. R. Zwnrvkin,
E.E., Ph D., and E. D. Wilson,
Pli.D. Cloth covers. size
210

pages.

97

ers,

50

tratlons. Price
Photocells today occupy' a vet?'
Important place In radio and talking pictures, as well as other

branches of applied science, and
these two experts have provided
the very latest information as to
the action taking place In various
types of photocells. The theory on
which these different cells operate. Including color sensitivity.

together with amplifier and seensting discs used in piMUre al well
as television transmission, etc.

PRINCIPLES OF RADIO, by
Keith Ilenney, M.A. Cloth coven.
size 8x 3!4 ", 478 pages, $.3
306 Inspirations. Price
5O
author is well known in radio
and he las here provided a very
complete and clearly written dis cusslon f radio circuits and apn
parntus,lnrluling
such Important
topics as:
ndeneers; transformers: determination of Inductance:

0 00

vacuum

tube

action,

incl'tdinc

Si resin Grid and Pentode: wave
ph ter, their calibration and oar;
modxtattnn: amplifiers: long wave
rerrlvers; and different typee of

re,

t

I

den.

HOW TO PASS U. S. GOVERN.

MENT RADIO LICENSE EXAMINATIONS. by R. L. Duncan and
('. E. Drew. Flexible coven, size
9!4x7 ", 170 pages, 92 illustrations, appendix.
Price
The authors are thoroughly r
versant with their subject and all
of the most Important information including hook -ups; types of
antennae and receivers with airing diagrams of both small and
large receivers and transmitters
of rommental type, including ship

$2.00

sets are given.

RADIO RECEIVING TUBES. by
Moser and \Vostrel. Cloth coven,
sire 7!xx5t,4 ", 298 pages, 181

lictntlgne,

L
$2.50

Price
No radio student or operator can
do without this authoritative bunk
cot the radio vacuum tube.
The
¡whale chapters include nstrttrtb.rn of vacuum tubes: electrical
fundamentals: elementary action
taking place in the vaumum tube.
al th graphs ; rears 'ration of
tubes; testing of tubes including
determination of amplification factor: plate resistance: grid resistance, etc,

PRACTICAL RADIO- INCLUDING THE TESTING OF RADIO
RECEIVING

kloirr.

S.

SETS. by .lames A.

it., A.M.. and John F.

Nbstrel. Cloth covers,
374 pages,

nations.

223

Blur-

Price

size 8x5".

$2.50

Everyone will find this volume of
the utmost practical value as the
authors have explained in text
and diagrams, for the practically Minded student, inch interesting
subjects as telephone receivers and
crystal lets; various type, of
aerials: current sources for vacuum
tubes; audio and radio frequency
amplifirat inn with hookups: loud
speakers and how they work; va.
Hotta radio receiving seta with
diagrams and just how they work.

PRACTICAL

R A D I O
CONSTRUCTION AND REPAIRING,
by J. A, Moyer. R.B., A.M., and
J. F. Wortrel. Cloth
size
855", 3
pages, 163

r.

tlludratio ns, Price...

$250
.
that

This handbook is one
every
radio set tester and general student will want to read carefully.
Those experts have citen
sencomplete deacript ion of
ments used to test and repair
modem radio sets, together with
complete diagrams of many mod-

lnstr

receiving seta, with explanetiuns on how to test the radio
and audio frequency stages for
ern

faults.

ELEMENTS OF RADIO COMB
MUNICATION. by Professor John
11.

Morecroft.

0x0 ",

210

Cloth coven. size

pages,

Illustrations.

170

Price...

$9JJ. 1.I

We publish no catalogue and ask you to be kind enough to order
direct from this page. Prompt shipments will be made to you direct from
the publishers. We merely act as a clearing house for a number of radio
book publishers and OUR PRICES ARE AS LOW OR LOWER THAN
WILL BE FOUND ANYWHERE. Prompt shipments will be made.
Remit by money order or certified check. If you send cash, be sure
to register it. If you wish to get any other radio book, please write us.

Prnfessnr kforeeroft explains In an
authoritative and cleat manner
such important radio phenomena
as current flout In circuits con

Mining capacity

FUNDAMENTALS

and inductance;

propagation of radio wares: sac.
uum tubes as detectors and amplifiers: fading of radio waves
and its causes; neutralisation;
superheterodynes for short waves,
ele
audio frequency amplifiers;
how filters work, etc.

freshing treatment of Use fundamentals of radio, including battery and dynamo action: alternating currents; inductance; vacuum
tube constants; aerials of different
kinds and how They operate; radin frequency instruments and
apparatus; audio amplification and
receivers in general.

:

RADIO TELEGRAPHY AND
TELEPHONY. by R. I. Duncan
and C. E. Drew. Cloth
size 954x6 ". 950 pages,

covers,

illustrations. Price
$7.50
This 950 page honk forms indeed
a most complete treatise on radio
farts. The authors treat thou.
mighty the magnetic circuit; Ohm's
law; transformers and induction;
motor generators and starters;
storage batteries; alternating currents: capacity and inductance
formulae. Vacuum tubes as deter ton and amplifiers; oseillographa;
radio compass; wavelength measurements and short wave receivers.
468

RADIO

Pratt

-

DRAKE'S RADIO CYCLOPEDIA.
If. P. Manly. Cloth covers,
site 0x9 ". 1035 pages, profusely
by

Prltt

contains 1110 illustration., diagrams, etc. There are 414 Illus
nations and articles on the building and designing of radin sets,
alone; 110 articles with 383 Illus
tuitions on the methods of repair,
service and adjustment of radio
lets.

RADIO
SERVICE
by Hugo Gernebaek
Fitch. Flexible covers,

illustra-

$2.98

S. GERNSBACK'S RADIO ENCYCLOPEDIA. by S. Gemsbark.

Stiff

leatherette

coven,
size
9x12", 168 pages, profusely illustrated.

$1.65

Price
Radio apparatus- Inventors and
terms are all Illustrated end lescribed In this remarkable book
which required the efforts of several engineers In Its compilation.
The subjects are alphabetically
arranged and the illustrations are
especially fine and clear.

TELEVISION TO -DAY AND TO-

Howto order

MORROW, by S. A. :Moseley and
11.
J. H. Chapple. Cloth covers,
size 8x5% ", 190 pages, profusely

illustrated
Price. prepaid
Pratt.

We cannot make C.O.D.

shipments.

Our prices
net, as shown on
this page. You will note
that some of the books
include postage. Those
that do not will be

are

up-to- the -minute work on
television describes in detail the
apparatus used by Baird The student will learn all shout canning discs; the hest type of moTide

tor; reverse defects and how to
overcome them: Isnchnmlem and
synchronism: various ways of syn-

shipped by express collect if you do not wish
to include a sufficient
amount of postage.

~

$6.00

maintenance, the various subjects
being
alphabetically
arranged.
There are 1735 subjects In alphabetical order ranging from Abattery to zero-heat. This volume

tions, 652 pages.
Price, prepaid
Commercial wiring diagrams for
all the regularly manufactured revising sets are included in this
manual and no radin service man
or student who builds and repairs
radio seta can be without this
tremendously useful compilation
of circuits and their descriptions.
Titis book is worth 6100.00 to anyone who has a use for it.
The
Manual Is indexed so that any
commercial
befoundnstantly.
instantly. Oste of the
most valuable radio book. ever
published.

RADIO PUBLICATIONS

Priceeel.

This massive cyclopedia coven
radio apparatus -its operation and

man absolutely must have.

1,000

$3.00

Toils Is a well illustrated and intensely practical handbook for all
radin service men and operators,
as well as set builders and teeters.
Sent! of the practical problema
illustrated and discussed are. Interference and noise problems
110w to locale and remedy them:
antenna circuit troubles and their
effect on radio; batteries, chargers and eliminators.

$1.95

over

SHOOTING.

PICTURES AND
TROUBLE SHOOTER'S MAN.
UAL, by Cameron and Rider
Cloth rovers, size 8x594 ". 1120
pages, profusely silo,.
traced. Price
This useful volume will appeal to
all radio as well as "talkie"
trouble -shooters. The first chapters deal with fundamentals of
electrical
circuits,
including
Ohm'. law, A.C. and D.C. stn
cuits, rectifiers, amplifiers, mixers
and faders; various types of loud
SOUND

$7.50

speakers

and how to arrange
them; photocells; electric motors;
various types of talkie projectors:
also commercial amplifiers with
diagrams are given.

.

t ions.

RADIO SERVICE MAN'S HAN DYBOOK WITH ADDENDA
DATA SHEETS. Flexible covers,
page., 200 illus.
[ions.
Price. prepaid
This remarkable book contains
several hundred Illustrations with
airing diagrams and charts covering every conceivable subject,
Including radio sets. tumbes, etc.
The book is strictly up -to -date
and contains the newest practical
information which every radio

and ('ide
else 9x12 ",

TROUBLE

by F.nnnr R. Haan, E
Flexible
vers, size 6x9". 323 pages, 257

size

OFFICIAL
MANUAL.

RADIO,

OF

R. R. Ramsey, Professor of
Physics, Indiana University. Cloth
Plovers.
size 914x6", 372 pages.
rise,
Price, DreDdd
prepaid
Dr. Ramsey gives us a very reby

chronizing the receiving dies;
photocells and neon tubes; radio
receivers for television signals,
noctavision.

~
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as

RIDING THE AIR WAVES.
WITH ERIC PALMER. JR., by
himself.

54 ",

Cloth coven. size 714x

328 pages.

$ 2.00

Price

Short wave fana cannot miss reading this highly entertaining and
informative book which tells the
story of youthful Mr. Palmer and
Its remarkable achievements In
amateur radio. "Around the World
with 5 Watts" and many other
interesting subjects appear betx ten Use coven of this book.
A POPULAR GUIDE TO RADIO
by B. Francis Deehlell.
Cloth

finer,. size 514x8 4 ",
Lrnfnsely Illustrated.
Price, prepaid

286 pagel.

$
$3a5O

The author ,tans off with an excellent section on electricity and
magnetism: the use of radin
aerials and grounds: the funda-

mental principles of radin; the
electron tune and crystal recti-

fien -how they work: the principle of radio amplification; radto

inductance coils and condensers;
fmtdamt ntal radio receiving eircults; electrical reproduction of
sound; the atmosphere and radio
phenomena. etc.

RADIO VISION, by C. Francis
Jenkins. Cloth covers, size 04x6 ",
profusely illustrated.
141 pages,
Price,
prepaid
A beautifully printed and interesting illustrated history of transmission of images by radio: par-

$1.25

ticularly covering the apparatus
and successful demonstrations of
the Jenkins system. Other apparaius Illustrated and discussed are
the Braun tube receiver; the R.
C.A. Photo -radio apparatus; the
A. T. A T. Company system;
and the Belin machine.

MOVIES AND TELEVISION. by C. Francis Jenkins.
Cloth rovers, size 94x6 ",144 pages.
Icen fusel' illustrated,
RADIO

Price,

$2.50

prepaid

An absorbing hinny, handsomely
illustrated of the Jenkins system
of
transmitting and receiving
movies

"via radio."

chapters gives

tails

One of the
constructional de-

and drawing. for building
your own Radlovisnr or machine

for making the radio movies visible In your home. Diagrams of
amplifiers are given, with some
other very valuable information
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Wanted: A Short Wave "Phone" League
By

HUGO GERNSBACK

HAVE before me a number of letters, received
during the past few months from short -wave
enthusiasts, urging me to organize a ShortWave 'Phone League.
The letters are all of a similar tenor; most of the
writers pointing out that, inasmuch as I was the
originator of the first Radio League in the world
(i.e., the old Wireless Association of America,
dating back to 1908), I should take it upon myself
now to organize a 'Phone League.

Code Amateurs Not Interested in Phone

It is pointed out by the writers of the letters that
most of the 17,000 licensed radio amateurs in the
United States are interested only in "CW" and
"code" transmission, and that, as a rule, they are
not interested in 'phone transmission.
It is also pointed out that the 'phone "hams" have
no magazine wherein they can discuss their
thoughts and their experiences, and to print a regular "ham" section on radio 'phone matters. The
correspondents usually suggest that SHORT WAVE
CRAFT would be the ideal magazine to take up the
cause of 'phone "hams." Communications such as
these have been coming in ever since SHORT WAVE
CRAFT was started ; and the letters are becoming
so numerous lately, that something has to be done
about it.
Easy to Organize a League
I, therefore, take this means to ascertain the
sentiments of the 'phone amateurs and would -be
'phone amateurs with respect to a new league to be
formed. Naturally, if there are enough 'phone
amateurs who respond, it will be an easy thing to
organize such a league for you. If not, no harm is
done.
Of course, the would -be 'phone "ham" who does
not know much about the legal regulations is apt
to jump to the conclusion that all he has to do, is to
rig up a transmitter and go ahead and use 'phone
transmission all over the globe. It is not quite as
simple as that; because, in the first place, he cannot
get a license from the Department of Commerce

unless he can actually transmit code. Even though
he need not be an expert, he must be able to read
signals with a fair degree of accuracy ; otherwise
he cannot obtain a license and, for that reason, cannot operate a radio 'phone transmitter. I am making
these few remarks merely for those new short -wave
fans who have not known about the Department of
Commerce regulations.

Powerful Amateur Aid
If the serious- minded 'phone "hams" are interested, I shall be glad to be instrumental in the
foundation of the new league; and I believe a league
such as this can, in time, be worked up to not only
national, but even international importance. It is
certain that, in time to come, the league would
attract literally hundreds of thousands of "hams" to
it; and enough new inventions would be forthcoming
to make the league a most powerful organization in
this and every other country.
A

Are You Interested in Forming a League?
If, therefore, you are interested in the formation
of such a league, I suggest that you write to me,
giving me your thoughts in the matter, and also
fill out the blank printed on page 286 of this issue.
In addition to this (inasmuch as not every 'phone
"ham" sees this magazine regularly) it would be
an excellent idea for those who have 'phone transmitters to call the attention of this article to others
by radio and so broadcast the idea that, if there is
sufficient demand, a new 'phone league will soon
come into life.

Plenty of Room for 'Phone League
It should be noted that, in all of this, there is no
thought of either displacing or hurting C.W. amateurs ; because I sincerely believe there is room for
both classes in amateur radio. Each has its own
sphere and neither one need interfere with the
other.
If sufficient answers are received, an announcement of the formation of the league will be made
in the next issue of SHORT WAVE CRAFT.

SHORT WAVE CRAFT IS PUBLISHED ON THE 15th OF EVERY OTHER MONTH
THE NEXT ISSUE COMES OUT JANUARY 15th
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HOW HIGH IS THAT
BALLOON?
MIDGET SHORT WAVE
TRANSMITTER Radio's Answer
By

CAPTAIN JAMES A. CODE,
U. S.

JR.

Signal Carps.

Super-midget transmitter suspended from weather balloon, radiates signals which have been heard up to
eleven miles, on a direction -finding receiver
fitted with angle -indicating loop.
Photo at left shows group of
"weather balloons" about to
be sent up, together with
miniature radio transmitter;
receiver at right.

UPPER-AIR observations, over
terrain which is inaccessible during fogs and inclement weather,
are often desirable; though to
obtain such meteorological data, which
are useful to commerce and industry, is,
from the point of view of the forecaster, extremely difficult. Upper-air
meteorological observations at night, or
under the conditions mentioned, have
been limited to the visual means of attaching some source of light to the
meteorological balloon; which is observed through theodolites, and successive readings of azimuth ( "bearings ")
and elevation are obtained by means of
the balloon theodolites. Other special
methods are used; such as attaching a
small bomb with time -fuses to the bal
loon, and "sound- ranging" for the ex
plosion of the bomb.
These methods
present difficulties which the Signa
Corps has attempted to eliminate by de
size of super midget radio transmitter containing
'99 tube, battery, transformer and inductance; weight, 17% oz. Right
operator listening to balloon radio
signals.
Above-Comparative

-

wising a small, compact, radio transmitter which is attached to the balloon
and, when released, is tracked by means
of radio direction finders.
While the initial work was done in
the Signal Corps Laboratories at McCook

Wiring diagram of the balloon short
wave transmitter.

Field in 1923, it was not until 1931 that
Major Wm. R. Blair, of the Signal Corps
Laboratories at Fort Monmouth, was
able to bring the transmitter and the
range finder to its present state of perfection.
Transmitter Weighs But 17% Ounces
The two problems necessary for the
engineer to solve were: the development

www.americanradiohistory.com

of a light inexpensive transmitter, and
the building of a rugged, reliable, portable direction = finding receiver with minimum controls. The transmitter which
has been developed approaches quite
satisfactorily the requirements. Its
weight is but 17% ozs. It consists of
a small flashlight 4% -volt battery,
which serves to heat the filament of a
'99 tube and, simultaneously, to energize the primary circuit of a buzzer
transformer. The turn -ratio of the
transformer is approximately 50 to 1;
and its iron core is provided with an air
gap, to give leakage flux for the qperation of the vibrator, which is included
in the primary circuit. The secondary
voltage is, of course, intermittent at the
rate of vibration of the interrupter; and
it is part of this voltage which makes
the plate positive, once during each
cycle of the vibrator, and is thus applied
as "B" voltage to the '99 tube.
(Continued on page 292)
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Planes Can Land
in Fog!

AIRWAYS

I RADIOBEACON

Thanks to Short Waves
LOCALIZING BFAM TRANS Mi TTE

did

Airplanes have been repeatedly landed while "flyiing blind" by
the aid of this new short wave "landing beam", which has
been developed by Uncle Sam's radio experts. This
means that all airports will shortly be made "visible ",
even in a fog, thanks to short waves.

Plan view, showing airport and how
landing beam short wave signal is
picked up and used to guide plane in
landing safely.
FOR the past three years the Bureau
of Standards have been working on
the short -wave landing beam for
airplanes. Now they have it. The
beam makes blind landings possible.
The why and wherefore is most interesting. In the first place you realize
that the blind flying of planes has been
going on for some time. All the U. S.
airways have radio -beacons that a pilot
can follow from one airport to another,
But suppose that he can't see an airport
-how is he to land? The short-wave
landing beam is the answer. And here
is how it works.
The regular airways radio beacon
transmitter is located at one side of the
airport -not ON the airport. There is
also another (marker) beacon, projecting
a beam a short distance along the other
side of the airport. But the beam trans
mitter is put right on the airport -right
at the end of the landing runway. The
pilot follows the airways beacon to the
airport where he wishes to land. He
knows when he passes over this beacon,
because its signals change. Therefore,
upon passing the beacon, the pilot turns
sharp left to the marker beam, straightens out on it, turns sharp left again and
so hits the landing beam. He then turns
left once more and follows the beam to a
landing. It is as simple as "no right
turns" and "one -way traffic "-sometimes
simpler!
The value of this system is obvious. It
is literally a "life- saver ". The landing
beam may be set at the airport in the direction of prevailing winds or any other
safe landing direction. It may be made
steep, for a short approach, as in mountainous localities, or more gradual when a
longer approach is desired. It can be
picked up at any altitude between 500
and 5,000 feet. No manipulation on the
part of the pilot is required since the
tuning is fixed. He merely switches in
his "landing- beam" receiver at the proper
time. This receiver is visual and is
mounted on the flight instrument board.

By

LIEUT. ONION 1. FUUY*
U. S. N. Retired

If he keeps the needle on this instrument in the middle by controlling the

LINE OF MAXIMUM
RADIATION

bounce.

LINE OF CONSTANT
FIELD INTENSITY

GROUND

RADIATION FROM SHORTWAVE
LANDING BEAM TRANSMITTER.

No matter what altitude the plane has
when entering zone of the Landing
Beam, the "Landing Indicator" will
immediately show whether the plane
should commence gliding by reading
"Too High" or "Too Low ".

1

HORIZONTAL
DOUBLET

ANTENNA

A.C.
--- Go"+5,500

-135V.

V.

1.

plane's elevators, he will come in at a
normal landing glide and level off with out ever seeing the field. His altimeter
will tell him when to cut the throttle
completely; although he could hit with it
partly on and do nothing worse than

Oscillator circuit of Landing Beam

w

Transmitter.

Simplified dials used
to indicate landing
conditions to pilot in
plane; how close he
is to the ground and
if he is "off" or "on"
the course.

AeronuuTech Institute.
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Landing Beam Operates on 3 Meters
So much for the system; now about the
apparatus. Remember that there must
be control, or guidance, over three dimensions. For this reason a beam (called
a "localizing beam ") must be directed
along the runway to form a lane, which
will keep the pilot from swerving off the
runway to right or left, while gliding
down the landing beam. Also, the landing
beam itself, although projected as a
straight line (tangent to the horizontal
runway) must guide the plane down a
curved path, which becomes flatter and
flatter near the ground end. This path
is actually the line of equal intensity and
is always below the axis of the projected
beam.
The landing -beam transmitter operates
on about 3 meters. A directive antenna
system is, of course, required; this consists of a number of short doublet horizontal antennas, which run perpendicular
to the main supporting structure, which
in itself is not high enough to be a flight
obstruction. This whole outfit can be
tilted and locked into position to give
(Continued on page 288)
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LINCOLN
ALL -WAVE

The

SUPER-HET
The young lady here shown has her hand on the special knob
controlling the wave-band "change- switch ", a new feature of
the Lincoln "All- Wave" Super -het.

By H.

WINFIELD SECOR

The new Lincoln De -Luxe combination short and long wave receiver here illustrated, tunes in all waves from
10 to 550 meters. Plug-in -coils are eliminated by a cleverly engineered switching scheme. .1 super -heterodyne
circuit is used, providing sharp selectivity and powerful volume.

HAT!

Another "all - wave"
Super -Het? So it seems, but as
the old adage has it -"The proof
of the pudding is in the eating
thereof," and agreeable surprises came
fast, one after another, when the new
Lincoln All -Wave Super -Het, known as
their "De Luxe 32 Model," was lugged
home and tested out. In the first place,
the Lincoln circuit is of very excellent
fundamental design. The intermediate
amplifier stages being individually tuned,
this operation being a simple one performed but once when the set is first
placed into operation. The person operating the set merely adjusts the five
midget condenser knobs placed on the
tops of the shield cans covering the intermediate amplifier transformers, until
a weak signal is heard with maximum
strength on the loud speaker.
Tuning In Short Waves a Cinch!
Whether the purchaser of a Lincoln
new All -Wave Super is interested particularly in short -wave reception, or only
listens in occasionally on short waves,
this cleverly designed and highly efficient
receiver, will appeal irresistibly. Tuning in short waves is a "cinch" with the
new Lincoln
simple twist of the wrist
on the band -selector switch puts immediately at your service the following
wavelength ranges: 15-30; 30 -50; 50100; 100 -200; and finally the broadcast
range of 200 -550 meters.
Aside from the excellent design and
workmanship of the intermediate transformers, which are wound on bakelite
tubes with ample spacing between the
coils and the shields, the short -wave inductances are wound very accurately on
threaded bakelite tubing. The shortwave coils are mounted in a group inside
a shield can placed just behind the panel,
at the left of the set, as the illustrations

-a

show.

High and Low Power Switch
The double tuning-condenser unit was
specially selected for this set, to be of
the proper capacity and plate spacing to
work equally as well on the short waves

switch at the right of the front panel provides "high" or "low" power, which obviates blasting from the local stations
(which, you may be sure, come romping
in like a "ton of bricks" on this powerful
receiver, with its four "high- gain" stages
of shield -grid intermediate amplifica-

tion).

Powerful Output Stage
In the output audio amplifier stage,
two '45's are employed. These tubes were
selected as the very best from the viewpoint of powerful volume and exquisite
tone quality for this particular receiver,
in preference to the use of pentodes.
Besides the powerful amplification due
to the very careful design of the inductances, for both short- and long-wave
tuning, it was soon demonstrated after
bringing in many broadcast and short
ware stations, both from overseas and
various parts of this country, that even
better than 10 -kc. selectivity had been
Above

of

-

"Close -up"

wave -band

"change switch"
showing short leads
from various coils
mounted directly
over switch.

-

Right Close -up of
"short" and "broadcast" wave coils,
with shield removed.

%PIP
as on the broadcast
waves. The condenser is fitted with ball
bearings. The small
knob just to the right
of the main tuning
knob is a trimmer
condenser; the knob
to the right of the
main dial is the volu m e control a n d
switch. The small
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Bottom view-showing simplicity of wiring.

Top view of new Lincoln "All- Wave" super -het.

The length of antenna depends on local absorption. Ten feet of antenna in
one locality will equal a 50 -ft. antenna
in another. As a general thing, buildings of steel construction require a
longer antenna to compensate for loss of
absorption in steel, state the Lincoln experts. Antennas from 15 to 100 feet will

attained by the engineers behind this
receiver.
Each Receiver Individually Tested
Furthermore, each receiver is actually
tested on distant signals, before the customer ever receives it. One feature
which many sets claim to have, but
which the Lincoln receiver really demonstrates, is that it actually can produce
loud -speaker volume on relatively weak

work satisfactorily.
Operation Hints

First you connect A.C. line to wall
socket; turn right -hand control knob
until switch is turned on, and see if all
heaters are operating.
See that all adjusting knobs on top of
I.F. (intermediate amplifier) cans point
to marks on top of can. Turn volume
control (right hand knob) about halfway on and tune in a station with main
dial (center knob), adjusting trimmer
(second knob from left) to loudest signal. Then reduce your volume control
to a weak signal and carefully go over
all of the adjustments on top of the
transformers, peaking each one at the
loudest point. Next, tune in a distant
signal and go over the operation again.

signals. This means that every amplifier
stage in the set is working at the "peak"
of efficiency.
The Lincoln De Luxe receiver is an
extremely high -powered and selective
equipment, using the high amplification
of six screen -grid tubes. The chassis is
very carefully constructed, employing
strictly laboratory methods. The position of every wire is carefully figured
out to eliminate feed backs and allow
high amplification.

-

r-

Connecting Chassis, Power Unit and
Speaker
Cables leading from chassis to power
equipment are of different colored wire.
Labels on the power equipment clearly
indicate where connections should be
made. Connections from speaker are indicated on power equipment for energizing the field of the speaker.
Ir
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Once this adjustment is done, no further
attention need be paid to it. Adjustments of the I.F. transformer should be
made with the low -high power switch in
high power position.
(Continued on page 284)
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V

RED

Complete wiring diagram of the new Lincoln De -Luxe "All- Wave" super -het, which tunes from 15 to 550 meters at a
single "twist of the wrist ". The various coils used for tuni ng in the different wavelengths and their connections to the
"ganged" control switch, are shown at the extreme left of the diagram.
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New

liver high amperage at low voltage was
unsatisfactory. It is recognized, however, that slight hum modulation caused
no difficulty in the reading of continuous -wave signals.
Thus it was, that the writer recognized the usefulness of the automobile
tubes for short-wave work, when the first
experimental designs were submitted to
manufacturers prior to their introduction to the public. Because of other,
more pressing duties the writer was unable to conduct any tests along these
lines until recently; when the editors of
SHORT WAVE CRAFT asked him to design
a standard circuit around these tubes,
for their readers.
MAIN TUNING

'81
.C3

ceiver is designed for appearance, low
cost, simplicity of construction, and
greatest efficiency for the tubes employed
in its circuit. The only additional apparatus required is the necessary power
supply and a sensitive magnetic or dynamic speaker of 15,000 ohms impedance
to work out of the pentode power stage.
Any speaker may be used providing the
impedances are matched through the use
of special transformer.
Specially-designed high impedance speakers may be
had from any of the major speaker man-

ufacturers.

Construction

The aluminum box is first prepared.
This is Qf the type assembled from sheet

o

COND\

S.G
X36

ALL-WAVE

Many readers have requested that we publish
a circuit and describe a receiver using the new
6.3 volt automobile tubes. Ife aim to give our
readers whatever they want, whenever possible, so here is a special receiving set which
was built and tested by Mr. Bryant, formerly
director of Radio News' Laboratory. Loud
speaker reception is obtained with but three
tubes, one of which is a pentode. This receiver
operates with smooth control of the regeneration, as actual tests demonstrated.

The "All- Wave" receiver, using three "auto" tubes, as tested
by the editors.

AFEW years ago, when short -wave
reception above 2000 kilocycles
was given its impetus, and the
A.C. operated broadcast receiver
was in its early stages of development,
engineers dreamed of an A.C. operated
short -wave receiver. Short -wave receivers with '01A or '99 battery-operated
tubes were then the thing of the day.
Soon, progressive engineers and shortwave operators were employing a single tube regenerative short-wave receiver,
followed by an A.C. operated power amplifier. During this time the writer was
conducting experiments leading to the
design of a satisfactory A.C. operated
short -wave receiver. The preliminary
design consisted of a '27 regenerative detector, and a '27 first audio stage, followed by '71 tubes in push pull. Needless to say, the hum level on frequencies
above 3000 kilocycles was extremely
high. To reduce the hum level it was
necessary to change to '27 tubes for the
push pull stage, which was later accepted
as standard practice. This receiver was
the first complete A.C. operated system
to be described in public print, and was
made possible through the collaboration
of Mr. H. G. Cisin, M.E., of the Allied
Engineering Institute.
After the introduction and adaptation
of the '24 tube into short -wave receivers
as a radio -frequency amplifier, no great
progress was made in the design of the
receivers other than natural refinement.
The writer soon learned of, and had the
opportunity to operate, a special shortwave transatlantic superheterodyne receiver developed by the Bell Telephone
engineers. This receiver did not employ
the '27 and the '24 tubes, as might be
expected, but used tubes of the '99 type;
their filaments being supplied with rectified and filtered A.C. This method was
far more satisfactory than the use of the
heater type tubes; although the public
had accepted the latter as the ultimate
tubes for use in short-wave receivers.
Many attempts were made to use the
heater tubes with rectified and filtered
A.C.; but the apparatus required to de-
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FIG. 2

"A--6 voas -A +"
Complete wiring diagrams of the "All- Wave" receiver, which employs three of
the latest type, highly efficient tubes, the famous 6.3 volt "automobile" tubes.
The receiver to be described in the following paragraphs has a single stage of
radio- frequency amplification, with untuned antenna, and tuned -impedance
coupled to a regenerative detector. This
is followed by a single stage of audio frequency amplification, in which the new
'38 pentode output tube is used. Using a

standard broadcast antenna, the writer
was able to receive a number of shortwave phone stations on a loud speaker
with room volume. Needless to say, the
volume is determined by the antenna
power of the sending station. The re-
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aluminum, the edges of which fit into
slotted corner posts. The top panel is
laid out in accordance with the drawing
(Fig. IA) and the holes drilled out with
a fly cutter; or else by the more laborious method of drilling a series of
smaller holes around the inside diameter
of the larger holes, by filing down the
edges until the larger hole is perfectly
round and smooth. The tube sockets
(VI, V2, V3) are of the wafer type;
while the coil socket V4 is of the base
type. The latter was used in order to
keep the coil above the metal, to reduce
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RECEIVER USING Au7bo TUBES
By BERYL B. BRYAN'!'
losses due to eddy-current absorption.
After the panel has been prepared, the
sockets should be mounted in their
proper positions with the bases of the
tube shields; after which the panel is
temporarily laid aside.
The front panel is next laid out and
drilled, in accordance with Fig. 1B, for
the mounting of the tuning Cl and regeneration C2 condensers; with the volume control R7 placed in the lower center. The holes for the mounting of the
vernier dials should be drilled at the
same time. The two co densers, with
their respective dials, aT- mounted, and
then the volume control.
The rear panel is next drilled for the
output binding posts B3 and B4, or, if
desired, these may be mounted on the top
panel behind the shield can that houses
the tuning coil. Needless to say, these
binding posts must be insulated from the
metal.
The right side panel is next drilled in
the lower left corner, as shown in Fig.
1C, for the filament switch, and the
switch mounted. Notice that this is a
two -pole single -throw switch, serving to
break the volume control circuit as well
as the filament circuit, in order to conserve the batteries.
(Continued on page 288)

Interior view of the "All- Wave" receiver, which possesses very smooth
regeneration control.
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Locating ORS DEPOSITS
By Ultra Short Waves
REFLECTED RAYS WHEN ORE IS
PRESENT. WHEN NO ORE IS PRESENT.
WAVE PASSES INTO EARTH

By A. Binneweg, Jr.*

RECEIVER

//
/

What is more interesting than the possibility
of locating ore deposits by some electrical
means? As Mr. Binneweg points out in the
accompanying article, there are excellent possibilities of applying very short waves to this
problem. The author describes how to build
an ultra short wave transmitter and also a receiver, together with suitable focusing reflectors for locating ore or other metallic masses

.

Here we see how ultra short waves are reflected by a metallic
ore deposit and this fact indicated by the reception of signals
in the receiver.
CONSIDERABLE interest has been
shown lately in radio apparatus
for electrical prospecting. Those
interested in this kind of work
are, almost without exception, non -technical men who desire to try their luck at
prospecting. It is not necessary to be
technically trained in radio in order to
conduct an experiment with electrical
prospecting apparatus. Truly, this is an
age of specialization in which the knowledge in one field is often of considerable
value in another.
The writer has specialized for many
years in the design of ultra -short-wave
transmitting and receiving apparatus,
equipment of special interest to those who
wish to try this modern method of prospecting. (An article on this subject by
Mr. J. I. Heller appeared in the June
issue of Radio -Craft.) However, there
are many improvements which can be
made in electrical prospecting apparatus
to make it of more practical use to the
non -technical reader. Improvements in
such apparatus will be considered in this
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Ultra short wave transmitter and arrangement of antenna with reflector.
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article.

The reader is advised not to attempt
the construction of such ultra- short-wave

"VERTEX

equipment without first experimenting at
home. It is not an easy matter to develop apparatus which can be immediately used in the field without some tests,
of course.

It

that the reader first try
experimenting with apparatus of this
kind, employing a tube of either the '45
is suggested

or the '10 type. These tubes will give
sufficient power so that the results obtained are more easy to apprehend. The
filament of the tube used can then be
operated directly from the light socket,
thus saving batteries. The circuit of
such an arrangement is shown in Fig. 1.
For test work a key is convenient; be
sure to make the leads connecting to both
the plate and grid of the tube as short
as possible, for otherwise it may be difficult to make the tube oscillate at waveEngineer, Delft Radio Co.

-

may be made the same as RFC1. For
tubes having higher power, such as the
type '45, a 0- 100 -scale milliammeter may
be necessary. For smaller tubes a 0-10scale instrument will be satisfactory. If
the smaller type is available, it can be
shunted with a resistance of the proper
value for the larger tubes. If a filament
center -tap is not available on the secondary of the filament transformer, shunt a
resistance of about 200 ohms across the
secondary and run the center -tap lead to
the center tap of this resistance.
Another advantage of high power is
that a radio-frequency transmission line
of considerable length can be used; and
still sufficient power will be obtained at
its far end for coupling into the antenna.
The antenna wire is made 2 wavelength
long and has at its center a small half turn loop for coupling to the R.F. transmission line, which has a similar loop at
each of its ends. Such a transmission
line consists of only a pair of parallel
wires, spaced any convenient distance
apart, such as one or two inches. The

1/4 WAVELENGTH

I METER 3.28 FT.
EACH WIRE IS MADE V2 WAVELENGTH LONG.
FLG.2

How to arrange the parabolic reflector
wires and aerial.

lengths as low as 114 meters. Condensers Cl and C2 in Fig. 1 may be 30 mmf.
midgets.
The coil, L, consists of a loop of copper
tubing 4 inches in diameter. The use of
tubing is due, not so much to heavy currents to be carried, as to the fact that
it is desired to maintain the inductance
at a rigid value. The choke coil, RFC1,
consists of 30 turns, spaced about 1/4inch between turns, on a piece of dowel
-inch in diameter. The grid -leak, R,
is of the heavy -duty type and has a value
of 10,000 ohms. The other choke, RFC2,

s
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strutted, however, of a wire having sufficient current-carrying capacity so that
the filament voltage will not be reduced

HINGES

255
SA

ELEMENTS
COMMON
TUBE.

too much. The proper filament voltage
is absolutely necessary for satisfactory

PARABOLIC
REFLECTOR

AOJUSTiNG
POLE
FOR AIMING
REFLECTOR

Frame for supporting parabolic short
wave reflector and stick for adjusting
it to different angles.
wire used in the transmission line can
be any convenient size, such as No. 18,
or so. By using an R.F. transmission
line the transmitting apparatus can be
left in some convenient point and the
neighboring territory easily explored,
without carrying all the apparatus along.
It is important to make the proper
choice of tubes for operation at very
high frequencies. Some tubes are not
very good for this purpose, and perhaps
will not oscillate at all. The reason is
that the losses in the stem of the tube
become quite highs and the oscillator can
not supply them. This is shown clearly
in Fig. 4. There is a certain value of
capacity, between the leads in the stem,
which is of considerable importance when
the frequency becomes very high. The
glass in the stem itself functions as the
dielectric of the condenser, and the loss
in solid dielectrics is relatively enormous
at ultra -short wavelengths. If a plate
voltage of about 400 volts is applied on
ordinary transmitting tubes at these
wavelengths, the dielectric loss is so
great that excessive heating results. This
heating lowers the dielectric strength of
the glass greatly and the plate voltage
is able to spark through the glass in the
stem, completely damaging the tube. For
this reason, it is advisable to use much
lower voltages than normally employed
in such tubes.
In oscillators, such as shown in Fig. 1,
it is sometimes necessary to use small
chokes in the filament leads. Such chokes,
however, may not be necessary and arc
not shown in Fig. 1. However, if suc-

Fig. 3, above. shows the essential connections for a 3/4-meter oscillator.
should be necessary, two chokes having
the dimensions of RFC1 and RFC2 can
be connected in the two filament leads to
the tube. Such chokes must be con-

operation at these frequencies. Although
at low frequencies a tube may oscillate
with a very small plate voltage, higher
plate voltages are necessary at the higher
frequencies.
When testing, study the operation of
reflectors. For use in the field, start in
with a simple reflector like that shown
connected to the end of the R.F. transmission line shown in Fig. 1. Of course,
if no transmission line is used, the antenna is directly connected to the inductance, L. A simple reflector consists of
the antenna itself and a single wire
spaced from it, by one -quarter of a wavelength. Such a reflector wire gives a
signal in the direction from the reflector
wire through the antenna, of twice the
value obtained when the antenna wire
alone is used.

Hook -up showing how to connect an

audio frequency oscillator into the grid
circuit of the short wave transmitter.

Fig. 2 contains some essential data for
the construction of a complete parabolic
reflector. The distance between the antenna wire and the vertex wire of the
reflector should be a quarter-wavelength.
The transmitting aerial itself (or the receiving aerial, if the reflector is used for
reception) is mounted at the focus of the
parabola. The balance of the wires in
the reflector are mounted along the parabolic curve having the aerial at its focus.
The greater the number of wires used
on the parabolic curve, the sharper will
be the beam transmitted. If such a reflector is used for reception, the gain will
be greater with a greater number of
wires. If the number of wires in the
reflector is increased, the size of the
aerial must be reduced slightly because
of the loading effect of the reflector wire.
The beam will also be sharper as the
sides of the reflector are extended as
shown by the dotted lines in Fig. 2. In
determining the correct distance from
focus to vertex, divide the operating
wavelength by four; this gives the correct distance to space in meters; if this
value is changed to feet, one can easily
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Diagram showing parts of vacuum tube
wherein losses are noticeable at high
frequencies.
measure it with a common yardstick. The
length of the antenna itself will be somewhat shorter than the lengths of the reflector wires, because of the coupling coil
at its center, which loads it.
Prospecting Apparatus of the Future
The writer sees absolutely no reason
why the radio prospecting apparatus of
the immediate future will not be in a
greatly simplified form. The apparatus
now employed operates at wavelengths
close to 1.6 meters. However, at even
this frequency the size of the aerial and
reflector systems is yet rather cumbersome. By employing a wavelength such
as 3/4-meter, the size of this equipment
could be radically reduced and even a
gain in efficiency obtained. The reflectors
would be greatly reduced in dimensions
and the sides of the reflector considerably
extended to obtain much greater selectivity. This would result in less interference with other services and, at the
same time, extraneous waves and unsatisfactory reflections would be to a
great extent eliminated.
Another outstanding advantage is that
an amateur band of frequencies exists at
°lá meter. This allows any one with an
amateur transmitting license to construct and test such apparatus. At present, a special license is required for
transmitting in wavelengths other than
the amateur bands. The reader is, perhaps, familiar with the fact that.a government license is required for radio
(Continued on page 286)
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Connection of tubes in ultra short wave
receiver, suitable for use in locating
ore.
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A NEW CONVERTER
of Novel Design
By JAMES

Handsome appearance of the new National short wave converter; operates
without "plug-in" coils.

AFTER a hurried first glance at the
accompanying circuit diagram,
one might be inclined to jump to
the conclusion that the new
"National NC-5" is merely a conventional type of so- called "short-wave converter" to which two additional tubes
have been added; one a high- frequency
pre -amplifier, or input tube; and the
other a lower- frequency I.F. amplifier, or
"output" tube.
Fundamentally this is partially true,
even though it fails to consider the
many months of careful laboratory development work before such additions
were possible. As Robert S. Kruse
stated, in the introduction to one of his
articles in SHORT WAVE CRAFT some time
ago (June-July, 1930) on the design of
a short-wave receiver: "The circuit diagram should not be taken too seriously,
as all the circuit diagrams in the world
mean little if anything when it comes to
short-wave receivers."
Short -comings of Some Converters
In the past the so- called short-wave
converters have merely been frequency
Consulting Engineer: General
National Company, Malden, Mass.

Manager,

MILLEN*

"Interlocking" and "dead spots" are eliminated by new engineering
ideas in converter design, which include variable -mu tube; novel
oscillator circuit; a stage of high -gain intermediate frequency amplification; a new switch to eliminate plug -in- coils; similarity of
dial settings for different coils; easier tuning and a brand -new dial,
which "shows a different color for each wave band!"
changers and, while they would give extremely satisfactory results with many
sensitive broadcast receivers, they were
not at all universal in their application
and frequently resulted in excessively
Moreover,
poor signal -to -noise ratio.
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practically all of the commercial models
that we were able to secure and test in
the laboratory, during the past year, had
bad "interlocking," which made tuning
extraordinarily difficult. Although frequently advertised as being "single-control," such was generally far from the
case.

In order to improve the signal -to -noise
ratio, the stage of pre-amplification was
developed, to insure efficient antenna
coupling and the application of a signal
of sizeable magnitude to the grid of the
first detector, or mixer tube. To avoid
complicated tuning, as well as intricate
constructional details, due to the introduction of an additional set of coils and
tuning condenser for the input to the
radio stage, the special harmonic -tuned
input arrangement, shown in the diagram, was developed.
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Curves showing wavelengths covered
by the various coils in the National
converter.

Front view of the National "Plug- less" S -W converter.

Variable-mu Tube Solves Riddle
This trick was an outgrowth of a circuit designed in the National Company's
laboratory back in 1926, when we were
working on the original National shortwave receiver, but which lacked commercial possibilities until the advent of the
UX -235 variable -mu tube. When used in

Rear view of converter, which has inductance change switches
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connection with this new tube, there is
absolutely no tendency to "cross talk" or
to "pre- rectify" the incoming signal.
While the harmonic self- tuning peaks
are so selected that they fall in the center of the different short -wave broadcast
bands, their resonance curves are sufficiently broad so that the input impedance
of the grid circuit of the '35 is at all
times of an extremely high value. Consequently, a really worthwhile amount of
amplification is obtained on all frequen-
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what an extent improper "mixing" is responsible for the bad reputation of "converters" and "superhets," for high noiseto- signal ratio. The use of a properly
designed pre-amplifier, in conjunction

plete shielding of the oscillator and detec-

tor grid -circuit transformers, in the
manner illustrated, entirely eliminates
any "interlocking" tendency; which is
one of the limiting factors in the wave-

ANT
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250,000

'24
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.001-MF
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cies.

The Oscillator of New Design
rather unusual oscillator, or frequency- changing arrangement, will be
noticed upon examination of the circuit
diagram. In the first place, a '35 tube
is employed for this purpose, rather than
the more conventional '27 and, in addition, coupling is not obtained through a
small condenser between the grids, as
has been common practice in the past.
Instead, a new and unique coupling arrangement has been developed whereby
the cathode return circuits of the detector and the oscillator are coupled together. Such a method automatically
provides just the right amount of coupling, at all times, to produce a minimum
of "hiss" and other such noise; which has
been so troublesome with converters in
the past.
In fact it is rather surprising that
more engineers, working on the shortwave superhet and superhet converter
design problems, have failed to realize to
A

.0 -MF
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110V
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Circuit diagram used in the National short wave converter, with "inductance
change" switches.
with the variable -mu oscillator, and the
cathode- return "mixing circuits," results in a signal- to-noise ratio closely
approaching the very favorable one obtainable from a good T.R.F. set, such as
the "SW5 Thrill Box."
"Interlocking" Eliminated
Furthermore, this arrangement of
coupling, in combination with the corn-

length range of converters in general.
With this circuit, no trouble from interlocking is encountered; even at 15 meters, the lower wavelength range of the
converter described herewith.
Power Supply
The use of the '80 permits full-wave
rectification with a single tube which,
(Continued on page 294)

New Workrite Converter
stance, hearing at first hand, beautiful
music and opera from Rome, speeches of
world -wide interest from England, the

%Oft
Left-Note the appearance of the new Workrite model 4X super -converter, which converts
any T.R.F. broadcast receiver into a superheterodyne for the reception of short waves. The
converter includes its
own "power supply" and
operates from 110 volt,
50 to 60 cycle A.C. circuits.

native bands of India, the castanets of
Old Spain, the geisha girls of Tokyo, the
thrilling strains of the Marsellaise as
only a French band can play it, etc.,
through the marvelous medium of short
waves.
The Model 4X super-converter here
illustrated was designed by Mr. George
W. Walker, who has carried on a tremendous amount of experimenting and
research on converters of every description; if anyone knows how to design and
build a converter it is Mr. Walker. The
converter here shown employs four tubes
(Continued on page 301)

Diagram below shows
how the four tubes, including the rectifier, are
used in the Workrite
super-converter.

NW%
WHERE is the radio fan who will
not recall the thrill he experienced upon tuning in his first
out - of - town station? How many did
not keep a carefully compiled log of

those stations received and proudly force
it upon the attention of their friends at
every opportunity? Those days are gone
but not forgotten!
Thousands today are not only experiencing those same thrills, but are getting
far greater ones. They are reaching out
and receiving new and wonderful radio
programs from practically all the countries of the world. They are, for in-
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The Short Wave eginner

A 2-TUBE
Receiver
That

REACHES
the

12,500 Mile

MARK
By WALTER C. DOERLE
This low- priced head -phone
receiver comprises a few well chosen parts arranged in a well tried circuit.
WHAT the heck's" the idea of
wasting power, of blasting out

ear- drums, of going "bugs"
with the performance of a
costly short-wave receiver, when you can
build a two-tube outfit that gets signals
from the 12,500 mile meridan? Why,
there is nothing to brag about when you
"log" a bunch 'f stations with a powerful
receiver; but listen to a man who "pets"
a two -tube set, and then you get the
"thrill of a lifetime".
It's quite possible to continue the entertainment with words, but our problem is to tell how you too can get thrills
that will last a lifetime. Here we go on

Circuit used by Mr. Doerle for the
tube "globe circler ".

2-

An easily built short wave receiver for the beginner, using but few parts of low
cost. Note anti- capacity condenser controls.

our journey of description -hold your
breath, read vigorously and absorb all
details -everything is important.
Good night, my pencil is nearly worn
to the wood and I haven't even let you
fellows in on a diagram; but here she
follows and with the losses reduced maybe to a third, because of careful and
thoughtful construction and consideration, you could very well guess it's our
old timer -the Schnell method of regeneration control for the detector, and a
stage of audio frequency. (See hookup diagram.)
We know that some people write backward and think forward; but let's start
the discussion just as you perhaps draw
a radio hook -up diagram-starting with
the antenna symbol and completing the
diagram with a few curves or loops to
represent the output load -in our set we
intend to use head "phones ".

Antenna and Ground
Now as to the antenna, a wire strung
twice across the living room and anchored to the picture molding with small
finishing nails, together with a good
"water- pipe" ground connection, has enabled the author to pick up signals with
such a receiver from stations 6,000 miles
away, even on a hot summer day.on the
Pacific Coast (Oakland, California.)
Say, fellows, if a well -insulated outside
antenna had been possible of erection,

www.americanradiohistory.com

why the other 6,500 miles of "no -man's
land" would have been easily heard and
conquered.
Time is moving along, and there is
much ground yet to be gained. Let us
consider for a moment the antenna
"series condenser ". For the operator's
convenience, a seven -plate midget is quite
suitable for the purpose; but in a small
receiver of this price, a condenser made
of two pieces of old condenser plates, cut
to about 1% square inches in area and
spaced on the binding -post strip
apart, will serve very well for coupling
the R.F. energy from the antenna to the
oscillating circuit of the receiver.

'"

Keeping Down Those "Losses "!
that the post strip is of Bakelite; as this is the cheapest, though not
the best, insulation for the purpose. In
some experiments made by the author, a
home-made series condenser was mounted
on 1/4 -inch plywood baseboard, but a surprise awaited -the signal intensity as
heard in the phones was about threequarters its value when the series condenser plates were mounted on the Bakelite strip. If there is nothing else to
gain from this article, be sure that, when
you make a two -tube set, you keep all
losses as loge as possible. It's hard to
compensate for them.
Since this type of receiver would un(Continued on page 285)
Be sure
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A "TRAP CIRCUIT"
for SHORT WAVE RECEIVERS
IHAVE always enjoyed most read-

."

ing the experiences of other shortwave enthusiasts and therefore I
would like to see published this
idea, which I have evolved after a great
deal of experiment. By including the
trap circuit shown in the diagram, I
have obtained a 40 per cent increase in
signal strength from a standard shortwave receiver circuit, and also eliminated
the program of our local broadcast station which, without it, is heard weekly
over the entire dial. Reception I can
compare to another stage of average
transformer -coupled audio; it is very
much clearer, and there is no trouble
with audio howl or feedback.
Sometimes, when using this improved
circuit, it is necessary to reduce the
tickler coil, as the set oscillates better
without it; and a ground is not necessary. It is sometimes desirable to put
a 500,000 -ohm Centralab variable resistor in the plate lead at X, to obtain the
exact plate voltage for best operation;
a 1 -mf. condenser shunts it.
The parts required are:
Ll, L2 -Aero "LWT 11" short-wave
coil

kit;

A 40 per cent increase in signal

strength and elimination of interference from a local broadcast station, are claimed for
this "trap circuit" devised by
Mr. Swenson.

a

L3 -Coil of 42

Cl-National

turns on a 3-inch tube;

.00015 -mf. "Equicycle"

270° condenser;

C2- National .00025 -mf. "Equicycle"
270° condenser;
C3-Variable .0005 -mf. condenser;
C4- Sangamo .0001 -mf. g r i d condenser;
RFC-Silver- Marshall short -wave
choke;
AFT-Pilot "391" audio transformer,
3 %:l;

R- 5- megohm

resistor;
RI, R2 -Frost 30 -ohm rheostats;
VI, V2-De Forest 401A tubes (very
efficient for short waves) ;
Phones-Baldwin.
I have received these stations very

C+

o

C.

'/z V.

AMP.

clearly (at Hot Springs, Ark.) using
this hookup:
W3XAL -Bound Brook, N. J
49.18
W2XE -New York City
48.99

W9XF-Chicago, Ill.
VE9CL- Winnipeg, Canada

49.83
49.50
V E9G W- Bowmanville, Canada
49.17
W8XK- Pittsburgh, Pa.
48.86
W2XAF- Schenectady, N. Y
31.48
W8XAL- Cincinnati, Ohio
49.50
W1XAZ- Springfield, Mass.
31.35
HRB- Tegucigalpa, Honduras
48.50
49.31
W9XAA- Chicago, Ill
W2XAL -New York City
49.61
VZA- Drummondsville, Can
62.70
Not to mention the amateurs and C. W.
stations.-Contributed by C. R. Swenson.

Simple Sending Antennas for Amateurs
OF the very greatest importance,
in determining the efficiency of
a transmitter, is the use of a
good antenna, of exact dimensions; so arranged that, according to its
function at any time, all the possibilities
are fully utilized. Especially in the city,
it is often very hard to maintain good
radiation; since a great part of the
energy is absorbed by the surroundings

Diagram above shows distribution of
voltage along short -wave antenna;
Fig. 2 shows new single wire antenna,
which connects to one side of oscillating circuit.

(metal roofs, trees, etc.). One must
therefore endeavor to arrange the antenna so that the radiating part of it is
placed as high in the clear as possible.
The amateur can consider only an antenna of simple construction; therefore,
only two kinds are generally used. The
"Zeppelin" antenna utilizing a feeder

has the advantage of letting the actual
radiator be placed at even a considerable
distance from the sender. The flow of
energy through the feeder takes place
almost without loss. The correct construction of such an antenna presupposes certain knowledge, which is important for determining the length of
wire.

Dimensions of the "Zepp" Antenna
Fig. 1 shows, schematically, the distribution of voltage along the antenna.
The feeder consists of two parallel wires,
4 to 6 inches apart; between the ends
toward the transmitter there is connected
a coil "S" consisting of a few turns,
which is coupled to the transmitter.
At the other end, connected to one of
the two parallel wires, is a single wire
-the radiator -which must be stretched
where it is free of interference. The
length of the feeder must be so proportioned that, at the upper end there is an
"antinode" or peak voltage. It will therefore depend on the length of the wave
to be sent and must be an odd multiple
of one quarter of the wavelength. The
length of the radiator, on the other hand,
must be half the wavelength, or any multiple of this; since otherwise there will
be no radiation. In designing such an
antenna, one must take care that it will
radiate at both 20 and 40 meters. (Slight
variations, say 5%, are of no importance.) We may select values which will

make it possible to work on both waves.
The radiating part is, therefore, 20

meters long; this corresponds, for the

40 -meter wave, to half of the wavelength,
and for the 20 -meter wave to the full
wavelength. Therefore, no change is

needed.
The feeder on the other hand, is so
erected that the last 5-meter section
(one quarter of the 20 -meter wave) is
located in the transmitting room and can
be switched in and out of circuit. If, for
example, the wire is 30 meters long, then
this is suitable for the 40 -meter wave;
as it equals s/a- wavelength. With the 20meter wave, however, it is an even multiple (6/4- wavelength) ; and it could not
be used. But, by switching in the last
5 meters, we obtain 35 meters, or 7/4wavelength. (Five meters equal 16 feet
4% inches.)
The feeder must be at least 8 to 12
inches away from the wall, but can follow any desired course; even around

corners.
A Simpler Antenna Arrangement
The second very popular type, known
as the "Fuch'ic antenna, is characterized
by great simplciity and lack of sensitivity to fluctuations. Fig. 2 shows the
theoretical plan. It consists of a single
wire, which is connected at one side with
an oscillating circuit coupled to the
transmitter. The excitation takes place
by voltage -feed; and the length of the
(Continued on page 298)
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Super - Converter
That's

Different
A new, easily operated, short wave converter recently perfected by McMurdo Silver, prominent radio engineer. The
waveband coils are changed by means of an ingenious switch,
thus eliminating "plug -in" coils. Short waves can be received on any broadcast set with this converter.

Above: Front panel
appearance of the new
Silver -Marshall short
wave converter. Tuning in short waves is
really very simple,
once this converter is
connected to your regular "broadcast" re;:eiver. All the tuning
is done with the single dial on the con-

verter, the o t her
knobs being used for

volume control, coil
switching, etc.
Left: Appearance of
the new Silver -Marshall "short and long"
wave receiver, described in detail in
the
issue of

last

SHORT WAVE CRAFT.

THERE are many different kinds of
short -wave converters being sold
on the radio market today, but it
make a difference "who"
builds the converter you are eventually
going to purchase.
Mr. McMurdo Silver, well -known radio
designer of Chicago, has recently evolved
a brand new circuit for a shortwave
superheterodyne converter ;by adding this
to his set the owner of an ordinary
"broadcast receiver" can listen to shortwave stations all over the world.
What the Public Expects of a Converter
From any short -wave converter the
average radio enthusiast expects to obtain, today, simplicity in adapting or connecting the converter to the broadcast
receiver. If possible, he also wishes to
have ease of adjustment and tuning
without bothering with "plug-in" coils.
Finally, the converter should tune easily
and smoothly. All of these features are
found in the new Silver -Marshall converter here illustrated and described.
does

Wave -band Coils Changed Easily by
Turn of Switch
The various oscillator coils for the different wave -bands are wound on special
low -loss insulating tubing; as the diagram shows, the various coils are
switched into circuit as required by
means of a three -gang switch, connected

single control knob projecting
through the front panel.
The wave- changing switch has four positions and provides tuning in the following wave-bands: 10 to 20 meters; 20
to 40 meters; 40 to 80 meters; 80 to 200
meters.
The small knob, at the right of the
main tuning dial, changes the antenna
lead from the "converter" to the "antenna post" on the "broadcast" receiver
with which the converter is operating.
This allows the permanent installation
of the converter, with optional "shortwave" or "broadcast" reception at will.
The converter is mounted in a neat steel
cabinet with black crystalline finish.
Converter Uses Only Three Tubes
The "S -M 739" Super converter is a
full A.C.-operated screen -grid one, with
(Continued on page 293)
to a
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About S -W Converters in the next
issue by E. T. SOMERSET, C211T.
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Wiring diagram of the new Silver -Marshall short
wave converter here described.
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MARVELLOUS

RECEPTION
By Coupling

Short & Long Wave
"Super-Hets"
By BURT H. TAYLOR
(W1KB) Haverhill, Mass.
THIS arrangement, I am certain, is
one of the best, most complete,
automatic all-wave receivers, and
one that will perform with anything shown so far; and on top of that it
is a wonderful "code" receiver.

The Hatry -Young "short wave super -het" used by Mr. Taylor
in conjunction with his Graybar broadcast super-het, to listen
in on the "whole world ".

Long -distance short wave stations are
received by Mr. Taylor with tremendous
volume on loud-speaker, thanks to a
simple coupling between a short wave
and a broadcast super -het.

operation of turning the one dial, on the
Graybar; the short wave I.F. (intermediate frequency) on the "HY -7" is dropped
and the cord between the two receivers
then acts automatically as the pickup for
WLW or WEAF!
And, of course,
"Radio Roma" or G5SW still is "all tuned
up" and, by again setting the Graybar
dial back to 1530 kc. (and these sets will
do this if correctly lined up) there you
have the short -wave broadcast again!
In plugging the cord to the second detector, the connection is to "grid" on the
socket; I should have added that the grid leak is first removed. Another way of
doing this is to plug into the "plate" at
the same socket (2nd detector) and then
adjust the regeneration control for best
results and leave it.
You see, this whole thing is about the
simplest arrangement and quickest to
work that one could wish for -either
tune the short-wave dial (with the Gray bar dial set at 1,530 kc.) or tune the
Graybar dial for "straight" regular programs. Now, in regard to performance,
Hears Foreign Amateur Stations
I have tuned in programs from literally everywhere, listened to Amateur
(Continued on page 280)
6

Mr. Taylor's complete layout, showing broadcast super -het at right, short wave
super -het at center, with loudspeaker and power amplifier at left.

-a

Here is the layout
complete "HY -7"
Short -Wave (super -het described in the
April -May, 1931, issue of SHORT WAVE
CRAFT) receiver and a standard broadcast super -het (Graybar 700, R.C.A.,
GE., or Westinghouse).
The intermediate train of the "HY -7"
is tuned to 1530 kc., this being just below the broadcast band. Now, to use the
combination of the two receivers, a test
cord about 7 or 8 feet long with a plug
on each end (the one I use belongs to
a Diognometer) is used between the two
receivers-one end connecting to the
antenna post of the Graybar super, and
the other end plugged to the grid of the

second detector socket, after the second
detector tube has been removed; thus
giving three stages of I.F. (1530 kc.) in
the "HY-7," ahead of the standard broadcast receiver, which is now dialed down
to 1530 kc. All short -wave tuning is now
single- control on the "HY -7," using the
volume control on the Graybar for "out-

TO S FT CORO

i

(wRE)

ANT POST

ON

GPAYBAR
SUPERNET.

2"_ DET.

SOCKET ON
NY-7 SHORTWAVE RECEiVER

put" control.

Dual Wave Reception Simple
Now suppose we are listening to G5SW
or "Radio Roma ", and want to come in
on WLW or WEAF. All that is necessary
simply to turn the dial of the
Graybar to WLW's wave; just that one

is-
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TO REGENERATION
CONTROL ANO ONE
STAGE OF AupO.

Simple connecting wire used by Mr.
Taylor in joining broadcast and short
wave super -hets for phenomenal long

distance reception.
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A NEW

CONSOLE
RECEIVER
for
Short and Broadcast Waves
The absence of "plug -in" coils for receiz.iuq the different
wave bands, is one feature of this combination short
and broadcast set; television reception is provided for, and there is a pentode tube in the
output stage of the' broadcast super het receiver.
Chassis Details

The "short wave" tuning dial
and control knobs are in the
top group on this new Stewart - Warner console; the
larger dial and knobs below,

All electrical units are mounted on a
heavy rectangular steel frame, which in-

sures absolute rigidity and prevents
wiring connections f r o m becoming
loosened, due to accidental jolts or careless handling.
Six tubes are used as follows: two '24type tubes in the first- and second- detector stages; one '27 -type tube as an oscillator; one No. 551 -type (or 235 -type)
Variable Mu tube in the intermediate frequency amplifier; one PZ-type (or '47type) pentode tube as an audio-frequency
amplifier; and one No. '80 -type rectifier
tube to furnish plate current to the set.
This circuit incorporates a pre-selector
stage, a first- detector or "`mixer" stage,

are for tuning in the broadcast waves.

THE classic grace of line of French
provincial cabinet work is beautifully expressed in this charming
console. The top is a panel of selected American Walnut; the front is
Oriental wood, with contrasting overlays of imported Koa wood, with soft,
lustrous rubbed finish. The console
houses the new six-tube super-heterodyne
Stewart -Warner broadcast receiver with
electro- dynamic reproducer and built -in

V

short -wave converter models are available for 60 -cycle A.C., 25 -cycle A.C., and
for D.C. but not for battery.
"Short Waves" at Turn of a Knob
Change -over from standard broadcast
band to short-wave band between 20 to
200 meters is instantly accomplished by
turn of a single control knob.
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Wiring diagram of the new Stewart- Warner super -heterodyne broadcast receiver, using a pentode
stage, with television terminals provided as shown.
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Warner short wave converter of the
super -het type, supplied separately if
desired; the same S -W converter,
shown diagramatically at the left, is
also "built in" on the new Stewart Warner console for broadcast reception.

an oscillator, an intermediate-frequency
stage, a second-detector stage and an
audio- frequency stage in the order
named.
The radio- frequency coils and the
oscillator are shielded with aluminum enclosures, and steel shields cover the intermediate transformer coils to prevent

extraneous electrical disturbances from
impairing reception. Volume control is
accomplished with a hand control knob
operating a variable resistor, so connected
in the circuit that it gives maximum volume, without overloading the detector
stage.
An output transformer is provided to
protect the reproducer from damage, due
to the high voltage of the last stage, and
to improve the tone quality, by keeping

the flow of direct current out of the
speaker windings.
Overall dimensions of the chassis are:
'i3 o in. high; 12% in. wide and 11% in.
deep.

The "Plug- less" Short Wave Converter
While most standard sets are limited
to domestic reception only, the new Stewart-Warner short-wave converter now
extends their range of reception beyond
the seas and makes possible the direct
reception of foreign broadcasts, police,
amateur and television signals. This new
converter is a built -in feature of the new
console and also portable sets. It may
also be purchased separately, in the compact walnut- finished cabinet illustrated,
for use with practically any 110 -volt alternating current (A.C.) set.

WHEN TO LISTEN IN
T
..

Another Woman Announcer

HE woman announcer at station 3I110 is
well known to all listeners who have
timed in "Radio Boma Napoli."
Her
place In front of the microphone was endangered by n recent decree of the Italian broadcasting authorities, who had decided to replace
her and the other woman announcers at Italian
stations by men. I lowever, a flood of complaints from listeners all over the world has
caused a change lu this order, and the women
-Lord bless 'em -will rennin.
Another woman announcer Is making a bid
for honors. She hasn't been heard yet in the
United States, to the best of my kowledge,
but she is beginning to attract attention in
Europe. She broadcasts from a new Soviet
short-wave station in Leningrad, which has the
call letters RVRI and is supposed to be working on 31.1 meters. This station Is reported
to be testing from 2.00 to 3.00 o'clock In the
afternoon. Eastern Standard Time. If you
hear it please drop me a card.

No Polar Broadcasts This Year
The radio tests between the submarine.

Nautilus and the National Broadcasting Company in New York, arranged with the object
of possible relay broadcasting from the polar
regions, seem to have been as unsuccessful as
the trip itself. Sir Hubert Wilkins has been
the victim of considerable misfortune on this
daring venture; but he bas the Indomitable
spirit characteristic of explorers, and be will
probably succeed the next time.

Zurich
There is n station in Zurich now broadcasting regular programs. European evening tinte.
on 32.85 meters, 'l'he call letters are 111190C.
The transmissions are precedtsl by two strokes
on n gong and the announcement "Wier Radio

Unlike commonplace converters, this
converter does not require changing a
number of coils, or the manipulation of
several dials to tune -in at various low wave lengths; it incorporates fixed coils
that do not require changing. Tuning is
controlled by a single dial only, in conjunction with a "range" switch. By
turning this switch to the left, the converter is turned off. Turning it to the
next position to the right permits the
converter to cover from 1,500 to 4,660
kilocycles; turning it to the extreme right
permits the converter to cover from 4,610
to 15,120 kilocycles. Thus, the converter
covers all frequencies from 1,500 to approximately 15,000 kilocycles-or a wavelength range from 200 down to approximately 20 meters.
(Continued on page 299)

By

"BOB" HERTZBERG
French. English, German and Italian. This
fashion of n nuounei ng in n number of different
lauganges was started by PC.T. and is being
ndopted by other stations to make identification
on the part of the listener easier.

Zurich."

Java
Probably the shortest wavelength used for
regular short-wave broadcasting. is 15.9 meters,
one wave of the Dutch station in Bandoeng,
Java. Musical programs are transmitted usually on Tuesdays between 1400 and 1600 (:MT.

Moscow
The Russians are evidently making ambitions
radio plans. There is already a powerful station in Moscow on 50 meters, and now another
one, using the power of silty kilowatts. is projected. Details of wavelength, hours of operation, etc., have not yet been announced.

Portugal
I am glad to present some "dope" on station
CTIAA, which has been mentioned vaguely in
this department. This is a private station
owned by Seüor Abilio Nunes dos Santos. This
ordinarily works wn 291 meters, but it has a
42.9 meter short -wave channel working on
Thursdays from 5:20 to 7:20 p. m., EST. Announcements are made In Portuguese, and algo
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France
Station FYA, the French colonial station located just outside of Paris, is being heard
with great regularity In the United States. I
not indebted to AIr. Vincent Ryan. 16 Hamilton
Avenue, South Norwalk, Conn., for a copy of
its complete operating schedule. which was
sent by Mr. Ryan along with a letter verifying
his reception of the station's programs. I quote
from it as follows:
"Our transmissions are being made at the
present time with an antenna power varying
between 12 and 14 kilowatts, at the following

periods:

"On 19.68 meters, from 14 :30 to 17:30 GMT,
Intended particularly for the French colonies
in Asia.
"On 25.20 meters. from 16:30 to 20:30 (AiT.
intended particularly for the African colonies.
"On 25.(53 meters, from 21 :00 to 23 :00 GMT,
intended particularly for America."
Many Interesting programs are broadcast by
FYA. Recently General Pershing appeared hefore its microphone. and was heard by many
Short-wave fans in the United States.

(Continued on. page 299)
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SUPERREGENODE
By CLIFFORD E. I) E\'1 6\
1

3 superregeneratir'e receiver of
extraordinary sensitivity on the
highest frequencies; simple in construction and certain in its operation with the high power obtained
with .d.C. Operation. The D.C.
model was described in the last
issue.

Fic. A
The A.C. receiver, showing the exterior coil mountings. The external "B" power
unit, filament transformer, and dynamic speaker appear behind it. The controls
are easy to operate.

author's article on the D.C.
"Superregenode," which appeared
in the last issue of SHORT WAVE
CRAFT, has occasioned many favorable comments, judging by the immense
amount of mail received from readers.
The special information requested by
some of those interested in building the
superregenode is given in this article describing the A.C., model of the instrument.
First, let it be said that, tube for tube,
the super -regenerative circuit gives
greater sensitivity than any standard regenerative arrangement on short waves;
and the advantage so gained increases as
the wavelength shortens. Equal selectivity may be obtained by the use of an
equal number of tuned circuits.
Experiments indicate that the best
value for the locally -generated suppressor- frequency (the action of which was
fully explained in the preceding article)
is in the order of 1 /1000 of the received
signal frequency; that is, the former is
expressed in cycles corresponding to the
kilocycles of the latter. (See the appended Table I.)
At the highest frequencies, therefore,
the locally -generated frequency is quite
inaudible; it falls to 7,500 cycles only
At
above 40 meters (7,500 kilocycles)
five meters, the local oscillator should be
a radio -frequency generator, with an output of 60,000 cycles. For this reason,
the suppressor- frequency causes no interference and requires no audio filtering
for the reception of broadcasts on very
short wavelength. At the same time, the
sensitivity of the receiver increases
steadily as the signal frequency becomes
higher.
TLIE

!

Alterations Give Efficiency
The A.C. model incorporates a few
improvements which make its perform-

ance vastly better than that of the battery model previously described. The
greater sensitivity of the type '24 tube,
which is less critical in adjustment than
the '32, improves the R.F. end considerably. An additional stage of audio has
been incorporated, and gives a tremendous increase in volume on distant sta-

tions; other considerations dictating its
addition are discussed later.
The previous method of tuning has
been retained; but, for convenience in
exchanging them, the plug-in coils are
mounted externally. Once the plate
voltages have been correctly regulated,
and the screen -grid voltage control adjusted, tuning can be accomplished with
the receiver in stable operation from one
end of the band to the other. This cannot be said of the ordinary short -wave
receiver.
Table I
R. F.

Input

1'finial
Meters
Kr.

Suppressor
Frequency

(Meters)
111,11110

N

I1,111111

20.111111

15.0111

,11111

15.1010

15.0111

20,000

.112i

12,111
10.000
8.000

12.500

24.0011

111,0111

30,000
37,500
50.000

.004
:I01i

::111.01s1

24
30
37
no

16,1111

8,000
0.000

00

5.000

5,11111

4,111111

4.1111

3.000
2.500
2.000
1.500

::.01

120
150
200
°

l'np.

Cycles
311.00I

10
15
20

1011

C3

1

2,5"
2,000
I;500

I

.02
.Íkt

1211.(110

.111

150.1110

.2

c nlup.

.05

.0s

approximately 8,500.
Although such a first A.F. stage may
be included in the battery model, the type
'32 tube has been found to have microphonic tendencies when so used.
The increased output brought the
speaker volume to such a point that it
was uncomfortable to listen to American
stations, especially, even in a large room.
On extremely weak signals, however, the
receiver was tremendously pepped up;
while the reproduction obtained with the
transformer-coupled input and inter stage resistance coupling is of very high
quality.
err .IL 14.5

EFra150

FIG. 2

This diagram, showing the effective amplification of the Superregenode's audio
circuit, which gives a
margin of power for
automatic control to
overcome fading.

.01

60,0111
75.0410
100.1100

200,000

Approximating comp tit ed

.11't,

Modifications of the circuit may be
employed; such as placing the oscillator's
pick -up coil in the cathode lead, instead
of the screen -grid lead, of V1; still controlling the oscillation by varying RL
(see Fig. 1A).
Various methods for the construction
of the local -oscillator circuit were shown
in the preceding article. The constructor
may consult this or, if he prefers, use
his own pet oscillator design. The Super regenode is sure to work if the fundamental principle is followed and the oscillator V2 feeds enough energy to Vl;
at 90 volts on the plate, the '27 type
oscillator will deliver ample power.
High Audio Output
The audio end has been redesigned, to
give larger output on weak signals. Al:
output pentode was retained for the final
stage, but with the added power of a
'47; while a first A.F. stage tube V3 was
added. The latter is of the '24 screen grid type, with resistance- capacity coupling into the power stage. A consideration of the effective circuit (Fig. 2) will
show that an A.F. signal of only .029 volt will develop the full 2.5 -watt output
of the pentode; that is, the total effective
voltage gain of the audio amplifier is

.023V.
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The circuit of the A.C. Superregenode follows the principle of the receiver using 2-volt battery tubes, which was illustrated in the last issue of SHORT WAVE CRAFT; but incorporated a screen -grid first audio stage, as well as the necessary
changes for current supply. At the right, an alternative method of coupling the suppressor -frequency into the detector
tube is shown,

Supplying Operating Voltages
The receiver is shown in Fig. 1 without its power supply (which is external) ;
consisting of a filament transformer and
a plate voltage supply. Several commercial power packs were tested; and
all gave satisfactory results with the
A.C. Superregenode.
A small 2?_ volt filament transformer
having two windings, and a Majestic "B"
eliminator were used in the combination
of Fig. A. The high -voltage tap of the
eliminator illustrated gives only about
200 volts; and to obtain the required
higher potential, indicated in the schematic circuit, two heavy -duty 45 -volt "B"
batteries were connected in series and
cut into the circuit, between the eliminator's high-voltage tap and the "B ± 300"
connection, to the receiver chassis.
This method may place two voltage
dividers in shunt -one in the receiver
chassis and, perhaps, one in the "B" eliminator; differences in eliminator design
determine whether it is desirable to connect in the "B" supply circuit to the receiver chassis a circuit-opening switch,
to prevent drain of the "B" blocks when
the set is not in use. Where the "B"
eliminator circuit front "B + Max." to
"B
tests "open ", when disconnected
from the light -line, there is no need to
use such a circuit -opening switch.
Any standard '45 -type power pack may
be used, as long as it delivers about 65
ma. at 300 volts or more; in the latter
instance, it may be necessary to connect
in series with the "B +" lead of the
eliminator a heavy -duty variable resistor,
such as the compression -type Clarostat,
with a range of zero to one megohm to
reduce the voltage to the correct value to
match the characteristics of the voltage
divider in the receiver chassis.
The type '47 pentode operates best at
a plate potential of 250 volts and a control -grid bias of 16.5 volts. In the A.C.
Superregenode, this plate or "B" potential is obtained directly from the current supply system; while from the total output of this system must be subtracted
the required "C" bias (obtained by means
of bias resistor R7 and, for V3, R3).
The voltage divider in the receiver

tain maximum efficiency; the setting of
its taps will vary with the output obtainable from the power pack, as well as
with the demands of the individual pentode tube selected. The voltage readings
at the taps should be about as follows:
A, 18; B, 90; C, 180; D, 250; and E,
350 volts. A slight readjustment of A
may be needed to obtain maximum A.F.
amplification; this is the most critical
operating value in the receiver.
The use of a separate filament winding for the pentode, as specified, is not
absolutely essential; it is possible to operate all the tubes from a single 2% -volt
winding, to which the two sets of filament leads shown are connected.
The power supply should be kept away
from the set; so that the magnetic fields
between iron -core units in the receiver do
not couple with the filter chokes and the
power transformer.

Assembly of the Receiver
For details of the aluminum case employed, the reader is referred to the Oct.Nov, issue of SHORT WAVE CRAFT. No
mechanical detail drawings are included

in this article; since experimenters will
use the parts that are available; and it
is impossible to specify drilling holes for
all the existing types of suitable equipment on the market.
If the constructor follows the mechanical design of the author (see Figs. A and
B), the following method of assembly

works out well:
On the top cover, mount the antenna
coil and secondary plug -in base Ll, and
the plate coil base L2; spotting them so
that they are mounted in line with their
tuning condensers. The effect of placing
the coils on top helps the type '24 tube to
oscillate more readily; since magnetic
coupling between the plate and grid coils
is added to the inter-element capacitative
coupling of the tube Vl.
On the rear panel, or back, mount the
antenna and ground posts 1 and 2, the
output tip -jack terminals 9 and 10, and
the receptacle for connection to external
power supply leads Nos. 3, 4, 5, 6, 7 and 8.
The front panel carries the grid and
plate tuning condensers, Cl and C2 respectively, which are mounted beneath
(Continued on page 291)
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proper must be adjusted carefully to ob-

Fic. B

The interior of the A.C. Superregenode, which is easily constructed, having no
compartments in the shield. The components may be readily identified by
comparison with the schematic circuit above.
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This diagram shows the direction of
maximum radiation from a vertical antenna excited by harmonics.

FORE the extraordinary range of
short waves was discovered by
amateurs, it was held as incontrovertible that the electric waves
followed the surface of the earth, and
that the strength of the field decreased in
proportion to the distance. It was assumed as simply nat'iral without its
causing any more surprise and attention,
that for communication at a very great
distance only long waves were serviceable, with the expenditure of correspondingly great energies. Operation was carried on with wavelengths of 2 to 3
kilometers (that is, with frequencies
from 150,000 down to 100,000 cycles)
and with energies of many hundred kilowatts.
The shorter the wave, the less suitable
it seemed for distant communication.
Waves of a few thousand meters were
used in continental communication, but
not in transoceanic. Waves of about
1,000 meters and less were intended for
internal communication and for neighboring states. Finally came the waves
of 600 and 300 meters for communication
of ships with one another and with coast
stations; that is, mostly for very short
distances.
B1.

Waves Below 300 Meters Were Considered Useless
Waves of less than 300 meters were
considered entirely useless, because they
actually proved very unreliable in communication at short distances; for which
at any rate, they appeared in question.
It did not even cause thought that, during the war, weak German ship and
field stations in Turkey were occasionally
heard on the 300-meter wave by crystal
receivers located in Germany. Likewise,
the fact that the ships with their resounding transmitters disturbed or
drowned out the first 300 -meter radio
The following is a section from the book
"aadioamateurstation frt. kurze \Fellen." by
F. Bödigheimer. This should be of great interest to all short wave amateurs.

1931-Jan.,

1932

SHORT WAVES
PROPAGATED?'

BODIGHEINIER

miliar laws for short waves, which touch
propagation foremost in interest. The general laws here
The author gives high credit to short given rest on the personal investigations
wave amateurs who have contributed of the writer in the years 1926 and 1927;
but, with reference to their general physgreatly to the data here presented on
ical basis, on previously known facts or
short wave phenomena. The question of
whether short waves penetrate the theories. The special data regarding the
influence of the weather are based on
Heaviside layer, thus making possible
independent researches performed by
radio communication with other planets, Dr. Karl
Stoye and the writer, who have
is here considered.
had occasional interchanges of ideas.
These investigations are still going on.
(1) The maximum radiation from a
stations at night from "impossibly" great
distances, received no consideration. The vertical antenna, especially if it is stimufact was established: waves of 300 lated by harmonics, projects obliquely upmeters and less are absorbed by the in- ward at an angle. (See Fig. 1.)
(2) A horizontal antenna radiates
fluence of the sun's rays in their course
along the surface of the earth. That evenly, over an angle of nearly 180 dethey were more serviceable at night and, grees (Fig. 2),
(3) At a height of 50 to 100 kilometers
under certain circumstances, audible at
(30 to 60 miles) above the surface of the
very great distances, was attributed to
earth, there is, according to Heaviside's
the absence of the solar radiation.
theory, a stratum of atmosphere which,
because of the sunlight and the electron
radiation of the sun, is distinguished by
a very large number of free negative
electrons per unit of space and, because
of the slight atmospheric density, by a
very great number of heavy ions or positive particles. In view of the great open
stretch, there takes place, by impact ionization, a further increase in the number

By F.

DIRE TION

Dec..

FIG 2

The radiation from a horizontal antenna is evenly distributed over almost
180 degrees, as shown.

Amateurs Pioneers in Short Wave Work
Now, against considerable resistance,
these views have fundamentally changed.
The pioneers of the new conception were
the amateurs, who even today have at
their disposal the greatest experience
and in part stand preëminent in the
clarifying of still doubtful problems.
Below is a brief outline of the now fa-

r

4

1

-41

__
3

i
1

TRANSMITTER

FIG.

4

Radiation at various frequencies, 1 to
4, some of which are partly bent downward, some passing through the Heaviside layer with parallel deflection.
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on the new problems of

-

TRANSMITTER

FIG 3

The space radiation is bent downward;
more exactly it is refracted and totally
reflected (at certain frequencies).
of free electrons.

The electron density

gradually increases in a vertical direction and again decreases. The dielectric
constant of the Heaviside layer is smallest where, in consequence of very great
electron density, the electrical conductivity of the layer is greatest. This gradual change in the dielectric constant
effects a refraction similar to astronomical refraction (also analogous to the formation of the "Fata Morgana" and mirages) and finally total reflection of the
electromagnetic radiation (see Fig. 3).
The space radiation is thus bent downward.
Ultra Short Waves Pierce Heaviside
Layer
(4) The refraction is, as in the case of
light, dependent on the frequency High
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SIDES

radiation descends again to the earth
only after a greater distance, there results a silent zone, in which there is no
reception or only weak signals are heard.
(8) The height or make -up of the
Heaviside layer, or perhaps both factors,
changes with the time of day and of
year and with the changing activity of
the sun spots. Therefore these factors
have a great influence on the propagation of the short waves.
Best Frequency Varies With Seasons
With equal frequencies, the range is
greater at night or in the winter than by
day or in the summer; hence, for example, for these wavelengths:
20 meters by day in the summer: European communication,
by day in the winter: DX

(distance) communication;
night in the summer: still
European communication,
by night in the winter: DX
(distance) communication;
meters
by
day in the summer: almost
80
40 meters by

useless,
by day in the winter: places
very near at hand;
by night in the summer: European communication,
by night in the winter: also
DX (distance) communication.

Assumed diffusion of energy by strata
of high relative moisture; normal
course of radiation in dotted lines. For
the sake of simplicity, a straight course
of radiation and reflection was drawn,
instead of indicating refraction.

frequencies (short waves) are less
strongly refracted than low frequencies
(long waves). A pencil of electric waves
of different frequency, increasing from
I-IV (cf. white light) would behave as in
Fig. 4. (This is similar to the production
of rainbow colors in the refraction of
white light.) The range is smaller in
the case of long waves than in the case
of short ones. Very high frequencies
(ultra- short waves) are no longer refracted, but pass, with a parallel deflection, through the Heaviside layer; since,
in consequence of the slight refraction,
the limiting angle for total reflection is
not reached. Rays striking the Heaviside layer perpendicularly pass through
it unrefracted.
(5) The energy of ground radiation,
whose proportion of the total radiation
is great (especially with horizontal antennas) is quickly absorbed in consequence of the ion density being high near
the ground, and because of other sources
of loss. On the contrary, the space radiation moves along in the Heaviside layer
almost without loss, because of the slight
ionic density.
16) The absorption in consequence of
the greater ionic density near the ground
is less, with high frequencies, than with
the lower ones. The fact that the ground
wave is nevertheless (as a rule) more
quickly dissipated, with high frequencies,
than with lower, is attributable to other
sources of loss.

The Cause of "Dead Zones"
(7) Since the ground radiation is used
up after a few miles, while the space

i

MAX. RADIATION,

TRANSMITTER
®d NARROW ZONE OF
GREAT INTENSITY

AUD18ILITY

OF SOUND

267
and those still serviceable for "DX" (distance) is not sharp, but varies with the
time of day and of year. It lies at about
10 meters, as calculation and practical
experiments have shown. The present
experiments with 10-meter waves therefore lead toward "DX" communication in
summer and by day, which should lw
noted.
Condition of Atmosphere Affects Short
Waves
(11) Considerable influence seems to
be exerted according to investigations
not yet completed, by the weather or,
more correctly, the condition of the atmosphere at the edge of the stratosphere.
In fact, there evidently is a considerable
significance in the "moisture content" in
the higher strata of air; shorter waves
show themselves most sensitive to these
influences. The influence of the weather
is therefore stronger on 20 -meter waves
than on those of 40 or 80 meters length.
(12) Uniformly dry air over transmitter and receiver seems to be the best
condition for good "DX" (distance) radiation (by day there is strong interference by increased absorption).
(13) Meteorological conditions, and
probably also the Heaviside layer, are
subject to marked changes (particularly
the Heaviside layer) at twilight, and at
times of disturbances in the earth's magnetism. The results are more or less
rapid displacements of the zones and,
therefore, changes in signal strength.
This gives an explanation for "fading"
which, according to the current explanation that it is caused by the difference in
phase between space wave and ground
wave, would be inexplicable in the case
of short waves.
(14) At places in the middle of the
zone of maximum sound intensity, the
power of the transmitter received plays
a small part. With favorable atmospheric conditions, one hears very slight
energies (weak signals) with the sound

intensity R9.
TRANSMIT TER

V

ZONE OF AUDIBILITY
BROAD ZONE OF LOW INTENSITY

RADIATION
FIG.6

OF SOUND MUCH

LOST

Vertical antenna (a) excited into harmonic oscillation and horizontal antenna (h) with its characteristic radiation.
(9) The shorter the wave (the higher
the frequency), the better it is suited for
communication by day and in the summer; but the less it is suited for communication at night and in the winter.
(10) Ultra -short waves are not deflected downward; with regard to their
usefulness for communication, they behave almost like light waves. (In so far
as commnnieatior with other heavenly
bodies might be considered, then ultrashort wares would be the most suitable.)
The limit between the ultra -short waves
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(15) The form of antenna, vertical or
horizontal, is of distinct significance.
From Fig. 6 it is evident that the horizontal antenna is more favorable for
close communication (Europe); the vertical antenna, excited on a harmonic, is
better for "DX" communication, though
to be sure over a relatively narrow zone.
(16) From the viewpoint of short
waves, it is also possible for us to look
differently at long waves. Here too the
ground wave is far from playing the
part still assigned to it today. It does
not reach far; with our chief German
stations, in the autumn of 1930, not even
200 kilometers (125 miles).
Reception improvement in the local
zone is a question of the antenna, likewise a question also of frequency! This
effect should be studied carefully by those
who are seeking the salvation of long wave radio by utilizing tremendous
transmitting powers.-Funk Bastler.
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All - Electric

SINGLE DIAL
Tuning

SHORT WAVE
Front-panel appearance of the All Electric Super -Het of German
design here described.

Fig. 7.

SUPER-HET

Prize-winning receiver set entered in recent competition of the ReichsRundfunk -Gesellschaft; including details of the power
supply. This set employs rectified .4.C., for the
heaters of the tubes, to minimize hum.

The Construction
MOUNTING and wiring the set
described are greatly simplified
by the fact that the actual receiving chassis is completely
separated from the power unit. Both
can therefore be made almost entirely
independent, before they are mounted together. The front panel, for which Fig.
1 gives the drilling plan, is common to
the two parts; in order that there may
be no hand capacity, it is made of 0.12inch aluminum.
The Receiver Chassis
front panel of the receiver
chassis (Figs. 2, 3, 4, and 5) there is
only the variable condenser C3 of 100
mmf., a special short -wave condenser
with median -line tuning curve. Condenser, graduated dial and vernier knob
On the

in this type form a unified whole. The
friction disc F (Fig. 2), which is attached directly to the rotor, is here be-

hind the front panel and at the same
time represents the graduated dial. The
scale is read through a window (Fig. 7)
which, together with the vernier knob,
serves for fastening the condenser to the
front panel. The condenser is directly
mounted (without insulation) on the
front metal plate, and the rotor is thus
grounded.
The individual parts are, mostly,
mounted on the upper surface of a sufficiently stable bakelite sub -panel, which
lies 1.4 inches above the lower edge of
the front panel (see Fig. 1). The baseboard is screwed to the front panel as
well as to the power unit with angle
brackets (WS, Figs. 4 and 5).
On the outside, the baseboard is sup-

.012- THICK ALUMINUM

Above -Drilling plan for
front panel used with the
All- Electric German Su-

per -Het here described.

Fig.6.

At Left-Automatic main
switch operated by opening and closing cabinet.
Fig. 4.
Right -Mounting and wiring plan for the under -side
of the short wave Super Het.
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By K. KON I G
(Concluded from last issue)

ported by a strip of bakelite 1.4 x 16 x
0.16 inches, to which it is screwed with

three angle brackets W. This strip carries the connection terminals for antenna, ground, and loud speaker. The
arrangement of the terminals may be
seen from Fig. 4. At the upper side of
the extra bottom the front panel is also
supported by a hard -rubber bracket W
(Fig. 2). All points where wire passes
through are represented by small circles,
each having a dot in it; and are uniformly marked on both sides by numbers (see
Figs. 2 and 4). The six little double
circles designated " -G," " +H," "-H,"
" +A," " -I-A," and " -A" (H= heater,
A =anode or plate in German terminology) are terminal screws, which
served for connecting the battery wires,
when the receiver part was first tried out
(by way of test, before the power unit
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was built in) with batteries or with "B"
eliminator and storage battery, to be able
to undertake any necessary changes in
construction. At the same time this
shows the way to amateurs who want to
dispense with "building in" the power
unit, and who wish to feed the receiver
chassis from separate sources of current.
On the under-side of the baseboard,
the wires are later run from the power
unit to the above -mentioned terminal
screws (Fig. 4). For receiving the resistors RI and R2, as well as the fixed
condensers Cl, C6, C7, and C9, the resistor mountings are used on the upper
side of the baseboard. The fixed condenser C2 stands vertically; it is fastened directly to the stator of C3 by its
lower screw connection, while from the
upper screw connection a flexible wire
leads to the plate of the screen-grid tube
1.
In this way the plate wire is kept
as short as possible. Likewise from the
upper connection screw of the R.F. choke

side of the subpanel
(d in Fig. 4). At
the right beside the
grid battery is a tiny
socket C with a plate
ballast lamp; so that

'1.69

connections

t he

" -H" a n d " -A"
heater and
plate) are connected
by its filament. This

-

(-

prevents the burning out of the tube
filaments. The shield
ing hoods of the filter

Fig. 3.
Top view, at right,
of the complete short
wave All - Electric
Super -Het described
in the accompanyinarticle, and prizewinner in recent
German contest.
For the blocking circuit a special
grounding terminal "E" is provided,
which is connected through hole 22 to
H" on the under side of the bottom.
Beside the socket of the power tube 5.
is an 0.16 -inch terminal HG, for connecting the screen -grid (in this German
tube, led to a screw on the side of the
bakeite base). In the power tube used
here, the screen-grid gets the same potential as the plate. If one employs a
power tube in which the screen-grid is
not connected to a side terminal, but to
a fifth prong on the tube, then of course
terminal HG is not used; and the middle
terminal of the five -prong tube socket V

"-

is to be connected accordingly. The fixed
condenser C12 is directly connected, suspended by the wiring, with the primary

terminal of the audio -frequency transformer NT.
The iron cores and case of the audio frequency transformer and the input
transformer are each grounded on one of
the fastening screws (b and e in Fig. 4).
After the wiring is finished, on the upper
side of the subpanel, the shielding of the
audio-frequency part is at last fastened.
It consists of .06 -inch aluminum and is
(Continued on page 297)

HF1, a wire leads to the plate of screen grid tube 1.
The grid resistor R3 is directly connected at one end to the grid prong of
the tube socket of the vacuum tube 4;
from the other end a lead runs at 17,
through the subpanel to the center connection of the potentiometer P (Fig. 4).
The potentiometer is not provided with a
knob; but the shaft has a notch for adjustment by means of a screwdriver.
The plate of the coil holder SPH lies 0.4inch above the subpanel. This interval
is produced by small insulating tubes
through which the four fastening screws
of the plate pass.
For retaining the grid battery, a
small box of sheet aluminun is fastened
on the subpanel; the box is grounded to
one of the fastening screws on the under

- parts

Fig. 2.
General arrangein power
ment of
supply unit and short wave
super-het of the All -Electric type here described.
Fig. 5.
Right-Under -view of subpanel of the All- Electric
short wave receiver.
Above

%/NW
and the blocking circuit
are grounded; the filter
shielding has no special
ground terminal since the
terminal H, which is connected

to

" -H,"

(-

heater) has metallic contact with the shield can.
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A common -sense article on modulation,
explaini'lg how to obtain the maximum
results at the lowest cost.

9

1 -Chart showing "gain" characteristic with changing
bias on a '71 -A tube, the normal bias being 84 volts.

NOT long ago the writer discussed
in these columns the theoretical

aspects of modulation as applied
to amateur transmission. While
100% modulation is a desirable feature
in any station, there are few now on the
air-commercial or otherwise -which can
boast of truly 100% modulated waves. As
pointed out in the article noted above,
the complete modulation of a transmitter
requires modulator tubes of no mean proportions; and this is certainly not economical from the standpoint of the amateur whose every penny must count to
the best advantage.
What Modulation Is
Concentrated research in the field of
television, undertaken by the writer a
few months ago, lead him into the subject of modulation to a marked degree;
and he retreated from that labor with
some valuable information on this and
other subjects.
Modulation itself consists of any
method of varying the amplitude of a
modulated wave. To be sure this variation must be linear, if high quality is to
result; and the modulated and modulator
tubes must be chosen with care as to their
relative characteristics if high standards
of operation are to be maintained.
As hinted above, there are few stations which can truly boast of completely71A

'

By C. H. W. NASON
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Fig. 2-Graphic representation of action occurring when De Forest 471 -A
tube is used as a grid circuit modulator.
modulated carrier waves -but inasmuch
as the full range of modulation is reserved for rare fortissimo passages, there
is no real disadvantage in a percentage
of modulation less than 100, provided
economy in construction and in operation
may be gained. In the transmitter described in the previous article, modulation was achieved by the Heising or constant-current method, wherein the power
output of a highly-biased amplifier tube

varies as the square of the applied plate
voltage. Of all the potentials to be varied, the plate voltage places the greatest
burden on the modulating equipment; and
it was with this fact in view that the
writer set out to find a simpler and more
economical method, which will still give
good quality and a fair degree of economy, with respect to the degree to which
the carrier is varied under the influence
of the voice currents. For reference to
the various methods of operating vacuum tube amplifiers ( "Class A, "B" and "C ")
the reader should investigate the information contained in that previous article
which appeared in the April -May issue
(page 452) of SHORT WAVE CRAFT.
One of the most effective methods of
controlling the volume of a broadcast receiver lies in the use of a variable grid
bias on the R.F. amplifier tubes-or, in
the case of the screen -grid tube, by vary'65

'71A

71 A

Fig. 4 -A more powerful amplifier,
using a De Forest 565, 7.5 watt S.G.
tube, with '27 tube as modulator.

ing the screen -grid potential. We will
describe here two methods of modulation
based on this principle and capable of
incorporation in small vacuum -tube

"transmitters ".
4250V.

-40v.

+180v.

v
Fig. 3- Schematic diagram of a low-power transmitter, employing economical
modulator with a '27 tube, fed by a single-button microphone or phonograph
pick -up.
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A Typical

Example

If the grid bias of a '71A tube be va-

ried over a range as shown in Fig. 1, the
normal bias being -84 volts, the percent (Continued on page 295)
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the advent of the new
regulations concerning amateur
transmitting stations, better and
more suitable tests of checking
the transmitter were found to be an
absolute necessity. Whereas, before, offfrequency was tolerated to a somewhat
more or less degree, and raw A.C. notes
were taken as a common and necessary
evil, such a feeling no longer exists.
Today, there must be an adequate filter
system for every power supply in use;
and off -frequency stations are first
warned, and then their licenses are sus pended or cancelled. No more does the
Radio Inspector look with a broad grin
of understanding at any complaints of
interference or off -frequency. Today,
the axe is applied -and plenty of it, too.
In the check -up of frequency and note
transmission, the best practical tests are
made with a calibrated wavemeter and
a monitor which may or may not be
calibrated. Both units are comparatively
simple to construct, and must be sturdy
to withstand hard service in the shack.
The average amateur should experience
no difficulty in building these instru-

SHORT WAVE CRAFT

WITH

le

ments.
In the design of the wavemeter, a large
scale coverage is most desirable for any
particular frequency range, since it is
necessary for accurate calibration and
reading. Secondly, to secure accurate
dial reading, a vernier dial as large as it
is possible to obtain should be used.
Thirdly, since the wavemeter must have
an indicating device, a suitable bulb
must be chosen. The choice lies between
neon or flashlight bulbs.
There are advantages and disadvantages of both types of indicating bulbs.
Flashlight bulbs below 3.8 -volt rating
cannot be used, since they burn out too
easily. Neon tubes require a certain
current before they will light, but are
quite sharp in their operation. Flashlight bulbs do not require such a large
amount of current, but are very broad
in tuning. We believe that neon bulbs
are more suitable for this reason alone;
besides the fact that they will not burn
out as will even the larger flashlight
bulbs.

Selecting the Capacity for the
Wavemeter
In procuring a variable condenser for
the wavemeter, the following facts must
be borne in mind: (1) minimum capacity of condenser; (2) capacity spread of
condenser; (3) maximum capacity; (4)
whether S.L.F. or S.L.C. curve. Since
the graph is read in frequency against
dial reading, the condenser must be an
S.L.F. type if we wish to obtain as
nearly a straight line as possible on the
graph. In order to get a large dial
spread, a condenser having a small
capacity change must be used. It is
quite obvious that a single condenser
cannot be used for all frequencies. On
the higher frequencies, a condenser may
cover a dial reading of 70 for the complete 14,000-kc. band; while, on the 3,500 kc. band, the same instrument may cover
only 200 kc. For the latter band, this

Checking
the
Short Wave

Transmitter
By H.

HARRISON

Mr. Harrison, a practical builder of short -agave
apparatus, here tells r,,tl
hou' to construct a simple
wavemeter and monitor.
would be quite inadequate as the band
extends over 4000 kc.
The solution is the use of two condensers put in parallel. A 40-mmfd.
condenser, shunted by a 25- mmfd. variable, has been found to give about the
best all -around results. The minimum
.0001 -MC

X

provides a good spread on all the bands.
When wiring the wavemeter, make all
connections as straight and permanent
as possible.
Design of the Monitor Set
The listening monitor is a simple
regenerative receiving set as may be
gleaned by looking at the schematic diagram. Here the main problem was to
design the coils so that the monitor
would be as close to the regeneration
point as possible, for it is most sensitive
to C.W. at this point. The coil chart
herewith gives the coil constants for
the different frequencies. All coils
were wound on tube bases, which simplifies the construction and greatly reduces
the cost of building.
A 100 -mmfd, variable was found to
be suitable for all frequencies; the same
large micro -vernier dial is necessary, because tuning is very sharp, and the note
can be passed over without the operator
being aware of the fact. It is very
easy to pass by the note, unless great
care is taken when tuning.
The "B" and "A" batteries may be
mounted inside the aluminum case which
houses the complete unit. A '99 tube is
used because of its low current consumption. Some wiring hints may not
be amiss. In wiring the single- circuit
filament jack, be sure that the phon?
leads are wired as shown, for otherwise
they will be shorted when plugging in.

199

SINGLE
CIRCUIT
FILAMENT
JACK

i/

271

pN0!lE5

4.5V
A

.001- MF.
B-

B+

PLUG

Mr. Harrison's short -wave monitor circuit appears at left: the wavemeter circuit
at the right. Mr. Harrison gives his reasons why he prefers neon tubes as
"resonance indicators" for wavemeters. For one thing they are sharper than
flashlight bulbs for this purpose.

capacity is such that coils may be wound
on tube bases. The maximum capacity
allows the condensers ta be used on all
frequencies, and the variable condenser

Parts Required for Wavemeter

One micro -vernier dial:
One aluminum case, tixf,x6 inches;
One UX socket :
Three UX tube bases:
One 40 -mmfd. fixed eon.:
One 25 -mmf. variable:

One neon bulb and socket.

GOOD NEWS!
\,. 1'l'II thin

is..uc

SuuCr 1C.tvr; CRAFT

reduced In price, and the
Copy now sells for 25e. instead of 5lte
as heretofore.
The subscription prier has also been
reduced from $3.00 to $1.50 In the
United States, and from s 3.i0 to $1.73
for Canada and foreign countries.
t'nexpired subscriptions will he lengthened automatically a sufficient amount to
take care of the new price. Than. if
your present snbseriptiou would expire
in three months. you would get six
months automatically, and so ort.
And. If you Ilke SIIAET WAVE CRAFT,
In. sure to tell your friends ttbont tito
NEW PltICE.
Ite it booster for your
"favorite" magazine'
as been

Wavemeter Data

Frequency Covered
in Kilocycles

Turns on

Dial Spread.

('oil

14.400 -14.000
7.300- 7.000
4.000- 5.500

Degrees
15

4

25
55

A

22

All coils wound with No.

tube bases.

22

D.S.C. wire on

Parts for Monitor

One micro- vrnier dial;
One aluminum ease 5x9x6 inches:

Two UX sockets;
Three UX tube bases:
One 22.5 -volt battery
One .001 -mfd. fixed condenser :
One .0001 -mf. variable condenser
One single-circuit filament jack:

;

One 4.5 -volt battery.

Coil Data for Monitor
Frequency

Dial

Spacing
of
in Kilocycles
Windings
4
5
in.
14.400- 14.0011
10
7.300- 7,000
10
14
14
toy in.
4,000- 3.500
22
30
25
t in.
All coils wound with No. 26 D.S.C. wire on
tube bases.
Covered

Spread

Coil Turns Degrees
Grid Plate (App.)
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How MANY Microhenrys in
THAT COIL?
0

1

t
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This chart will
prove very useful
in calculating the
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HILE much material has been
published on the calculation of
the inductance of coils,t the
formulae given are in general
not convenient for engineering use. Two
difficulties are encountered in applying
the results in engineering practice, one
being the involved computations and the
other the fact that differences in form
and wire sizes and errors in the measurement of these factors introduce errors in
the calculations which largely vitiate the
utility of precise formulae.
For single-layer coils at radio frequencies (and, with slight modification, for
bank -wound coils), Nagaoka's formula
probably is the best for general engineering use. While neglecting the shape and
size of the cross- section of the wire, the
self- capacity of the winding and the variation of inductance due to skin- effect,
it may be shown that the formula gives
about as good results for high-frequency
inductance as can be obtained.
Tables of the values of Nagaoka's correction factor have been prepared, but
require considerable time to use due to
the necessity for interpolations. The
table values may be plotted in the form
of a curve, but a more convenient interpolation is made possible by plotting these
values on logarithmic scales, as has been
done in Figure 3. Where much work of
this type is done, the scales may be transferred to a slide -rule so that no reference
to printed material is required.
The formulae given here, when carefully applied, give values of inductance

OF

TURNS

to within about two per cent. for single layer coils and to within about five per
cent. for four-layer bank-wound coils for
frequencies where the coils would serve
as normal tuned -circuit elements.
The general formula is
0.1003a2n2K
L

-

Engineer, General Radio Company.
f See in particular the publications of the II. S.
Bureau of Standard. and the Proceeding, of the
In.tttute of Radio Engineers.
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microhenrys (1)

,

b

where a is radius of a mean turn in
inches, n is the number of turns, b is the
length of the winding in inches, and K
is Nagaoka's correction factor which is a
function of

2n

\

or the ratio of diam-

eter to length of the winding.
If no is the number of turns per inch,
the inductance and ratio of diameter to
length are more conveniently given by:

= 0.1003a2nnoK,
microhenrys
or L = 0.0251d2nnoK,
L

where

-_ -=
n
2a

2ano

b

-

(2)

microhenrys (3)

dno

n

numeric (4)

and d is the diameter of the mean turn
in inches.
Given the size of wire and its insulation and the diameter of the coil form,
no as wound, is found from Table I and

-is readily
dno

computed for any desired

n

Read the corresponding value of K from the scales at the left.
The inductance is then easily computed
by means of the slide -rule.

number of turns.

25
.01

ú

of coils closely wound
on General Radio, type
577 form, as a function of the number
of turns and different sizes of double -silk covered
wire. Table I
gives number
of turns.

W\v/

A

.40o

100

JAMES by CLAPP*

Every radio student should know
how to calculate the inductance of a
coil of given or known size. Here's
a simplified method worked out by
a leading engineer.

.1

.09

_

_

r

_

700
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Procedure: In Table

For banked windings of not too great
depth as compared with the diameter, a
close approximation for the inductance
is obtained by using Nno for the turns
per inch (where N is the number of
dNno

banks) and

2.75

-_
dn.

+

-

1

find no

25

25

-

25

K= 0.526
L= 0.0251 X (2.79)2 X
= 90.0 microhenrys.

1.99

Then

-=

and L

=

b

-,
dno

n

read

35 X 25 X 0.526

n

For a rough estimate, the diameter of
the form may often be taken as the
diameter of a turn. In the above ex-

dNno

ample this procedure gives

for the ratio of diam-

eter to length.
2a

From scales, opposite 1.99 for

1

35

n

=

273

-=
dno

numeric (5)

n

K

0.0251d2NnnoK,

microhenrys (6)
turns
required for a
of
number
The
desired value of inductance cannot be
directly calculated since K varies as n is
varied. With given types of windings
experience will indicate an approximate
value for the number of turns. If the
computations are carried out and the inductance obtained is near the desired
value, the correct number of turns to give
the desired value may be obtained by readjustment, since K does not vary rapidly with n. Where many values are required it is simpler to calculate a sufficient number of values for a curve.
The required values may then be read
off directly. (See Figures 1 and 2, for
example.)
Given: Form diameter = 2.75 inches
(General Radio Company Type 577
Form). Wire size = No. 20 double-silkcovered. Find: The inductance for coil
of 35 turns.

and

0.530

L

=

88

microhenrys,

which differs from the previous value by
about 2.5 per cent.
For bank -wound coils an example is
as follows:
Given: d = 2.75, no = 25, N = 4, and
10

O

20

30

40

n

50

= 200

4

NUMBER OF TURNS

Fig.

2- Inductance

of coils wound on
General Radio, type 577 form, with
double silk covered, copper wire, in
which the turns have been equally
spaced in order to fill the 2 -inch winding space. Here no = 1/2 n.
TABLE

SIZE

dNno

Then,

From

n

-

2.75 -l--- )25X4
25

WOUND COILS

T"-r.h L
TI'RNS

TURNS PER INCIi

kbR

FUI.I.
2-1NCn
EIRM

or

WIRE

Single Double Single Double Double
Enamel Silk
Cotton Cotton Silk
Silk
20
27
50
27
25
34
30
30.5
:N
61
45
4::
3S
41
76
211
-45
52
50
41
90
2S
71
64
53
,70
4s
106
30
SS
SO
60
71
55
732
32
120
95
76
84
02
152
20
22
24

200

= 1.455.
Figure 3, K = 0.604

Then L

=

4

0.0251 X

X 25 X 200 X 0.604

1

1CINDIN,i D.\T.\ ISM CLOSELY

B & S

EXAMPLES OF CALCULATIONS

=

1.965,

n

=

2

:.75

X 4
25
2570 microhenrys.

Many experimenters and many engineers "design" inductors by guessing at
the number of turns, then peeling off
wire until the correct value of inductance
is obtained rather than go to the trouble
of using the usual tables and' formulas.
Our experience with the method described
here proves conclusively that much time
and effort are saved by calculating the
desired value of inductance before the
coil is wound. -Courtesy "General Radio
Experimenter."

How to Cure "Dead Spots" in Receivers
NOTHING can be more annoying
in a short-wave receiver than to
find that the set refuses to operate at certain points of the tuning dial. Receivers of the type which
use either a tuned or an untuned stage
of R.F. amplification in front of the detector are not so liable to suffer from
this defect as the plain regenerative receivers. Even here, however, the trouble
is liable to occur to some degree, and is
due to a number of causes which may
be classed as being either mechanical
or electrical.
In the former class we may place, for
instance, a faulty tuning condenser, the
plates of which short at certain points
on the dial. Again, perhaps, some portion of the circuit was wired rather
hurriedly and consequently, may be
shorting somewhere; perhaps against
the metal cabinet, if one is used. Condensers which use bare metal pigtails
should be used with great caution in
short-wave tuners. The turns of the
pigtail are liable to catch and will cause
bad crackling; and, possibly, render the
condenser inoperative at certain points
of the dial. In cases like this, it is best
to scrap the condenser and use some
other type, in which a different form of
positive connection is made. Condensers
which use a covered pigtail are, of

By Mander Barnett
course, quite O.K. for the job. Apart
from other obvious mechanical defects
in condensers, coils, tube sockets, etc.,

there are not many other directions in
which trouble of this sort is to be found.

Fig.

1,

at left,

shows tunable
circuit, placed
in series with

antenna for
purpose of

eliminating
"dead spots."

The next section under discussion, i.e.,
electrical causes, contains a large number of causes which may bring about
these "dead spots ". In short -wave tuners of the usual regenerative type, the
most usual culprit is the antenna itself.
When the receiver is tuned to the nátjaál
wavelength of the auto na, an àTisorpbion elect occurs and the set refuses
-17-Mil-ate. It is not generally realized,
'however, that this effect can be easily
got over by tuning the antenna itself,
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and thus placing the natural wavelength
far out of the reach of the tuning dial.
This can be done as shown in Fig. I.
The coil L may consist of six turns of
fairly thick wire, such as No. 18 or 20
cotton- covered wire, wound on a form
about 1 inch wide (an ordinary tube
base will do -here is yet another use for
the overworked tube-base!). The condenser C may be of any of the usual
capacities, the .0005 mf. broadcast model
will do quite well; or, better still, use
one of the small compact adjustable condensers which are set to the correct value
by means of a small screw on top of
the case. If a metal cabinet is used,
the coil and condenser should be placed
inside the cabinet, if there is sufficient
room.
The procedure for tuning out the dead
spot is very simple. First of all, tune in
the dead spot with the antenna connected
in the usual manner; then connect the
coil and condenser in circuit and adjust
the condenser until the dead spot moves
off the dial. It will, of course, appear
again on some other wavelength; but it
can be tuned right out of the usual
short wavelengths.
Well, so much for one cause. The next
most frequent culprit is the R.F. choke
(Continued on page 298)
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The PROPAGATION of
By ROBERT MEYER,
(Hamburg, Germany)

IN

the last few years, many radio
listeners have tried to change over
to the reception of short waves.
much success has been attained but
the interest in general waned very soon;
because in the short -wave field there are
peculiar propagation conditions which, so
far, have not been understood in their
basic principle. Even the set owner who

Fig.

1

-Daily range -displacement of
short waves.

is well up in the working conditions on

the well -known broadcast wavebands, is
confronted by puzzles in the case of the
bands which have been investigated but
little.
It is a well -known fact that the working conditions or ranges of all the bands
change once in the period of a day; but
that this change is considerably modified
by the season of the year. This observation led the writer to formulate the idea
that the emission of the short-wave
transmitter is something secondary; the
influencing or modulation of a cosmic energy being probable. With this assumption, it becomes clear that even a nearby transmitter must remain inaudible,
unless a flow of this cosmic energy is
present between the sender and the re-

ceiver.
Now it is natural that we should, in
view of the cosmic dependence of the
earth on the sun, take into account the
solar radiation of electrons, to explain
the formation of lines of conductivity for
short -wave transmitters. The solar electrons strike the earth and are partially
reflected; after reflection, they must describe a curve which is determined by
their own velocity and the attraction of
the earth. Fundamentally, therefore, the
reflected electrons must describe a path,
through the atmosphere, from the point
of rebound to the "night side" of the

SHORT

;,A,,S

The author describes his new theory of the effect of cosmic energy
and change of season on the transmission and reception of short
waves. The solar radiation of electrons in their effect on short
waves is discussed.
earth (the side away from the sun). The
curve must always have the same form,
since the two effective components (velocity and attraction) do not change their
relation. If, nevertheless, the distance
traversed by the electrons varies according to the time of day, then an important
factor must have remained hitherto unconsidered.
It has been recognized, since Newton,
that the reciprocal action of two bodies
in space does not take place in the true
centers of the bodies, but lies eccentrically a c c o r din g to the respective
strengths of the bodies. From the reconstruction of many observed zones of reception, I now found the ideal or specific
center of terrestrial attraction displaced
about half the earth's radius or 1,980
miles, toward the north magnetic pole.
The position of this center of attraction
may be seen in Fig. 1; and from this diagram there also becomes clear its significance for the determination of reception

the distortion in the case of the
reflection umbrella formed in the evening twilight. There the northerly-directed branch is so expanded that it does
not touch the earth again; therefore this
line of propagation is useless for practi-

trons are represented for three different
hours of the day. With vertically falling
sunbeams, at 12 (noon), there is formed
a symmetrical "umbrella" of conductive
lines; for the imaginary axis of the reflection path passes through both the center of the earth and also through the
theoretical center of attraction. The
range formed at about 10 o'clock is unsymmetrical; the branch pointing to the
south is shortened, and the effective path
to the north is lengthened. Still greater

cal communication. In both cases the
influence of the ideal center of terrestrial

zones.
The reflection curves of the solar elec-

+
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0
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Fig.

3

-Short

wave lines of conduction
in winter.
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Fig. 2 -Short wave lines of conduction
over the earth in summer.

attraction is plainly recognizable. Prac-

tical experience is accordingly confirmed
and explained by the writer's theory.
According to this assumption, there
hangs over the earth on the day side, a
multiple "umbrella," which contains, besides the lines shown, all the intermediate
stages. At the same time there is a possibility of communication between any
two places on the surface of the earth,
which are touched by the same line of
conductivity. The lines themselves are
given continuous excitation from solar
electrons.
In the course of a day, in view of the
rotation of the earth, each point on the
surface of the earth describes a fixed
path in this "umbrella" structure, and
finds operating conditions periodically
changing. Besides the daily revolution,
the earth annually completes a circuit
about the sun; whereby there is caused a
constantly changing angular inclination
of the earth's axis to the sun. This second
motion of the earth in the cosmically -located network of conductive lines (which
are therefore fixed in space) is the cause
of the changes in range which occur during annual periods, as may be seen from
Figs. 2 and 3.
The ranges indicated in Fig. 1 may
again be recognized over the earth, which
(Continued on page 298)
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The

New PILOT
ALL -WAVE
RECEIVER
By R. F. SHEA and

EDGAR MESSING

The new "All -Wave' receiver covers a range of to to 550
meters, the set using eleven tubes in a double superheterodyne of high sensitivity and selectivity, with
good tone quality. Has a wave change switch.

Above: The new Pilot
"All - Wave" super het with "wavechange'' switch.
Range 10 to 550
meters.
Left: Rear view of
"All - Wave" super het, showing dynamic
speaker.

its three predeces-

FROM the same laboratory that
produced the Wasp, the Super Wasp and the Universal Super Wasp, there now emerges another
short-wave receiver that promises to
eclipse the world-wide fame achieved by

sors. This is the new
Pilot "All- Wave," an
eleven -tube
double
super - heterodyne
that has features of
design and construction that were undreamed of only a
year ago.
Covering a wavelength range from 10
to 550 meters at the turn of a knob, the
"All-Wave" is a real combination receiver. Previous combination-wave sets
were primarily short-wave receptors, and
only incidentally broadcast receivers.

Broadcast chassis on left; short wave chassis at right.

They brought in the stations on the 200550 meter band fairly well, but in this
regard they admittedly were inferior to
standard broadcast instruments. The
new "All- Wave" does not suffer from this
shortcoming. On the broadcast range it
is an honest -to- goodness superheterodyne
of the latest design; in fact, it uses the
regular seven -tube chassis and dynamic
loudspeaker of the new Pilot Midget,
model No. S -148.
For the short -waves, a separate fourtube superheterodyne converter unit is
brought into action. This feeds into the
seven -tube unit, which is adjusted to 550
kc. and left there. The tremendous amplification of this chassis is brought into
full use for short -wave reception, the set
being employed as an intermediate-fre quency amplifier at this frequency. This
arrangement was devised for technical

reasons, and not merely for mechanical
convenience. The reason is that the optimum intermediate frequency for 200550 meter operation is quite different
(Continued on page 296)

Arrows point to short wave coils- switch is directly below.
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The New Tanner Audio System
ABOUT a year ago, while experimenting with short -wave receivers,
it was found that audio howling
and motorboating are far more serious
than in regular broadcast sets, especially

would be of equal magnitude when C
equals Cl. The potential at the mid -tap
of the two capacities would then be zero,
with respect to the preceding grid. Feed hack to the grid will occur; positive

spectrum. The resistance R is employed
for the purpose of reducing the magnitude of the peak frequency to a satisfactory value.
The voltage step -up is:
Voltage step-up

Fig. 1. New audio
coupling transformer
which eliminates
howling and motor boating. The value

C

By making Cl variable in steps (the
minimum capacity should not be smaller
than C) with a variable resistor at R,
it is possible to peak an amplifier to
suit the ear of the individual or to overcome any deficiencies in a loud speaker.
In Fig. 2 is a circuit for a two -stage
Tanner audio amplifier for use with
either a radio set or a magnetic pickup.
The values for Cl and R may be fixed

of impedance L is
dependent upon the
type tube used. LI
is the grid impedance

Cl

8+

coil.

when operated from "B" battery substitutes. With transformer- or impedance coupled audio amplifiers, these noises
could generally be eliminated by shunting the grid of the first A. F. tube with
a resistor under 100,000 ohms, or, in
the case of resistance coupling, by reducing the resistance of the first A. F. grid
leak to the same value. This is a very
inefficient method, in view of the fact
that most of the higher frequencies are
shunted to ground, as well as of the
large reduction in gain.
It was finally decided that a new system of amplifying the output of the
detector, which would be practically free
from howling and motorboating, was
needed. Considerable research resulted
in a new type of audio coupling transformer, details of which are given in

Fig. 1.
The "B+" is led to the plate through
an impedance L, the value of which depends upon the tube used; this may be
replaced with a resistor, which is to be
preferred in the case of a detector. L1
is the grid impedance coil. It will be
observed that the plate tap is made at
the juncture of two capacities connected
in series across LI.
If the resistance
of Ll were zero, the potentials across
C and Cl would be opposite in phase;
in which case these opposite potentials

when C exceeds C1 and negative when
Cl exceeds C. It is apparent, then, that
by making Cl somewhat the larger of
the two, audio howling, clue to unavoidable magnetic coupling, may be compensated for.
As C and Cl are in series, the effective
capacity across LI is:

Effective capacity

-

1

-1

C

in the first stage, for simplicity, and
variable in the second. In practice, the

variables are adjusted when the amplifier
is installed, and then they are left alone.
While this system was developed mainly for use in short -wave receivers, it
may readily be employed wherever an
audio amplifier is required, with greatly
improved results.
The public is fast becoming tone conscious. Some prefer a rising characteristic on the "lows," and some on the
"highs." The Tanner system will give
the listeners what they desire.
These audio transformers will soon be
available on the market, as well as factory built amplifiers and kits of parts.

1

Cl

By properly proportioning C, Cl and
LI, a rising characteristic may be ob-

tained at any frequency within the audio
'27
L1

C-FCI

r

POWER TUBE

C

L

4

Li

SPEAKER

B-

o

Fig.

2.

Ci

B+
Bi.cuit of new Tanner audio amplifier with 2 stages, suitable for
use with radio set or phonograph pick -up.

Enhanced Audio Amplification
MANY experimenters have found that,
generally speaking, two audio stages
in a short wave receiver create too much
noise of a "mush" type for weak, long distance signals. There is a very simple
way to get over this, by means of auto-

transformer coupling; and if this is
arranged for parallel -plate feed, the
heavy D.C. of the "B" battery is kept
out of the loud speaker (or phones, as
the case may be).
Fig. 1 is the conventional layout for

a single transformer -coupled audio stage,
while Fig. 2 is the suggested layout to
obtain greater amplification from one

audio transformer, which can, with advantage, be of high (7:1) ratio.
(C',,ntinued on page 298)

B+

DET.

30

H

C

Fig. 1, at left, shows conventional hook -u j of detector to
audio stage; Fig. 2, above, improved auto -transformer
hook-up, which eliminates "mushy" tone.
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THAT'S WHAT THEY ALL SAY

Editor, SHowr WAVE CRAFT:
I have been a constant reader of your magazine ever since the first one was published. I
think it is the ideal magazine for an amateur.
I would appreciate an article on Monitors,
as all stations need them.
I would appreciate it if you would publish
this as I would like to hear from other Short
Wave Fans; I will answer all mail.
Yours wid 73s,
F. M. WENTZ,
Amateur Radio WBEEQ,
211 Larkins St.,
Findlay, Ohio.
(Official Relay Station.)
(AU right F. M. we take you at your word
and remember that we have it in writing that
The very first
you will answer "all" mail.
complaint we get that you have failed to answer each one, to the last word, we will
promptly report you to the black -ball committee
and your frequency will not be so "hot" hereafter. But we know that will not happen because real amateurs keep their sword at all
times.

More power to

you.-Editor.)

Editor, SHORT WAVE. CR.tFT:
This is to compliment you on your publication, SHORT WAVE CRAFT, and at the same time
to offer toy sincere suggestions as to a definite
department that might he included in its pages.
Almost everything that the amateur, ham, et
al, can wish for is included in your publication,
save for one thing, which, In my opinion, would
be a help to all concerned.
This "missing" item is that of a department
in which some reliable amateur, engineer, or
the like, publish his notes on short wave reception front day to day, or week to week, commenting on the kind of programs received, variety, signal conditions as to strength, etc.
These notes would be valuable to the amateur who has just started out, as well as to the
"hard boiled," who could check their own reception from time to time. Of course there
is a maze of stations, but these notes need only
he on the more reliable sources of reception. so
that a definite period may be set aside from
day to day by amateurs who are eternally raking the "Heaviside" in the hope of hooking
that elusive signal or signals, with very little
idea whether or not the signals are there.
I own a battery model Super Wasp, and get
plenty of practice with it, but too often reach
out to bring in the signals that aren't there.
Correspondence with anyone owning a Super
Wasp is respectfully solicited. I will gladly
answer all letters.
Itadloally yours,
JOSEPII C. COLLINS,
1805 Breckenridge Ave.,
Austin, Texas.

(it is not a had idea, Joe, but we really
,could like to put it up to the readers and if
they want such a department, we will "shoot
the works." It is easy enough to do it and the
editor, as he has told you before, doesn't giro
a "rap" what he prints as long as he pleases
non readers. But from, the technical viewpoint,
is suck a. department really worthwhile! The
short ware enthusiast knows what is a good
antenna circuit, and what is a good antenna
circuit in one locality is a total 'flop" in another. Ilare you thought of it in that

way/-

Editor.)

CHEERIO! O! 0!
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every day occurrence. I have heard the following stations: FZG. Saigon, Indo -China every
Friday, daylight saving time, at 7:30 P.M. to
8.00 on 24.85 meters. 05SW, XDA, WOXF,
7IO 9frica, IIRB, VE9CL, W8XK, W2XE,
VE9GW, WARM, W2SI3, XFA, WGSY, WKBF,
3111111 KFKI', WEEB, Baltimore.
Please note every station is daily received
except 7LO and FZG. I have only finished my
low wave band; I mean it took Inc about two
weeks to bring my set down to 0 meters. My

thing cannot be done about the interference of
W3XAL with VEJGW. Both are good stations
and deserve to be beard without interference.
My suggestion is this, the National Broadcasting Co. does not seem to be operating W9XF,
since they took over WENR. Why not operate

AMONG TI- 1E

HAMS
set will now tune from 6 to 194 meters with

WHAT SAY, BOYS?

.

SHORT WAVE CRAFT

Editor, SHORT WAVE: CR.tFT:
I am a 100% reader of Sinter W.tvs CRAFT
find have gotten ten copies up to date. This
magazine Is the most interesting of all I have
ever rend. If you want to know anything
about short waves, read SHORT WAVE ('RAFT, to
get new ideas. I am as proud of the Suottr
WAVE CRAFT as I am of my seven -year -old
Robert's three tube set. I hold a record of
:t,R00 miles one stretch. Alaska, California,
Mexico, Alberta, as "runners up ". Now I am
in the short-wave class. I built a three tube,
short -wave set of my own design, with 50%
of help from SHORT W.tvE CRAFT.
This set is at present one and one-halt
months old. holding the following record: Loud
speaker reception every day -not luck -but

100% oscillation -no dead spots on this set.
When I have perfected this set, I will send it
to you so that some ham who has not had the
pleasure of hearing Africa or England, can do
so. We hear 445SW every evening, except Sat unlay and Sunday, signing off at 12, ringing
Big Ben. We heard it every evening last week
(week of May 10th), rain or shine. Again I
say, Cheerio, to the Sneer WAvE CRAFT and to
our good old friend the editor. I will answer
all "hams ". I have verified reception from
XDA, HRH, VE9CL, G5SW, XFA. Yet to come
from 7LO and FZG. I would like to build seta

if I had prospective customers.

I wish to say to the radio hams of S1tonT
WAVE CRAFT

that I can pick up G5SW, Chelms-

ford; VOR2, Austria; FZG, Saigon; F1N,
Paris; 12R0, Rome; XDA, Mexico; WE9CL,
Winn., on the loud speaker! No aerial, three

tube receiver. Can be heard 40 feet from
speaker.
What do I use in my aerial circuit? With
an aerial, reception only 30% better. If I
can receive 15 clippings with this on it, I will
give the circuit and aerial circuit to the Snotty
WAVE CRAFF, so that you may know the secret
of bow it's done. That's fair enough. I also
wish to say that I have heard G5SW, twenty
days in four weeks; that is five days a week.
VOR2, Austria, seven flays a week. I received
my G5SW card. Weather conditions have no
effect on this receiver. I pulled in Austria with
no aerial on loud speaker, thermometer at 80°
in the shade. If you want to know how good
your receiver is on 25 meters. try between 5 :30
to 7:00 P.M. to listen to G5SW as they sign off
at 7:00, when they ring "Big Ben ". SHORT
WAVE CRAFT 18 100% perfect. I have at present 14 copies and It's the only short wave magazine in my home; no other will do. I am very
fussy about what magazine I read.
Cheerio,
OLIVER OMLIE,
50th City Line,
Overbrook, I'hila., Pa.
P. 3.:
have only built radio seven years.
I have a three tube receiver. long wave. Record
-Alaska, California -this is one of my own

-I

make.
(This looks like good work to us, Oliver, particularly when you mention the sewn year old
Robert three tube art. It Aeema it is still is
good circuit and your results would seem to
justify it. You might send us some details of
the hook -up for publication purposes.
Good
luck to you.
If we do not miss Our guess. Oliver, we
know you torn be snowed under with utters
and you are more apt to get 1,500 than 15.
It serves you right and cheerio to yourself

-

Editor.)

ETHER FRICASSEE
certainly up to the
standard of all the publications that you have
ever had anything to do with.
I would like to see the renders of SHORT
WAND CRAFT join hands to see whether someSHORT WAv,

CRAFT is
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W3XAL on 0020 kilocycles?
In the past week (prior to March 30th) 1
have noticed several changes in the frequencies
ou which the ship-to-shore and trans -Atlantic
stations are operating on. It ought to be easy for
you to obtain these changes from the headquarters of these stations in New York. WND
was working on 9,170 kilocycles yesterday
afternoon, according to their own announcement of it when they signed off. WSBN was
working on 4,175 kilocycles last evening. The
stations at Rugby, England, have also changed
some. Let us have the latest dope ou them.
At 11 :45 A. M. yesterday I picked up a
strong carrier wave a little above 12.045 kilocycles, and at about 12:0S P. M. when they
started to talk it was GBS. However, almost
as soon as they started talking the signals and
the carrier wave started to swing but before
they started to talk everything had remained
perfectly steady. GBH and GBW were hooked
in the sane circuit but the reception from them
was worse than GBS.
My theory Is that poor modulation causes a
large part of the swinging so common to short
wave stations. I receive VE9GW with no noticeable swinging although many of the stations
that I hear are twice or three times as strong,
they are all subject to more or less swinging.
Last night the operator at WOO, had the operator of WSBN busy trying to get n better
signal into New York City, the operator on the
shore told WSBN that their signals were so
poor that they would be unable to put through
a couple of commercial calls, that they had for
the ship. WSBN's operator was adjusting and
testing from 9 until 10 P, M. last night, and
at the end of that time gave up trying. I
don't think I missed understanding more than
a dozen words of WSBN's operator all during
the test, but the operator at WOO claimed that
the signals were too poor to put through the
calls. Maybe I could get a job building a good
receiver for W0071 ? My receiver uses 3 UY
224's and 1 UY 227. When I want to operate
a loud speaker, I put the signals through the
A.F. amplifier of my broadcast set and into the

speaker.
The articles in SHORT WAVE Ca.r- are fine.
You may be sure that they are read and reread by me. While it may be possible that
your magazine does not have a universal
appeal to all short wave fans, nevertheless I
do not see how an experimenter like myself
can do without it.
I have never been lured to take any correspondence courses in radio. Although I have
several good books on the theory of radio and
secured no end of practical knowledge through
experimenting and information gleaned from
reading Gernsback publications. I am pretty
sure that I know more about radio theory and
practice, than at least half of these learn -bymail graduates.
I don't know where I have ever ran across
more real facts and less fancy than in RADIOCRAFT. Although I am familiar with those who
have been associated with you in publishing
your magazines since 1922, you have never to
my knowledge been surrounded with a more
capable staff than at the present.
You keep up the good work in publishing
these magazines and I'll keep on talking up
your publications so that your subscription lists
will continue to grow.
Yours sincerely,
CARROLL C. FOLTZ,
303 Central Avenue,
North Baltimore, Ohio,
(We fully agree with you, Carroll. This ether
frequency and ware, "hash" is getting pretty
tough. We know exactly how you feel as every
once in a while we ourselves blow up behind
the loud speaker and become pretty much
peeved.
would be a good idea to write to
those stations which you think are the offending ones and tell them of the adverse results
you are getting. It would scent to us that
sooner or later this should bear good results.

it

Editor.)

-
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Short -Wave Stations of the World
ilo -

5.00

l:flo-

gels

Meters

Muter, ecles

All Schedules Eastern Standard
Tinte: Add 5 Hours for Greenwich
Mean Time.

60,000 -WIOXAY.
licensed to 0.74 Portable.
tneter, to t.000 ke.
Pont.. Inc.. New York.
60.000- 56.000-Amateur Telephony and Tele-

4.97 -5,35
5.83
6.09

vision.
51.400 -W2XBC, New Brunswick, N. J.
43,500 -W9XD. Milwaukee, Wis. Television. Milwaukee Journal.
-W3XAD, Camden. N. J. Television. (Other
experimental television l'enfila: 48.500 to
50.390 k.c., 43,OII0.16.000 k.c.)

-WIXO,

7.05
7.32
7.58
7.85
3.67
9.68
9.93
9.96
10.51

-W2XBT.

Boston. Mace.
Now York.

18.80
18.90
18.93

15.9 5( -PLG. Itandoeng. Java.
.tfterroon..
15.560-- FTK, St. Assise, France.
Telephony.
15,760-JIAA. Tokio, Japan.
Up to 10 a.m. Beam

50.7:50 a.m.

27.300 -W6XD, Palo Alm, Calif.

.Vienna, Austria.
Mo.. Wed., Sat.
13.01 23.000- W2XAW. Schenectady. N. Y.
13.92 21,110-WBXK. Pittsburgh. Pa.
13.97 21.469- W2XAL, New York.
(Authorised to
13.99 21,429 -XFA, Mexico City. Mex.
broadcast at any higher frequency.)
.

21,420- W2X0i.

)seal. N. J.

And other experimental

22

tina
21.000 -OKI. Pndebrady, Czechoslovakia.
20,710 -LSY, Monte Grande. Argentina

14 62

14.89

Telephony.

20.680 -L8N, Mow,. Grande. \reenlina, after 10:30
Telephony with Europe.
p. m.
-LBX. Buenos Aires. Telephony with U. S.

-FMB,

14.51

Tamatave.

Madagascar.

--FSR. Parla- Saigon phone.
After 4
20.520 -PMB. Bandana, Java.
20.500 -W9XF, Chicago. Ill. (W NR).
Tents 10 a.m
20,140 -DWG. Neuen. Germany.

ara

15.07
15.10
15.12
15.20

1525

15.10
15.45
15.50
15.51

15.55
15.53
15.60
15.94

19.720 -EAQ, Madrid. Spain.
19.000- ....Santiago te l'hile.
19.160-Fill, Tamatave, Madagascar.
19,400 -FRO, FRE. St. Assise, France.
19.350 -....Nam'. France, 4 to 5 pie.
-VK2ME. Sydney, Australia.
19,940- W2XAC. And higher waves. Press wireless.
19.306 -FTM. St. Assise. France. 10 a.m. to noon.
-PPU, Iti., de Janeiro. Brazil.
10.240 -DFA, Nauen, Germany.
19.2220 -WNC, Deal. N. J.
1&820 --PLE, Bandoeng. Java. 5:40 -8:40 a.m. and
from 2:40 a.m. Tues. and Fri.; 8:40 -10:40

a.m.

18.620 -GBJ.

16.11

19

:6.30

]6.93
16.35

16.38

Also telephony.
Telephony) with

Tues.

Italmin, England.

Montreal.

020-GBU. Ruch.% England.
15.500 -....fottano. Italy. Telephone to ships.
18,400 -PCK, Kootwijk, Holland.
Dally front 1
to 6:30 a.m.
18.970 -PMC. Bandoeng. Java.
Transatlantic
16,350 -WND. Deal Beach. N. J.
telephony.
Telephony with
18.310 -GBS, Rugby. England.
New York.
General PustoSre. London.
Saigon. Indo- China. 1 to 3 p.m.
Sundays.
18210 -FRO. FRE, Ste. Assise, Franee.
Canada.
Drummondville. Quebec.
18.170-CGA.

-Fn.

16.14

16.50

Telephony

to England.

Canadian

to

1801
16.70
16.80
16.R2

I6.87

16.90
17.00

17 25

17.31

18100 -GBK, Bodmin, England.
-W9XAA, Chicago. III. Testing.
18.0:0 --KQJ, Itnlinu. Calif.
17,950 -FZU, Tematnue, Madagascar.

11.111.

15,390 -W2XE, Jamaica, N. Y.
15,250 -W2XAL New York. N.

19.68
19.72

15,240 -FYA, Pontolae (Paria), France. 9:30 -11:30
am. Service de la Radiodiff usion, 103 Rue
de Grenelle, Paris.
15.210 -W6X1( (EDNA), Pittsburgh, Pa.
Tues.,

19.83

15,120

Sat.

12 to

5

p.m.

General Electric Co.

-WSXL. Dayton. Ohio.

-WIXAL

--W7XC,
W7XA.

Oakland. Calif.
Portland. Ore.

Settle. Wash.
-W2XCU, Ampere. N. J.
-W9XL Anoka Minn.
mental stations.

17.52

Y.

-WBXAL. Westminster. Calif.

'Gara, Sat., Sun..

noon.
-H V11, Vatican City am.
(Rome. Italy).
-J IAA, Tokio, Jalan.
to

8

19.99

15.000-CM6XJ, Central Tulnueu, Cuba.

20.20

14,850 -HVJ1, Vatican City.
Tues. in English.

20.50

14.620 -WMI, Deal, N. J.

20.65
20.70

Buenos Aires, Argentina.
14.480 -W8XK, East Pittsburgh, Pa.

20.80
20.95

-WNC, Deal, N. J.
14.420 -VPD, Suva Fiji Islands.
14,310 -G2NM, :tinning -on- Thames. England.
urdays, 3 am.; Sutu)af
3 p. NI.

5 -6

-LSI.

Monte Grande, Argentina.

and

-CFA.

Sunday.

S

am.:

a.m.

9:45.10:45

25.47
25.50

Sat.

a.m.

Sundays

8

7-8 am..

a.m. to

1

-2, 4-

p.

780- VE9DR. Drummondville. Quebec,
....Chi-Iloa, Saigon. Telephony.
11.700 -XDA, Mexico City,
3 -4 p.m.
11

Canada.

11,750 -558W,

Chehnsfurd, England. 7:30.5::30 a.
m.: 2 p.m. to 7 p.m.
11720-CJRX, Middlechurch, Man.. Canada.
-PP
Rio tie Janeiro. Brazil.
25.63 11.690-FYA, Pontoise. France . Intercolomlal
broadcasting. 4 -6 p.m.
25.15 11.ßC0 -YVQ. Maracay,
Venezuela.
25.68 11,670 -KIO. Kahului. Hawaii.
26.00 11,530-CGA. Drummondville. Canada.
26.10 11,490-GB X, Bodmin, Semiarid.
26.15 11.470 -18DK, B.S. "Elettn," Marconi'
yacht.
20.12 11.435 -D14C, Nauen Germany.
26.44 11,340
N. Nordelch, Germany.
Time Signals.
7 a.m.,
7 p.m.
Deutsche Srcwa rte, 11amB.

25.58

26.60
27.30
27.75
23.00

11,2ßO -ON

28.20

10,630 -PLR. Bandoeng. Java. Works with Holland
and France weekdays from 7 a.m.; sometimes after 9:30.
10.510 -WLO, Lawrence. N. J.
10.510 -RDRL, Leningrad, 1).S.S.R. (Russia),
-VLK, Sydney. Australia. 1 -7 a.m.
10.410 -PD K, Kootwijk, Holland.

28.80

Rugby. England.

2

Chicago, Ill.
5:30, 6 -7:30
ll,800- W2XAL, Newp.m.
York.
-W9XF. Chicago,

-VE9GW, Irma Ioanrllle. Canada.
-PKBKZ, Maca..sr, ('elelos.
-112311005.:3r mm.
e.
Italy. Also relays Naples.

2841
2850

Mexico City, 2:30 -3 p.m.

-GBW,

to

midn lgld.

-W9XAA,

('roedon. England.

-XDA,
14,530 -L8A.

i

IBDK, Broseel.. Belgium.
Tests 3-8
10800-138X. Rugby, England.
10,980 -ZLW, Wellington. N. Z.

10,710 -CTI BO. Lisbon, Portugal.

Morocco.

-TOW, Guatemala City, Guatemala.

-KEZ,

Bonnes, Calif.

10.390 -OBX. Rugby. tEnglandrnUna.
10.2250 -T14, Heredia, Costa Rica
Mn. -Wed. 7:302:30 p.m.: Thu.. Sat., 9 -10
29.54 10.150-D18, Nauen. Germany. Pressp.m.
(cale) daily:
6 p.m.. Spanish: 7 p.m., English: 7:50
p.m.. Getman; 2:30 p.m.. English; 5 p.m.,
German. Sundays: 6 p.m., Spanish; 7:50
p.m., German; 9:30 p.m., Spanish.
29.98 10,000- CM2LA, Havana. Cuba.
Belgrade, Jugoslavia. Monday 3 -4 p.m.
30.15 9.950 -G6U, Rugby, En -land.
30.20
9,930 -W2XU. Long Island City, New York.
Posen, Poland.
30.30
9.890-1811, Buenos Aires, phone to Europe.
-IAA, Mienns Aires.
-EAQ. Madrid. Spain.
3D 64
9.790 -613W Rugby, England.
30.75
9.750- ....Agen, France. 'Lea. and Fri.. 3 to
28.86

29.30

30.90
30.93
31.10

4:15 p.m.
Deal, N. J.

-WNC.
9.600 -LQA,

9.700-WM1, Deal, N.

9,610-

J.

Buenos Aires.

\tonte Grande, Argentina. works Nauen
Ineeularly after 10:30 p.m.
-VVB. Bombay. India. Testing.
-RVRI. Leningrad. U.S.S.R. (Russia), -3
22

20.97 -21.26 14.300- 14.100 -Amateur Telephony.
14.150 -KKZ Bolinas. calif.
21 17
Bucharest, Roumania, 2 5 p.m., Wed 21.30 13,940

21.59
2.20
22.33

-...,
Sat.
13.590 -....
13.500-...,

Mombasa,

Deal Beach. N.

J.

23.00
23.35

23.38
23.16
2:1.90

21.11

24.46

21.63
24.68

24.50
24.80
21.55
21.89

Phelan.
13.013-OBE, IA Punta. Peru. Time signals 2 p.m.
-TGCA, Guatemala City, lep. Guatemala.
10 p.m.- midnight.
12,850 -W2X0. Schenectady. N. Y. Antipodal program 9 p.m. Mon. to 3 a.m. Tues. Noon

to u p.m. on Tues.. Thun. and Sat.
General Electric Co.
-W2XCU. Ampere- N. J.
-WOO, (Mean (hle. N. J.
-W9XL, Anoka. Minn., and other experimental relay broadcasters.
Muraro.
Sun, 7:30 -9 am.
122,820.... Rabat,
Daily
a.m. Telephony.
12.780 -G BC, Rugby. England.
12.55u -VBS. 1:lace Bay. Sousa Scotia Canada.
12.290-0 BU. Rugby. England.
12.250 -FTN, Ste. Assise (Paris), France.
Works
Buenos Aires. Indo -China and Java. On 9
a.m. to 1 p.m. and other hours.
-GBS, Rugby, England.
PLIA, Bandoeng. Java 7:45 am.

--A irplaae.

51.30

31.33

12,150 -0BS. Rugby. England.
Transatlantic phone
lu Deal. N. J. (New York,.
-FQO. FQE, Ste. Assise. France.
1 2.090 -....YukioJapan.
5 -8 a.m.

12.090-.... Trieste, Italy.
12.020- -VIY, Italian, Australis.
12.045 -NAA, Arlington, Va.
tu noon.

Annapolis, Md.

D) p.m.

12.000 -FZG,

2.2

Time signals. 11:57
Time signals, 9:57 -

Saigon, Indo -China.
p.m.

-....Oporto,

Time signals.

Portugal.

www.americanradiohistory.com

9.600 -LGN.

9.530- W3XAU. Byberry. Pa., relaya WCAU daily.
-VPD. Suva. Fiji Islands.
9.570- WIXAZ. Springfield. Mass. (WEZI. 6 a.m.10 p.m. laity.
Westinghouse Elec. & Mfg.
('o.

31.36

Bergen. Norway.

9.590-PCI. Hilversum (Eindhoven). Holland. Wed.
11 a.m. -3 p.m., Thun. 9 a.m. -1 p.m., S -9
p.m.. Frl. 1 -3, 8 p.m., Sat. 2 a.m. Philipe
Radio.
-VK2ME. Sydney, Australia. Sundays, midnight to 2 a.m.: 4:30.8:30. 24 p.m.

-SRI.

Poznan, Poland.

Tues. 1:45 -4:45 p.m..

Thurs. 1:30 -8 p.m.
9, 560- ....Konigswusterhausen. Germany. 10
a.m.. 11:30 a.n,. to 2:30 p.m. und
7:30 or 8:30 p.m. Relays Berlin.

to

11

3

to

.

-NAA. Arlington, Va.
-2L2XX, Wellington, New

31.48

31.49

31.50

122, 22RO

-N88,

24.98

Transatlantic_

-8hIp

13.2220

31.23
31.26

East Africa.

Vienna Austria.

13.100 -WNO,

telephony.

22.68

other experi-

-VE9AD, Glare Bay, N. S.. Canada.
17,110 --WOO. Deal. N. I. Transatlantle phone.
-W2XDO, Ocean Gate, N. J. A. T. & T. Co.

India.

Calcutta,

,

Cseablane.

-VKBAG. Perth, Wert Australia.

(NOTE: This list is Compiled from many sources,
all of which are not in agreement, and which show
greater or less discrepancies; in view of the tact that
most schedules and many wavelengths are still in an
experimental stage; and that wavelengths are calculated
differently In many schedules. In addition to this, one
experimental station may operate on any of several
wavelengths which are assigned to a group of stations
in common. We shall be glad to receive later and more
aseurate Information from broadcaster and ether transmitting organisations- and from listener who have
authentic nformation as is calls. exact wavelengths
and schedules. We cannot undertake to answer readers
who inquire as le the identity of unknown stations
heard. as that Is a matter of guesswork: in addition
to this. the harmonics of many local long -wave nations
ran be heard in a shortwave receiver. -EDITOR.)

mornings.

than"; GFWV, 'Mainstir'; GUM, "Olympr
": GDLL "Homeric"; GMJQ. "Belgenlend"; work on this and higher channels.
17,3ß0-11AA. Tokio. Japan.
17.300 -W2X K. Schenectady. N. Y. Ties.. Thurs..

11860- VE9CA, Calgary, Alta.
11,810 -W2XE. Jamaica. New York (WARCI. 7:30
a.m. through

25.34

signals, 11:57

19.03
19.06

Mareuni

17.830 -PLF. Random:. Java ( "Radin Malabar ").
-W2XAO, New Brunswick. N. J.
17.830 -PCV, Euntwijk, Holland. 9:10 a.m. Sat.
17.780 -W8XK. Pittsburgh. Pa.
17,750- 1481P1. Bangkok. Slane. 7 -9:30 a.m.. 1 -3
P.m. Sunday,.
WSBN. "levia17.640 -Ship Phones to Shore:

23.30

25.42

transmitter.
19.01 15.7.70- ....('hi -Mon. Saigon. Indo China. Telephony.
19.50 15,375- -FSBZ. French phone to shine.
19.56 15.340- W2XAD, Schenectady. N. Y.
Broadeasta
3 -6 p.m.; Sun., 1 -3 p.m.; relaying WGY.
19.60 15, 300 -OXY, Lyngby, Denmark, Experimental.
.. Konigswustarhausen, Germany. After 7

Co.

16.57

11,370

Netherland State Tele-

a.m.

19.950 -L8G,

16.10
16.19

-

p.m.
Monte Grande. Argentina From 7
Telephony to Paris and
a.m. to 1 p.m.
Nauen (Berlin).
-DIN, Nauen. Germany.
Press (cale) 6:15 a rn , English; 8:90 a.m.
and 11 a.m.. French. daily.
8:30 a.m.
Sundays. French.
S -10 a.m.
10.906 -L8G, Monte Grande, Argentina.
19.10 --WMl, Deal. N. J
19R30 -FTD, St. Assise. Franco.
3

15.03

7

16.200 -FZR, Saigon,

Mations.

21.400 -WLO, Lawrence, N. J.. transatlanUe phase.
11.15 21.130 --LSM, Monte Grande. Argentina.
-W2XAO, New Brunswick. N. J.
1.020 -LSN (Burlingham). Buenos Aine. Argen14.27

14.50

doeng from
graphs.

a. In.

14.01

-W9XF, Chicago ( 'E,NB
-W2XAL New York (14RNY),

25.26

-VUC9

-WLO, Lawrence. N. J.
Indu- China.
1:.130 -GBX, Rugby England.
16.060 -NAA, Arlington, Va. Time

-

14.47

cycles
17.080 -G8C, Ruchy. England.
16,320 -VLK, Sydney. Australia. Phone to England.
16,300 -PCL, Kootwijk. Holland. \Vurka with Ban-

18.50
18.56
18.88

to operate on nonexclusive waves of a aches.
both above this and down to 4 meters.)

14.28

Meter

Holland.
N. Y. Philips
Co. 4 -7 p.m. Satunlays.
31.000 -W2XBC. New Rrunewick, N. J.
31.000 -WBXI, Pittsburgh, Pa.
30.2110 -W6XD, M. It. T. Co.
30.105 -....Golfo Arend, Sardinia.
Telephone to

Bore.
29,190- PK313, Sourabaya, Java, Wed. and Sat.,

11.x90 -FYA, Pontoise, France.
Variable beams to
French Colonies. 12:3u.2 p m.
11.880- WE111!"fWWNA), Pittsburgh, Pa. Tues.,
Thurs.. Sat. Sun., 11 am. -4 p.m.. and
Sat. night Arctic programa. Television. Mon.
and Frl.. 2:30 p.m., 60 lines, 1200 r.p.m.
.

38,220-....Eindhoven, Holland.
..Amsterdam,

11.911-K X% Dolinas. Calif.

-

Kilo -

42.530 -....Berlin, Germany. Tu. and Thu., 11:30I:30 p.m. Telefunken Co.
41.000 -W8X1, East Pittsburgh, Penne
39.560 -PCJ, Hilversum. Holland.

M. R. T. Co.
25.96(5-G58W, Chelmsford. England Experimental.
25.700- W2XBC, New Brunswick, N. J.
-W3XA, Philadelphia, Pa- Noreen -Hauck
El. Mfc. Co.
12.48 24 000-WBAQ, San Mateo. Calif.
(Several experimental stations are authorized

14.00

25.24

17.55
18.37
18.40

5

10.79
11.55
11.67

25.10
25.16

31.70
31.75
32.00

32.00

Zealand.

9.530- W2XAF, Schenectady. New York.

5 -11

p.m.

-W9XA, Denver. Colorado. Relays KOA,
itelaingfon. Finland.
-WIOXAI, S.B. "Malolo," Nat. BroadcastInc 1'o.
9.520 -OXY. Skamlehoek, Denmark. I p.m. ddb.

Relays Copenhagen. Sunday 2 -3.
(Medical
hip telephone service. also from Thorshavn.
Faroe Islands. and Julianehaab. Greenland,
9.500- VK3ME. Melbourne. Australia Wed. and
Sat. 5 -7:30 a.m. Amalgamated Wireless, 47
York St., Sydney. Australia.
9,460 -.,.Radio Club of Buenas Aires. Argentina.
9,450- ..,,Rio de Janeiro. Brazil. 5:30-7:30 p.m.
9,375- E1490C, Berne, Switzerland. 3 -5:30 p.m.
-OZ711K, Copenhagen. Denmark. Irregular
after 7 p.m.
9,3:5 -3UZ, Melbourne, Australia.

-WSXAO, Detroit. Mich.
--TOX. Guatemala CIIO,
p.m.- midnight,

Guatemala

(Continued on opposite page)
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32.06
32.13

9,330 -CGA, Drummondville, Canada
Sundays,
9,310 -GBC, Rugby, FSUland.

32.26

9,290 -....Rabat.

-

32.59
32.80
32.83
33.00
33.26
33.81

.co.

2:30 -5

3uMa,

P.m.

3 -5

irreguarly weekd¢yY

9.250 -GBK, Bodmin, England.
9,230 -FL, Paris. France (Eiffel Tower).
signals 4:36 a.,n. and 4:56 p.m.
-9K2BL, Sydney, Australia

and

6.430 -REN, Moscow, U.S.S.R.

Time

9,100- H890C. Zurich, Switzerland.
9,091 -XFD, Mexico City, Mex.
9,010 -GBS, Rugby. »gland.
8,872 -NPO, Cavite (Manila), Philippine Islands.
signals 9:57-

-Ship

33.95
33.98
34.00

11,630

34.50

8.690- W2XAC, Schenectady. New York.

34.68

8,650- W2XCU, Ampere, N.

34.68

8,650 -W3XE.

Sat., 6 -7 am.
G.425- W2XCU, Ampere, N. J.

46.70
46.70

Phones.
8.810 -WSBN
S.S.

47.00

47.35

47.77

Baltimore.

Md.

47.81

35.02

35.50
35.70
35.80
36.00
36.74
36.92
37.02

48.74

48.83

-VE9CL, Winnipeg. Canada. 5:30 -11 p.m.
-W2XDE, Bell Telephone laboratories, New
York.
6,140 -W8XK. East Pittsburgh, Pa Tues.. Thun..

12:15 -1:15

48.99

8.160-....Mombasa. East Africa.
8,120 --PLW. Bandoeng, Java
8.100 -EATH, Vienna, Austria. Mon. and Thun.,

-JIAA.

7

Testa

5 -8

S,015- Airplaaa
7,980- VK2ME, Sydney, Australia.

38.00

7.890 -VPD, Suva,

38.14
38.30
38.60

4.830 -PDV, HootwIJk, Holland. after
7,770 -F7F, Ste. Assise. France.

40.00
40.20

40.50

7,930 -DOA,

40.90
41.00

Germany.

41.58
11.67

12.00
42.12

12.50
42.70
42.90

9

a.m.

-PCK.

KootwUk, Holland. 9 am. to 7 p.m.
Ste. Assise.
Bogota, Colombia 6 -10 p.m.
Shanghai. China.
Calgary, Canada. Testing. Tues., Thu.
7,530- .... "El
Prado,"
Riobamba. Ecuador.
Thurs.. 9 -11 p.m.
7,500
"Radio- Touraine," France.
7,460 -YR, Lyons. France.
Daily except Sun.
Mon.,

p.m.

a.m. -2:30 P.m.

Tests
p.m.

43.50
43.60

W. Club programs.
to 6 a.m. Sunday.

49.40

Madrid, Spain. Tues. and Sat..
to 7 p.m.: Frl., 7 to 8 p.m.
Binche, Belgium. 2.4 p.m,
6,900 -INA. Rome. Italy. Sun.. noon to 2:30 p.m.
,

6.875 -F8MC.

Casablanca, Morocco. Sun.. Tues..
Wed.. Sat.
Coethen. Germany.
Sundays. 4-0
a.m.: Tuesdays. Fridays. noon to 2 p.m.:
Thursdays. 4.6 p.m.

49.50

6,860-KEL,

49.59

49.67

49.75

49.80
49.97

Minas, Calif.

43.80
44.40

-Radie Vitus, Parie, France. 4 -11 am..
P.m.
6,840 -CFA, Drummondville, Canada.
6,753-WND, Deal. N. J.

44.90

6,675 -10W,

-XFD.
11

44.99

6,660

45.00
45.50

6

:30

Mexico City. Mex.
Guatemala City, Guatemala.
p.

n.

-FSKR, Constantine, Algeria.
p.m.

46.05
46.40

3

59.96

5,000- .... Bratislava. l'zechnslovek la.
Kuala 'Amour, Straits Settlements.

-WIXAY.

62.50
62.56

62.69

9 -11

p.m.

Barranquilla, Columbia.
6.010- W9XAQ. Chicago, IIL (WMAQ).

6,020 -W9XF. Chicago, Ill.
-W2XBR, New York, N.
-W IOXAI, S.S. "Malulo

Y.

t

70.00

70.20

9-

8

101.7

p.m.:

I

to

5

p.m., Sat.

Sundays and boUda'a,

Tunis. Africa.

Mon.

Rome. Italy.

-VK2TW. Sydney. Australia, 7:30 -8:30 a.m.
Wed.
3,620 -DOA Doeberlis, Germany.
(Television.)
3. 583 -G2NN, Horning -on- Thames, England.
S a.
m. Sunday.

Thee.

and

tIII.

Tel.

-VE9AR, Saskatoon. Sask., Canada.
meters- 2,8.50 to 2,950 In.
-W1XAV, Boston, Mass.
-2, 7:30

to 105.3

1

104.4
105.0

105.9

105.3

to 10:30

Works with W1NAC
10.11 p.m.
Shortwave & Television t'oro.
-W2XR. Long Island /'sty, N. Y. 4 to 10
exc. Sundays.
P.M.
Silent 7 -7:30 Sat.
Radii" Pictures, Inc,
-W9XR, Chinage, 111.
-VE9AR. Saskatoon, Saek., Canada
2.870-....Milan, (tab'. After 2 p.m.
2,833 -W IXA, Tilton. V. Ir,
P.m.

(NTINT).

ß985- ....Eindhoven, Holland.
5,970 -HVJ1, Vatican City (Rome).

3,750-F8KR, Constantine.
and Frl.

9:57-

Java.

other experimental stations.
92.5.94.9
3,244- 9,160 -KFR, WJE, City of Seattle,
Nash., Light Dept.
91.20
3.184 -KOS, KQT, City of Las Angeles, Calif.,
Water Dept.
9.00 3.156- PK2AG, Sonoran, Java.
3,142 3.070 -Aircraft
955.48 -97.71
96.03
3,124 -WOO, Deal. N. 7.
3.088- WIOXZ, Airplane Telerisln.
91.15
3,076 -W9XL, Chicago, Ill.
97.53
3.030Honda, Sweden. 11:30 am. -noon, 498.95
10 p.m.

,

49.97

-PKIAA, Welternden,

daily ex. Hun.

2,833- W6XAN, Los Angeles, Calif.

-W7XAB.
-W2XAO.
0,
-VE9AK,

to 101.1

Spokane..

.

Yacht "511l ' -1..l, " New York.

Red Deer, Alberta, Canada.

meters-2,750 to

2 850

-WZXAB, New York City.

kr.

Talevisien.

Columbia Broad2 -6, 8.11 p.m.
On Set.
Sunday
to 10 p.m.
Works with
W2NE on 48.99 meters.
-W2XBO, Long Island City. N. Y.
-W9XAA, Chicago. Ill.
-W9XG, West Lafayette. Ind.
-VE9BZ, Vancouver, B. C.. Canada
2.758- VE9CI, London. Ont, Canada.
and

Christchurch, New 7ealand.
30
p.m. to midnight, Tuesdays. Thursdays and
Fridays.
-HRB. Tegucigalpa, Honduras. 9:15 pm.
to midnight. Mon., Wed.. Frl. From 11
p.m. to midnight. Sat. 'nt. S. W. Club
program.,
-EAJ25, Barcelona, Spain. Sat, 3 -4 p.m.
-REN, Moscow, Russia. 30 a.m. -5 P.m.
English on Su., Mo.. Thur.

50.10
50.23

Doeberitz. Germany. 6 -7 p.m., 2 -3
p.m.. Mon., Wed.. Frl.
4_80 -0HK2, Vienna, Austria Sundays. Orst 15
minutes of hour from 1 to 7 p.m.
-HC21M, Guayaquil, Ecuador.
4,273 -RBI5, Khabarovsk, Siberia
4.7 am.

-GDU. S.S. "Homeric."
71.77 -72.98 4,180 -4,100-Aircraft
71.82
4.175 -Ship Phenes,
72.87
4,116-WOO. Deal. N. J.
74.73
4.105 -NAA, Arlington. Va. Time signals.
10 p.m.. 11:57 am. to noon.

6.000- ZL3ZC,

-. _Bucharest. Rumania
6,000 -....Tananarive. Madagascar.

4,430-DOA,

Mating System.

Caracas, Venezuela.
7:45-11
daily ex. Monday.
-Eiffel Tower. Paris, Francs. Testing. 6:30
to 6:45 .m.. 1:15 to 1:30, 5:15 to 5:45
p.m.. around this wave.
-PK2AF, Diokiakarta, Java.
-VE9CU, Calgary, Canada.

Mo.. FrL, 5

-HEM. Bogota. Colombia. 9 -11 p.m.
-....Kerlin. Germany.
6,560 -RFN. Moscow,
U.S.S.R.
(Russia).
a.m. -4 p.m.
6.515 -W00. Deal. N. J.

-HKD.

Nimmo

-And other experimental stations.
-VZA. Drummondville, Canada.

-

Il

Z.

4,785 -Aircraft.

-And

Brussels, Belgium.
-7L0, Nairobi, Kenya. Africa. Mon., Wed.
Fri., 10 a.m. to 1:30 p.m. From 10:30
Tuesday, Thursday. Sunday.
-W3XAU, ityberry, Pa. Relays WCA11.
8,050 -VESCF. Halifax. N. S, Canada.
a.m..
noms, 0 -6 p.m.
On Wed., 8 -9; Sun., 6:308:15 t,.nn.

Sorts. 89 Willis St.
6.030-VE9CA. Calgary, Alta.. Canada.

Lexington, Alas..

-W2XBU, Beacon. N. Y.
-WENS. Chicago, 711.
4,800-W2XV, Long Island City. N. T.
4,795- W9XAM, Elgin, 111. (Time signals.)
-W3XZ, Washington, D. C.
-WSXDD. portable. Bell Telephone Laboratries. New York.
-W9XL, Chicago. Ill.

4.770- ZL2XX, Wellington. New Zealand.
6:1.00
4,760-Radie LL, Paris, France.
63.13
4,710 -WOO. Orean /late. N. J.
63.79
4.700 -W IXA B. Portland. Me.
65.00
4,610 -H IX, Santo Domingo, R. D.
65.22 -66.67 4,500- 4.600- Talevisien.
-WeXC, ras Angeles. Calif.

Sunda, after I pint

a.m.

-LL,

-W2XDD, portable.

6:30 -7 a.m., 11 a.m.
to 4:30 p.m.
6.060-W6XAL, Cincinnati. Ohio. Relays WLW.
6:30 -10 a.m., 1 -3 p.m., 6 pm. to 2 am..

-9

1 -3:30

Suurabaya. Java.

86.50 -86.00 3,490- 3,460
92.50
3,256 -W9XL, Chicago.

6,065 -SAI. Motala, Sweden.

6

-PMB,

3,560- 0Z7RL, Copenhagen, Denmark.
Fri. after 6 p.m.
81.46 -85.66 3.550-3.500- Amateur TNMh.sy,

From 10 p.m. Saturday

-W2XAL, New York,
-PK3AN, Sourabaya, Java.
-VK2ZW. Wellington, N.

WCII I' i.

4.975 -GBC. Rugby. England.
4.975- W2XAV, Lang Island City, N. Y.
4,920
Paris, France.
61.322 -622.50
4,800- 4.900- Televialon.
-WBXK, Pittsburgh, Pa.
60.26

60.30
60.90

84.24

-7V2BC,

666

-W4XG, Miami, Fla.
6,480 -TOW, Guatemala City, Goat.

5.170 -O KI MPT, Prague, Czechoslovakia
p.m., Tues. and Fri.
-PMV, Bandoeng. Java.

82.90
83.73

0.070- VE9CS. Vancouver. IL C.. Canada. Fridays
before 1:30 a.m. Sundae. 2 and 10:30 p.m.
..Johannesburg, So. Africa, 10:30 am.-

-ONVA,

a.m. Sundays.

58.00

Turn, Italy.

-W6XAL, K..nmineter. Calif.

daily.

9

5,550 -W8XI, Columbus, Ohio.
5,500- W2XBH, Brooklyn, New York City (WBKC,

-1300 (Prato Smeraldo),

3:30 p.m.

19.46

-D4AFF.
43.70

S.

At the suggestion of one of our raeadera,
we are glad to announce that we will pubHalt advertisements of radio experimenters,
Hams, and all others who wish to swap
or exchange used radio material. Such
advertisements will be published in the
classified section, and the rate will be 2e.
word (including address, city. etc.).
This will provide a market -place for all.

9:30 -

Sunders at 7 a.m.. 2 p.m.
.Budapest, llungary,
2:30.3:10 a.m..
Tu.. Thur..
Sat.
Budapest
Technical
School. MALC.. Budapest, M(legyetem.
7,210- EAR56, Canary Islands (Spain). 7 -9 p.m.
7.195- VSIAB, Singapore. S. 8. Mo., Wed. and
Fri.. 9:30 -11 a m.
7.140 -HKX, Bogota. Colombia
7,120- OZ7RL, Copenhagen, Denmark. Irregular.
Around T p.m.
7,060- ....Wakov Islands (north of Siberia).
-XFA, Mexico City. Mex.
7.020- EAR125, Madrid, Spain. 6 -7 P.m.
6,990- CTIAA, Lisbon. Portugal.
Fridays, 5 -7

- 5.30

Int.

9:30-10:15, 11-12 p.m.

Sunday. Elias J. Pellet.
Bergedorf, Germany.

54.02
54.51

67.65

-8 p.m.,

-X

-111X, Santo Domingo. R. D.
52.50
5.710- VE9CL, Winnipeg, Couda.
72 -54.44 5,600- 5,510- Aireralt.

80.00

a.m.:

7.310- ....Paria France (Radio Vitus") Teets.
Moscow, USSR- 7 -7:45 a.m.
-HSP2. Bangkok. Si.,,..
-11 .m. Mondas.
7.230 -DOA. Doeberitz, Germany.
7.220-H89D, Zurich. Switzerland. ht and 3rd

6,980

5,770 -AFL,

-EAR25, Barcelona, Spain. 3 -4 p.m.
6,110- VE9CG, Calgary. Alta. Canada
8,100- W3XAL, Bround Brook. N. J
-VE9CF, Halifax, N. S., Canada 6 -10
p.m., Tu.. Thu.. Fri.
6.095- VE9GW, Bowtaanville, Ontario. Canada
6,090 -....Copenhagen, Denmark.
6,080- W2XCX, Newark. N. J. Relaya IVOR.
-W9XAA, Chicago. 111. (WCFL). 6 -7 am.

Thun..

Durban, So. Africa
7,370 -X26A, Nuevo Lando, Mexico.
9 -10
Il a.m. -noon; 1 -2: 4 -5; 7 -8 p.m.
after midnight. I.S.W.C. programs 11
Wed. A.P. 31.
7,320 -ZTI, Johannesburg.
Africa
So.

p. m.

43.00

52.00

"HAMS" PLEASE NOTE

7,660 -FTL.
7,610 -HKF,
7.560 -XGO,
7.520 -CGE,

-....
10:30 to 1:30 a.m.
7,410 -.... Fberswalde, Germany.
-2

5.900-HKE, Medellin. Colombia. 8 -11 p.m.
5,860
DA, Mexico City. 10 -11 p.m.
5,835-H K O. Barranquilla. Colombia. 7:45 -10:30
P.m. Mon., K'ed., Sat.: 2 -4, 7:45 -8:30 p.m,

62.80

p.m.

3

50.80
51.22
51.40

Chi -Hos (Saigon). Indo -China
6:30 -10 am.
Moscow, U.S.S.R., 4 -5 p.m.
-W2XE, New York City. Relays WADI'.
-FL, Eiffel Tower, Pule. 5:30 -5:45 am..

7

S.

41.46
41.50

49.17
49.26
49.31

Fiji Islands.
Tokio. Japan (Testing).

7,860-CMS, Camaguey, Cuba.

-ZTD.

40.10
49.15

a.m.
to

1

Reirhpo.tsentralamt Berlin.

-(IAA,

1

40.70

Doeberitz.

Sat., Sun., 5 pats. tu midnight.
6,120 -....Modal., Sweden, "Runlratlio." 6:30Holidays. 5 a.m. to
7 am., 11 -4:30 p.m.
5 p.m.

5:45- 12:30, 4:15 -4:45 p.m.
Toulouse, France. Sunday 2:30 -4 p.m.

p.m.

Tokyo. Japan.

6,250

-F3ICD,

8,450 -PRAG, Porto Alegro. Brazil. 8:30 -9:00 am.
8,100 -VBS. Glace Ray. N. S., Canada.
8.380- ....Cottano, Italy. Telephone to ship.
8,330 -3KAA, Leningrad. Russia
2 -6 am.. Mon.,
Tues.. Thurs., Fri.

37.13
37.65
37.80

39.15
39.40
99.58
39.74
39.80

Rm..

Y.

-And other experimental stations.
8,630 -W00. Deal. N. J.
-W2XDO, Ocean Gate, N. J.
8,570 -RBI5 Khabarovsk, Siberia 5 -7:30 am.
-HC21M, Guayaquil. Ecuador.
8.550 -W00. Ocean Gate, N. J.

5:30 to

-H KA,

Barranquilla. Colombia 8.10 p.m.
ea Mo.. Wei., Fri.
5 -6,
9 -12
6.170 -HRB, Tegucigalpa, Honduras.
p.m., Mon., Wed., Frl.. Sat. Int. S. W.
Club program. Sat.. 11:30 -12 p.m.
-51F, Mexico City. Met.
6,155- W9XAL, Chicago, Ill. (WMAC). and Air.

48.00

Planes.

-W2XV. Long 'eland City. N.
-WBXAG, Dayton. Ohio.
-W6XN, Oakland.
-W4XG. Miami. Fla
-W3XX. Washington. D. C.

35.00

Anoka, Minn
Itouttd Brook. N. J. Relays WJZ.
Fri.. -6:45 p.m. Il p.m.-1 a.m.; Sat..
1:30 -6:45 p.m.; 11 p.m. -1 a.m.
8,380- HCIDR, Quito. Ecuador. 8.11 p.m.
-XIF. Mexico City, Mex. 7 -9 D.tu. 11 pm. I a.m.
6.335 -W IOXZ, Airplane Television.
-VE9AP. Drummondville, Canada.
Mon. 3 -4
-CN8MC. Casablanca. Morocco.
p.m.. Tues. 7 -8 a.m., 3.4 p.m. Relaya Rabat.
Strasburg. Franco (I)
6,280-W W V, Bureau of Standards, Washington,
D. C.
Tuesdays,
-4. 10.12 p.m.
Standard Frequency Code.
6.270 -H KG, Bogota. Colombia.
8:30.11:30 p.m.
22

8:00 -8:30 a.m.; Moss., 11- 11:30 p.m.

10:15 -11:15 p.m.

-W9XL,
6,425 -W3XL,

;

48.62

"Leviathan."
8,820- VK3UZ, Melbourne. Au.trails. Mon., Thu..

-2P2. Asuncion, Paraguay.
J.
-W9XL, Chicago.

Tues., Thun. and

;

0200 -GBS, Rugby. t]tgland. Transatlantic phone.
9,110 -SUS. Cairo, Egypt

Time signala 9:55 -10 p.m.
-NAA, Arlington; Va. Time
30 p.m., 2:57.3 p.m.

34.74

Meter. cycle.

Meters Cycles
46.60

9,::50- C1A2MK, Havana Cuba

32.21

32.40
32.50

Kilo-

Kilo-

Kilo-

Meters cycles

soon to 2
1

4.5 a.m.

-1:30 p.m.

www.americanradiohistory.com

108.8
110.2
112.1
121.5

122.0
122.3

123.0

123.9

2.722-Aircraft.

Sacramento,
rXAF6XAF .
of Agriculture.

Calif.

State Dept

-

2,470-- Peldce and Fire Departments.
-KGOZ, Cedar Rapids. la.
WRDQ, Toledo.
Ohio.
2.158 -WPDO, Youngstown, Ohio.
2,152 -WRBH,
Cleveland,
O.
KGPP, Portland. Ore.
-WPOK. Milwaukee. Wis.
KGPH, Okla roma City, Okla.

-

2.440 -WPDF,

Flint

Mich.

-WNDA, Miami.

Fla.
WPDP, Philadelphia, Pa
Lansing. Mich
-W3XB, Portable.
2,422 -Wall. Buffalo. N. Y.
KGPE.
City, Mo. (Mo. State).

-

(Continued on page 300)
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ULTRA SHORT WAVE
CONDENSERS
,tort
By

This variable condenser was made
from a honeycomb coil coupler and
brass plates of desired

size.

THE condensers described here have
stood the test, both with transmitters and with receivers. The
German short -wave amateur is compelled
to make serviceable parts with slight
means. Often one can put old parts together to make a new unit. A source of
all kinds of serviceable parts is provided,
for instance, by dismantled electric
meters.
Likewise, in the condenser
shown in Fig. 1, the side-piece came
from a meter.
The condenser
consists of two
bra s s cylinder,
with a sheet thickness of .04 -inch
and a length of
2 inches. The

upper cylinder (Fig. 3) has an outer diameter of 0.8 -inch and an inner one of
0.72 -inch. At both ends are put in
threaded pieces .24 -inch thick. The lower
cylinder has an outer diameter of 1 inch
and an inner one of 0.90 -inch. The brass
axle (with a thread) has a diameter of
0.2 -inch and a length of 4.8 inches. It is
fastened on an insulating plate 0.16-inch
thick, by two hollow screws. The fastening must be secure, so that the inner
cylinder will not strike the other in its
rotation. Likewise the cylinder must, of
course, so move up and down on the axle
without wobbling; i.e., the thread must
be cut very accurately. The connection
of the condenser with the other parts
of the apparatus is made, on the one
hand, through the side -piece, by means
of which also the
outer cylinder is
screwed tightly to
the plate; and on the
other hand, by passing the axle through

w

the plate and connecting it to the screw
visible in Fig. 1. The up and down motion of the middle cylinder can be arranged in various ways; the author used
a sort of hard -rubber fork for turning
this cylinder.
The second condenser (Fig. 2) was
produced from a honeycomb coil couplet
with friction -hinge adjustment. Only the
movable part is used; it was cut through
in the middle. Two holes were bored
through each part, in order to hold the
movable plate tightly. The movable plate
can be given different dimensions, according to conditions (3 -, 5 -, 8- meters wavelength). The writer used the following
plate dimensions: movable, 3.2 inches
high, 2.8 inches wide; fixed, 3.48 inches
high, 2.8 inches wide. Fig. 4 shows the

condenser as
seen

from the

front. The
plates consist of
sheet aluminum
60 mils thick.

Funk Bastler.

The short-wave condenser at Fig. 1 was
made from parts of
an electric meter.
Fig. 3 illustrates section of variable condenser shown in Fig.
1; the upper cylinder
moves up and down
on a threaded rod.
Fig. 4 shows hinged

-

o

type variable condenser.

1

FIG.3

FIG.4

Marvellous Reception by Coupling 2 Supers
By BURT H. TAYLOR, W1KB
phones on 20 and 80 meter bands from
California with the volume of "locals" on
the ordinary short wave receiver; also
amateur phone signals from various other
countries.
Now, to get back to code, all that is
necessary to do is to pull the cord out
of the second -detector socket and replace
the tube and the grid leak, then put on
the phones. The "HY -7" is coupled to
the phones through one stage of audio.
Regarding this arrangement (using a
local oscillator on the Graybar) I demonstrated to engineers of the Haverhill
Electric Company by moving the Graybar
to the other side of the room (where it
was connected to another antenna) and
then, with cord plugged to the second detector socket of the "HY -7" and thrown
up over the desk, I actually rebroadcast
"Radio Roma" across the room to the

(Continued from page 261)
Graybar with no connection, and still had
good house volume.

The accompanying diagram of the second detector socket of the "HY -7" shows
how it is connected to the Graybar Super-

het (or any receiver) ; making an automatic short -wave and regular-band receiver, and still being the "Rolls Royce"
as a code receiver.
The Grid Leak shown is to be removed
from clips when using the combination;
or, as an alternative, the test cord is
plugged into the plate connection of the
same socket and connected to the Gray bar's antenna post through a small fixed
condenser. This probably gives a little
more wallop, but I used the arrangement
as shown the past year.
Now, as stated before, the "HY -7" I.F.
is tuned to just above 1,500 kc. to allow
the Graybar to tune just off the edge of

www.americanradiohistory.com

the regular broadcast band. You wil;
note by that I have three stages of I,F.
in this "HY -7" and that the detector
stage is inductively instead of impedance
coupled (all this was explained by Mr.
Hatry in Radio -Craft last year, with diagrams).
With both sets switched on to receive
short -wave broadcast or phone, the Gray bar is dialed to just above 1,500 kc., and
the short -wave tuning dial of the "HY -7"
takes care of the rest, with the volume
control on the Graybar. Now, to change
to WEAF regular, all that is done is to
reach over and turn the Graybar dial to
that wave; and, ten to one, no further
adjustment of volume control is necessary. With the Short -Wave dial left
tuned to "Radio Roma" or any other, you
can listen to WEAF on the test cord between the two sets.
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Short Wave Question

®X

Edited by R. William Tanner, W8AD
circuits. tubing would be far better; but, for

Push -Pull Transmitter Hook -up
Johnson, Jamestown. N. Y.. wants to
know:
(Q.) A circuit of a good push -pull transmitter for use on 40 meters, using a plate voltage of 1 °5 to 160.
Paul

A,

'7:A

transmitters of low power -using up to two 210
tubes -tubing is no better than solid wire, say

-I or 0.
(Q.. Can a Rendrite ammeter be used to
measure antenna current?
(A.I No, only a hot -wire or thermocouple
meter any be used here.

Nu.

Super- Converter

10,O000oMS

Frisman, St. Louis. Mn.. asks:
.Q.. Can you give a circuit of n one -tube
5111ur converter?
.A.. When are the short -wave fans going
to du as the amateurs have done. and give up
using an nutodyne first detector in their .super
converters or superhets'e Such a converter can
only cause needless interference, to other shortwave listeners. of it type exactly like that
elitism! by the old single -circuit regenerative
broadcast receivers of a few years ago. This
I,. however, not the only disadvantage. It is
necessary to tune the grid circuit to a frequency differing from the signal frequency the
difference being the fr.rineuey of the LI'. amplifier. This fncal Iif decreases the sensitivity.
Also there are altra if. Iwo points on the dial
for each station: no amount of pre selector
tuning eliminating this annoyance.
1..

.1,

CEE DER

s----,

0G3 5- ..
A1

.000t5MF

.002-

.00035MF

:Cgs( )

+180V

SV

FIL

(.t.) The circuit is given here.
IQ.) would shielding eliminate bum, and
what material should be used?
(.t.) If the entire power supply is enclosed
within a box made of sheet iron, hint due to
induction should ('anse 110 trouble.

Circuit Query
Norton Smith, London. Ontario, Canada. asks:
IQ., With reference tu the circuit (Page 2
June -July issue) what are the vol us of the
eondensers. resistors and audio transformers:
nad also what tubes are used?
(A.) The suggested volutes are as follows:
,(.oui4 -tuf. for the tuning atul regeneration condensers:.0(511 5 -m f. for the grid condenser; and
uu025 Inf. for the antenna coupling condenser.
The grid leak will be from 2 to 10 mégohm,
depending upon the characteristic, of the detector tube- l'sing 'lits\ tubes and a 0 -volt
'A" battery. the filament rhe,,stans may be
approximately G ohms.

Impedance and Choke Data

:

>M

Diagram requested by Mr. Johnson,
showing push -pull transmitter for use
on 40 meters, using plate voltage of
135 to 180.
(A.) The circuit Is given to these columns.
114.1 What is the proper value of resistance
to use across an audio transformer?
IA.) 1 assume that you mean the value of
the resistor to shunt across the secondary, to
eliminate "fringe howl." This will be somewhere between 100,1000 and 230,000 ohms.

Transmitting Antenna
B. W. Boll, Houston, Texas. asks the follow-

ing:
(Q.) will you print a diagram of n suitable
antenna for use with the transmitter (Page
129 Aug. -Sept. issue)?
IA.) The diagram is shown here.
IQ.) Can this transmitter be used for phone
transmission

-

Wants Single Control Super -Het
Harold Berkman, Toledo. Ohio, wants to know :
IQ., If it is possible to single- control the
oscillator and first detector tuning condensers
of a short -wave super -het?
(A.) Tes, it is easily possible to gang the
condensers: but it is Id So ue(.essn ry to shunt
n vernier condenser across the first detector
coil, and vary this at the same tinte the matt
dial is varied-and then, where Is the singlecontrol feature? There is aune, of course.
(Q.) what six,' of fixed condensers to connect in Rrr(e8 with each section of a two -gong
.0uu::5 -m f. broadcast elmdenser, in order to
tune the R.P. and detector stages of a shortwave receiver?
IA.) Fixed condensers of .00015 -mf. capacity
will be about right.

Best S.W. Converter
Jack Namarnff, Philadelphia, Pa., wants to

know :
IQ. i What is the best type of converter to
use with a broadcast set, to bring in short

waves?
(A.) The type of converter using n screen grid detector and '27 oscillator, utilizing the
broadcast R.P. amplifiers as the I.F. amplifiers
of a superhet, will afford the best sensitivity
and selectivity,

Transmitter Inquiry
Orion Ileriek, Dennis Port, Mass.. inquires:
(Q.) Regarding the "Low Cost l' -P Transmitter" tt'. 129 Aug. -Sept. issuet -can '10 tubes
be used instead of '45's?
(A.) The '10 tubes may be employed: but
this will require a power supply capable of
delivering the proper filament and plate voltages.
IQ.I Can the Culls be wound with solid copper wire. instead of tubing?
(A.) Yes, solid wire about the same size as
the tubing can be used. with no decrease to
output. Of course, for high_power transmitter

S

INSULATORS:

INGLE wRE 62.5 FEET LONG
FOR 40 METER RAND

-

\

C. H. P,ennet,
know :

(Q.) What is the value of the impedance in
Fig. 2 (Page 47:: April ->l.y l'sne.?
(t.) This may be a ru -uular type of ::n- henry
filter choke.
IQ.) What is the value of the R.F. choke
in Fig. 1?
(A.1 The article states that this choke consists of 40 turns of bell wire. However, a
single -layer choke of, say, 130 turns of No.: a:
wire on a t_," form would be preferable, ou
account of its lower self- rapacity.

Two Tube Set
O. Long, Moose .Taw-, Sask.. Canada. Inquires:
IQ.1 \Tlust are the cuostaIlts of the circuit

'age
of the two -tube set Wage

\

('-

('I-

FEEDERS

11at

M

Data for constructing- a short wave
transmitting antenna with "feeder'
line.

ale,.

i

,

to

21)

per cent.

Power Amplifier for
Receiver

Charles T.eininger. \'enIcr,

1.1111f..

writes:

(Q.) Can you print a
diagram of a power amplifier to use with a
short wave revolver, using a '27 push -pull
stage. followed by
posh -pull pentode 10,1'
a1

11111I.70 ?

Power amplifier for
short wave receiver,
using a '27 push -pull
stage, followed by a
push -pull "pentode"
power stage.

www.americanradiohistory.com

plug -in coils:

:

-0.1-

to 0.23 -In ,e_ ohm.

Coil Size
Edward Camp, Son Francisco, Calif., desires
the following data
(Q.I What are the sizes of coils (Page 474
April-May issue)?
A.) -For 12 meters, the grid coil would have
approximately 4 turns and the tickler about
or 4 turns. when wound on a tube base. The
turns should be spneed slightly. Any size
wire from No. 30 to Nu. 21 will do.
:

(A.) Modulating an oscillator directly is very
unsatisfactory. and can only be accomplished
nt low percentages of modulation. Frequency
modn tat ion result -, if the degree of modula-

tion is much

.(1(1111

tunas, -uif,
C2- .0(4 .t -Inf.:
('4 -unau2 5 inf.:
(:. -- .01foi -tut.:
RI 2 t.. 1a megohuls:
lau -- iu.nnn ohms:

L ONO

A

.a June-Juiy issue)?

A. The constants follow :
L1, L2 -- any good set of

t

WOOD
SPREAD Rs

45TOSOFT

roll River, Mass.. wants to

1
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How to Use a Wavemeter
BINNEWEG, JR.*

By A.
The Delft wavemeter for measuring length of transmitted or received
short waves.

list of shortwave
stations and then decide to see if you
couldn't tune in some of the most distant (or "strange ") ones? Undoubtedly you
have done exactly that. You probably looked
at the desired station's wavelength, then made
a sort of n longing look at the dial on your reDID you over look over a

ceiver, and guessed where it would come in
on your set. Chances are, you heard several
possibilities near the place where you wanted
to listen, and spent a lot of time tuning each
one in and waiting for It to "sign." Well, all
that is a lot of trouble and there's a way out!
A wavemeter removes all of this guesswork and
saves considerable time.
In fact, a wavemeter is an absolute necessity
for every shortwave fan and experimenter.
Dealers ought to use one to demonstrate their
sets. It will help the fan tune in his stations
and, to the experimenter, a wavemeter has
numerous uses besides ; such as checking receivers, getting the exact ranges that any coil
you want to test will cover with a given condenser, checking the ranges that condensers
cover with the same coil, testing oscillators and
transmitters. Why, there is really no end to
the uses of a wavemeter! No radio station or
experimenter's laboratory Is complete without
one.
Certainly, a wavemeter is much more
essential than many of the useless "gadgets"
one finds around the usual shortwave receivers.
A popular, inexpensive wavemeter is shown in
the photo herewith.

which the receiver is tuned. By varying the
coupling between receiver and wavemeter, a
very sensitive condition le soon found which
yields very accurate results.
As soon as the point at which the wavemeter
causes a click in the receiver Ins heard in the
headphones or loudspeaker) is found, the dial
of the wavemeter Is read and the wavelength
to which the receiver is tuned is thus accurately found.
If an accurate wavemeter is desired, such
ns is necessary for general short wave tuning
and test work, it must be calibrated from accurate standards. To design one of these Instruments to cover the range of 14 to 2.10 meters,
with the required overlap between coils, and
such that the calibration remains constant, Is
a problem for shortwave specialists with the
required laboratory apparatus. Careful shielding is also necessary to prevent hand- capacity
effects.

q

4 TURN

A'
COUPLING

COIL

C)

the R.F. amplifier stages, because the sensitive
condition does not obtain there. The detector
tube should be just barely oscillating for best
results. But be sure It is oscillating!
Be careful to use the proper plug -in coil, so
that the wavemeter will tune to the wavelength
that the receiver is tuned to. When thus coupled,
and the dial of the wavemeter is varied, the
detector tube will stop oscillating when the
wavemeter-dial is tuned past the wavelength to
Engineer, Delft Radio.

y

COIL

IN RECEIVING
5ET(TO WNICN IT 15
DESIRED TO COUPLE

~WAVEMETER
OF

THE WAVENlTER)

FIG.1

/
ANIMII0

\j

SNORT-WAVE. PLUG-IN COIL 4 TURN LOOP WOUND
IN SET ',PROVED COIL SOCKET
SET

Ill

-'-Q,
I

WHAT IS A WAVEMETER?
In Its simplest form, n wavemeter is an accurate, calibrated tumd circuit. To use one,
couple it closely to the secondary coil (tuned
circuit) of the detector; be sure that the detector tube is oscillating. And he sure that the
detector coil is being coupled to; it would he
of no use to couple a wavemeter to a coil in

4 TURN COUPLING'.

COIL

Ca

FIG. 2

WAVEMETER

SHELF

IF

e

(COUPLING COIL)

tglir

DESIRED

MOUNT
NT TN! COUP LING COIL ON PPS
510E OF THE SET

//

CONNECTING LINK

Flow wavemeter can be coupled to receiver
by

"link" circuit.

INTERESTING TESTS WITH A WAVEMETER
Suppose you wonted to locate a certain receiver dial -setting so that you could hear a
certain station when it came on. First look up
the wavelength of the desired station in SHORT
WAVE CRAFT.
Next select the particular coil
which, when plugged into the wavemeter, will
allow the wavemeter to tune to this wavelength. Then set the dial of the wavemeter to
that wavelength. Bring the wavemeter close
to the secondary of the receiver and vary the

receiver dial until you get the familiar click.
When obtained, your receiver is tuned exactly
to the proper wavelength and the desired station is then heard at once. It sounds long,
perhaps, but it's all very easy, especially when
you have a good wavemeter to start with and
all the necessary instructions.
SPECIAL WAVEMETER CONNECTIONS
There are certain special cases where it is
difficult to couple the coil of the wavemeter to
the secondary (detector) coil in the set. The
reason is that no plug -in coils are used in the
short -wave receiver, making it unnecessary to
have the coils readily accessible. Some sort
of a switch Is used in these sets, instead of
loose plug-in coils. In cases like this, the idea
shown in Fig. 1 can be used. This consists of
two small coils of about 4 turns each and a
pair of wires serving as a connecting link. The
connecting link is simply a closed loop with two
4 -turn coils at each end of the line; each of
these small coils is coupled to the desired coil
In the usual way.
In this way, a wavemeter can be used with
any set, no matter how far away the set is.
if the leads A -A shown In Fig. 1 are made of
sufficient length ; the exact length makes no
difference. The leads A -A can even be twisted
together If desired, although results are a little
better when they are kept apart about one -half
inch. The line may be permanently installed,
and the coil, which is coupled to the wavemeter, located nt some convenient point near
and outside of the set Itself.
It is suggested that the small coupling -coil
in the set be wound round the socket Into
which the set's plug -in coils are plugged, or
coupled to the coils In some convenient way.
One of the coupling coils can be wound on a
tube-base if desired. Use about No. 18 wire
for the coils and about No. 20 wire or so for
the coupling line or connecting link, Couple
one of the coils to the secondary of the set
(just as you would couple the wavemeter coil
itself) and couple the other coil to the wavemeter coil as shown in Fig. 1. The proper selection of coupling between wavemeter and coil
to which it is coupled, will give the necessary
fine adjustments.
The installation of one of these connecting
links in a shortwave set is show In Fig. 2.
Of course, the coils used in the coupling link
need never be changed, as they are of the correct dimensions for any wavelengths. The line
with its coils remains permanently installed.
It is better to use too-close coupling between
the coil in the line, and the one In the set,
than too loose; although the exact value to use
is not at all critical.

New S -W Transmitters and Receivers
DELFT

Radio has placed an entirely new and
modern line of short -wave receivers and
transmitters on the market for their large
winter business. These sets include all modern
features.
The receiving sets are designed for maximum
distance at the lowest possible first cost. The
new pentode tubes, costing little more than ordinary tubes, give results equal to two ordinary
tubes and thus give loudspeaker volume where
other sets, with the same number of tulles,
give only results loud enough for headphones.
The Receiver Kits include a coil winder which
makes the latest low -loss Colls. In addition,
each kit employs a pentode tube, which itself
gives the amplification of two tubes. All in all,
the loud volume obtained from these new kits
is really surprising. In addition, the Kits are
specially designed so that Television signals can
he picked up. The reader is perhaps familiar
with the tact that ordinary receivers cannot be
used for television. Therefore, these kits can
not only receive everything that goes on at

short waves,

hut

Type '45 or often 2, Type '10 tubes in parallel. No new parts need be purchased when
larger power is used, because they will stand
the higher voltage.
Instructions are furnished so that AC tubes can be used, so no
batteries at all are necessary if you are near.
or have access to, light lines. The sets are for
either AC or I)C operation and will operate
a I I transmitting with batteries, "B" eliminators, power packs
parts so that any or any home -mode power supplies you may
combination of make or purchase later. They are designed
tubes and batteries to operate in any short -wave hand at high
lean be used up to
power if desired. Best of all, no license is
a n d including 2 required to experiment with one of these sets,
so long as you do not connect a transmitting
aerial to It. Thus, you can learn to adjust and
operate these sets, and be prepared to pass the
examination. Of course, these sets can be used
on the air by even the most experienced of
amateurs as well, as they are very pleasing to
the eye. You can now have international communication by either code or voice for a very
low price indeed!

also

television

broadcasts as well.
The new Transmitter Kits are especially worthy of
note. These kits
include absolutely

Above New Delft
S.W. transmitter
:

kit assembled.

Right: Delft
short wave receirer kit assembled.
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AROUND the WORLD
with the All-Wave

SIIVER-MARSHALL 726SW
In the 726SW there is available a combination
of the very latest and most modern superheterodyne broadcast and short-wave designs
on one chassis.
In the 200 to 550 meter band, the 726SW
is a nine-tube vario-mu pentode superhet
employing nine tuned circuits. One precedes
the '51 r.f. stage, a second is before the '24
first detector, and another with the '27 oscillator. The two tuned circuits ahead of the first
detector, coupled with the '51 vario-mu tube,
absolutely eliminate all cross -talk or image
frequency interference. The two-stage i.f.
amplifier, using '51 tubes, has a total of six
tuned circuits (three dual tuned transformers)
which definitely assures uniform and absolute 10 kc. selectivity at short or long waves.
A '27 second linear power detector feeds a compensated
push-pull '47 pentode audio stage delivering from 5 to 7 watts
undistorted power output, and in turn feeds a specially corn
pensated electro-dynamic speaker unit.
The broadcast sensitivity ranges from less than one-half to
seven-tenths of one microvolt per meter-so great that every
station above the noise level can be tuned in easily. The
selectivity is absolute 10 kc., and in any large city distant
stations on channels adjacent to locals can be readily tuned in.
From 60 to 100 different stations can be logged almost any
night in any fair location.
The short-wave end of the 726SW is the dream of old-a
true eleven-tube superhet using "doublesuping" on not one,
but two, intermediate frequencies. Yet it has but one dial
plus a non-critical trimmer! For shortwaves, a '24 first detector
and '27 oscillator ganged together are added by a turn of a
switch, which selects between short -wave and broadcast band
reception. A second selector switch chooses between four
ranges (from 10 to 200 meters) at will -and all without a
single plug-in coil.
The sensitivity, selectivity on short-waves are exactly equal
to the broadcast band-giving thousands of miles of range.
'27's, 3-'51's, 2- '47's, 1 -'80.
'24's,
Tubes required:
726SW All -Wave Superheterodyne, complete as described
above, wired, tested, licensed, Including S-M 855 electro.
dynamic speaker unit. Size 201/2' long, 12" deep, 81/2" high.
To be used on 110.120 volt, 50.60 cycle AC power. Price

-

2-

All in the 726SW
Nine -Tube Broadcast
Super
Eleven-Tube Short-Wave
Super
No Plug -in Coil
Pentodes in Push -Pull
Three Vario -Mu Tubes
Sensitivity Between
.45 and .7

Selectivity Absolute

3-

10 kc.

101/2' Electro- Dynamic

Speaker

$139.50 LIST.

O

SILVER -MARSHALL, Inc.
6457 West 65th Street

Chicago, U. S. A.

Canadian Division: SILVER-MARSHALL of CANADA, Ltd.
75 Sherbourne Street, Toronto
Export Office: 41 Water Street
New York City, U. S. A.

SILVER -MARSHALL, Inc.
6457 W. 65th Street, Chicago, U. S. A.
Please send me full details on the S-M 726SW (enclosed you will find 2c).
Please send me FREE your new General Parts
Catalog.

Name
Address
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The total amplification of the receiver
need not be used for the majority of long distance reception, and for that reason
there are two regulations for power;
allowing the use of low amplification for
the nearby more powerful stations. In
fact, a range up to 2,000 miles in the
broadcast band can be brought in with
very good volume on low power, and only
when extreme distance or short -wave reception is desired need the high power
position be used.
How to Use Volume Control
Never advance the volume control past
the point of stability. Tremendous amplification is available before oscillation
will occur. The strength of the incoming signal is directly proportional to the
amount of amplification required; and
when a signal is so weak, due to atmospheric conditions, that same cannot be
heard with a reasonable amount of amplification being used, nothing can be
gained by advancing the volume control

The Lincoln All -Wave
Super -Het
By H. WINFIELD SECOR.
(Continued from page 251)
on the dial. For instance, in the 15 -30
meter band the 15 meters will register at
low end of dial and the 30 meters at
upper end of dial, and likewise throughout all of the group. The De Luxe "10"
and "32" models tune very sharp and
dial must be accurately set in resonance
with the station as it is very easy to
CHOKE

4ae

t1.100 0.45

further.

V

Selecting Wave Bands By Switch
The range of the Lincoln De Luxe
"32" equipment is from 15-550 meters.
This range is divided into five groups to
be selected by switch at left side of control panel and the range is divided as
follows:
15- 30 meters 30- 50 meters
50-100 meters 100 -200 meters
200-550 meters.
Each group will register from 0 to 100

110v,i1C

WRY

'

+w++'-M

Diagram of Lincoln power supply.
pass over a short-wave station, especially in the higher frequencies. Also, it
is very essential that the left -hand antenna trimming knob should be kept in
resonance to bring in the signals.
Now assume that you wish to tune in
G5SW (Chelmsford, England) ; from
your log book you note that this station

50e. the Copy

uses a wavelength of 25.53 meters which
falls in the 15-30 meter group. So merely turn the selector switch to the 15-30
meter position; turn your dial to about
65; bring the antenna trimmer to resonance; and tune slowly both sides of this
position until G5SW is located. When
W8XK is broadcasting on 25.25 meters,
G5SW can be quickly located about one
dial division above them.
The above procedure is followed for all
short -wave reception. Stations in the
31 -meter band are found on the lower
portion of the dial when selector switch
is set on the 30 -50 meter position. The
49 -meter band stations will then be found
around 70 on the dial. The 85 -meter
band will be found near 60, with switch
in the 50 -100 meter position. One group
of police calls will be found near 30 and
another group near 70, with switch in
the 100 -200 meter position.
Tuning In the Broadcast Range
In placing the selector switch in position from 200-550 meters, you can tune
the complete broadcast range; 200 meters coming in around the neighborhood
of 5 on the dial. Where there is only
one station to a channel, this station can
be brought in if signal is available.
Where more than one station is operating on the channel at the same time, a
heterodyne will be found which is beyond the power of any receiver to separate. Many such channels will be
found in the low- or wavelengths in the
broadcast band, where from two to ten

And NOW!

BUILD
110W TO
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OPERATE
ti

°
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\IIORT\VAVE
RECEIVERS

THE greatest hook of its kind ever published. HOW TO BUILD AND
OPERATE SHORT WAVE RECEIVERS is the largest and most up-todate book on the subject ever put between two covers.
The book has been edited and prepared by the editors of SHORT
WAVE CRAFT, and contains a wealth of material on the building and
operation, not only of typical short wave receivers, but short wave converters as well.
Dozens of short wave sets will he found in this book, which contains
hundreds of illustrations; actual photographs of sets built, hook-ups and
diagrams galore.
WE SAY-AND REPEAT IT -THAT NOTHING LIKE THIS HAS
EVER BEEN PUBLISHED BEFORE.
We could easily wax enthusiastic about this book, but we prefer to let
you be the judge, and we know in advance from the letters that we will
receive, that this is the ONE book short wave enthusiasts have been looking
forward to for a long time.
The book comes with a heavy colored cover, and is printed throughout
on fine-class bound paper. No expense has been spared to make this the
outstanding volume of its kind. The book measures 7% x 10 inches.
This book is sold only at such ridiculously low price because it is our
aim to put this valuable work into the hands of 50,000 short wave enthusiasts
toward the end of this year.
Published by the publishers of
SHORT WAVE CRAFT magazine.
This alone will be your guarantee
that it is a really worthwhile pub-

98 PARK PLACE

lication.
We know that if you are at all
interested in short waves you will
not wish to do without this book.
It is a most important and timely
new radio publication.

NEW YORK

Rush Coupon Today.

www.americanradiohistory.com

SHORT WAVE CRAFT
96.98 Park Place,
New York City.

Gentlemen:-

SWC -12

I

enclose herewith fifty (50c) cents for
which please send me upon publication. a
copy of your new book HOW TO BUILD

AND OPERATE SHORT WAVE RECEIVERS. (Send money order, check. cash. or
new U.S. Stamps. Register letter if it contains currency or stamps.)

Name
Address
City and State
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stations are allowed to operate at the

-

same time.
This switch should always be in
"radio" position when radio is used.
When phonograph pick -up is used, place
switch in phono position and turn volume
control to point just above the position
where switch shuts off.
The oscillator coil assembly is composed of four short -wave oscillator coils,
and one broadcast oscillator coil, with
the ranges mentioned in the previous
data. Each oscillator coil acts independently and is selected by a special selector switch; the switch being of the
double- wiper type, with a rotor not common to the shaft.

A 2 -Tube

Receiver- 12,500

Mile Range

By WALTER C. DOERLE
(Continued from page 258)
doubtedly call for home -made plug-in

coils, because of their convenience, we
follow up our diagram with a discussion
of this type of coil for the oscillating circuit. To hold the wire in place on the
tube -hase, the author has found orange
shellac to have small loss, and it gives a
shiny finish to the form. As to the condensers for use in this receiver, select
those that have the smallest amount of

dielectric in supporting the stator plates.
Have you ever experimented with various values of grid condensers and leaks
in the detector circuit? Well, get about
twelve leaks (rte to 10 megs). and twelve
different sizes of grid condensers (.006 to .0001 -mf.), but first of all figure out
the possible number of combinations.
Use a 5- megohm leak and .0001 -mf.
grid- condenser. These values will make
the receiver very sensitive.
Now, in our discussion we are near the
audio-frequency transformer and our
eyes immediately behold an R.F. choke.
Gee, what a mean thing for the temper;
but. at any rate, 300 turns of No. 36
D.S.C., magnet wire, close -wound on a
Lb" wooden dowel, will choke the R.F.
current out of the transformer primary,
even at 20 meters.
As to the audio transformer, we can't
boast for any type; but a good 5 to 1
ratio and a hefty type, will be good.
The following is a list of parts for the
set proper:
I

1-

Bakelite panel 7 "s
Baseboard T'x ll ":

l

O"

;

-t'X Soek,ts:
-Tuning Condenser 110014 -net.
Condenser .0111,25-111f.;
(Wndeus,r Plat's P_" square:
2
7- Termini] lost -st rip
:

Minting Posts;
-31.'gohm (:old -lank:
.muOl -mf. :old Condenser;
-1 :1 Transformer:
2-Teleplione Bludiug Posts;

i-

S
_

f.

Turns

T

l;

10
0
60 2
All e,dls are close -wound with No. 24 eoamspneiug
between
copper wire, and with no
S and T.
-1

eld

features

Easy to Connect and Use With Any Radio
Connect antenna to converter and converter to antenna post of radio. Need not
he disconnected when receiving ordinary broadcasts. Has own built -in power supply.
R. C. A. License.
designs helps, but R -39, the remarkable lowExtra Amplification Stages
has exclusive loss dielectric especially developed for NaThe NC-5 Couvcrtcr
Company by the Radio Frequency
HARMONIC TUNED INPUT CIR- tional
No
really makes it possible.
CUiT, automatically resonating a stage of Laboratories,
insulating material works as well.
high -frequency amplification, plus an ad- ordinary
ditional stage of high gain amplification. There is no intercoupling between coils.
which also serves as a low impedance coup- A Change in Color of Dial-Light Indicates
ling with the sut.
Which Coils Are in Circuit
Single Control Tuning
Attractive- Compact
Specially designed tu make circuits "track"
Size, 8" x 171/2" x 12 ".
Standard Mode
each other accurately. No interlocking or
In beautifully finished metal cabinet.
"dead- spots". Operation is stable over the
TUBES USED
Two 235's, two 224's, one 280

range.

No Plug -In Coils
The NC -5 Converter has a new coil switching system with practically- perfect
results for converter use, hut without the
inconvenience of plug -in coils. The new

and

-

De -Luxe Model
hand -rubbed solid mahogany case
with genuine inlay in front panel. Harmonizes with the most beautiful radio sets.

In

NATIONAL SW -5
THRILL -BOX
'What

a kirk thi- -,et 1, us! Foreign
stations so loud that you can hear the
announcements three rooms away."
"I guarantee Rome, Italy on
the loud speaker and the SW-5 has
never failed me yet.'
"Neatness, precision, good results."
continents and 23 countries re.
Truly a masterpiece
crived."
Names on rein the SW field."
quest.) So write a few admirers of
the SW-5 TIIRI LI:1lIX, the outstanding short -wave receiver for seri
ous every -day short -wave phone or
broadcast reception, for axle or ext

ruse.

radio and
lperimental
ar

If

von have a regu-

want to hear shortwaves occasionally, the NATIONAL
NC -5 Converter has just been announced (see above) but for everyday
short -wave performance the
THRILL- BOX is the receiver of
hens all.

Cc ntlemeu

1

Range (meters.
17,45
-_

5 CONVERTER
Extends the range of
your own radio to bring
in short -wave broadcasts
and code from anywhere
in the world. Contains
and
exclusive
additional equipment not
found elsewhere. giving
it a real punch and wallop that sets a new standard in converter performance.

NATIONAL COMPANY, INC.
oI Sherman Street, Malden, Mass.

.

1

Deals
-211-Ohio Rheostat :
II"ok -up wire, screws. ate,
COIL DATA

NATIONAL
N. C.

Send in this
COUPON
for full information
and prices

1- Throttle

I

WORKS ON ANY RADIO

High -Lights on the SW -5
Range 9 -2000 meters. Extremely high signal to noise
ratio. True single-knob tuning. Set and forget the antenna trimmer. Easy to log with NATICNAL projector
Dial, type H, no parallax. Special 270' Type S. E. Tuning Condenser with insulated main -bearing and Constant impedance pigtail makes gang -tuning possible on the short
waves. Equipped with standard set of 4 pairs of R. F.
Trao> formers covering range of 15 to 115 meters wound
in forms of genuine NATIONAL R -39. Uses the
new t-X -235 Variable -Mu tubes, giving improved
sensitivity and less critical operation. Humless
A.C. Power Supply with special filter section.
R. F. Filter nn Rectifier Tillie. and Electrostatic

(Check which)
Please send me complete information and
prices on your new NATIONAI. NG?
Converter.
CI Please send catalog sheets on the improved
SW-5 THRILL -BOX.
I enclose 50c (stamps or coin) for your
64 -page

Handbook

of

ShortWave Radio.

describing in full the latest and best shortwave receiving circuits, adapters, converters, meters, etc.
Name

Address
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shield,

R. C. A. Licensed.

NATIONAL
SW -5
THRILL -BOX
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SHORT WAVE
and TELEVISION

CONTROLS
SPEED CONTROL
CLAROSTAT
for
SCANNING
DISC
CONTROL
and Heavy Duty
laboratory use.

STANDARD CLAROSTAT
for
KINO LAMP
CONTROL
REGENERATION
CONTROL
PLATE VOLTAGE
CONTROL

CLAROSTAT
WIRE WOUND
POTENTIOMETER
for
VOLUME
CONTROL
Synchronizing
Control
Regeneration
Control
Bias and Plate
Voltage

CLAROSTAT
GRAPHITE ELEMENT

POTENTIOMETER
for
Volume Control
Oscillation
Control
Tone Control

Write for Literature
Mention "Short Wave Craft"

Clarostat Mfg. Co., Inc.
285 N. 6th St.

Brooklyn, N. Y.
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Locating Ore Deposits By Ultra Short Waves
By A. BINNEWEG, JR.
(Continued from page 255)

transmissions of any nature whatsoever!
It is readily seen, therefore, that 3 -meter operation results in greater portability of the apparatus and more satisfactory licensing conditions.
Construction of 3/4 -Meter Apparatus
There are a number of precautions
which must be taken in the construction
of apparatus for operation below one meter. It is not difficult to make most tubes
operate at 1.5 meters, or so, but the operation of a % -meter oscillator is much

more difficult.
Fig. 3 shows the essential connections
for a % -meter oscillator. The radio frequency chokes and grid -leak can be
constructed like those already described
for the 1.5 -meter oscillator. The condenser, C, in Fig. 3 should be about 100
mmf. Undoubtedly, the experimenter will
bring about many improvements in the
design and circuit constants of Fig. 3,
but the values shown should be used for
first trial. The coil, L, of Fig. 1 has
now been reduced to simply two parallel
wires, and one of the condensers of Fig.
1 has been omitted.
It is extremely important that the internal capacities of
the tube used should be small. It is suggested that the work be carried out with
a tube designed especially for operation
at these frequencies.
The operation of any transmitter, at
frequencies of the order of one meter, is
such that modulation of the carrier is
desirable.
The wave transmitter, especially when batteries are used, is so
sharp that it is often lost in receivers
commonly used. For this reason, the
wave must be broadened so that it can
be easily picked up. The wave can be
easily broadened by coupling the output
of an audio -frequency oscillator into the
grid circuit of the transmitter; such a
complete arrangement is shown in Fig.
5. The oscillating circuit of the audiofrequency oscillator consists of an audio
transformer. The audio oscillator is
coupled through an amplifying tube
connected across the grid-leak of the

Other arrangements than
are possible, but this circuit has
worked out well. The dotted lines in
Fig. 5 suggest that both transmitter and
amplifier tubes can be operated from the
same plate battery if desired.
75- Centimeter Receivers
The ultra- short -wave receiver has the
circuit shown in the accompanying drawing. Its response will be found quite
broad; nevertheless, it should be tuned
for a maximum effect. It is suggested
that the reader try a crystal detector
also, since the loading effects of ordinary
tubes can be overcome. This can be
judged near enough, perhaps, by listening in on the receiver at a distance from
the transmitter, and sliding the fixed
condenser (in the receiver's input circuit) along the parallel wires. If a
power tube is used in the transmitter, it
will be found that the tuning of the receiver will be quite different, because of
the smaller tube (and consequently
smaller internal constants) used. Use
an extension handle to adjust the set;
otherwise the presence of the body will
have a detuning effect.
It is perhaps not necessary to state
that there is much experimental and developmental work to be done yet on %meter waves. The superheterodyne, in
which a harmonic of the oscillator beats
with the incoming signal to produce a
low intermediate frequency seems, offhand, to be a solution. The arrangement
suggested here is not to be considered a
final arrangement but as a good beginning. If you want to use an aerial on
the % -meter receiver, for greater signal,
take a piece of No. 14 wire (or even a
piece of copper tubing, for rigidity)
about 30 inches long, or so, and run about
half an inch of it near the grid of the
detector tube. Maybe you can show us
a better arrangement, after you have
tried it! Better get the transmitter blasting first!
A very novel supporting frame for a
parabolic reflector is shown in accompanying sketches. By a hinged arrange-

transmitter.
Fig.

5

VOTING COUPON

For Proposed Radio 'Phone League
I have read Mr. Gernsback's article on the proposed amateur
Radio 'Phone League, and I approve of the movement.
I believe I can secure
members for the new League.
I think I can organize a local chapter of the League in my
own town.
I understand that signing this blank obligates me in no way
whatsoever.
Name
Address
City
State
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the A'iY

ONE
RECEIVER

HE entire theatre of the air is yours with this powerful, eight -tube,
world- girdling, Hammarlund Super -Heterodyne. By merely slipping
in and out the five pairs of plug -in coils, all ware bands front 14 to
550 teeters. at home and abroad, are brought to your loudspeaker,
crisp and clear.
Uses the new Variable Mu tubes. Highly selective. Marvelous, controlled tone from resistance- coupled amplifier with
Long -wave oscillator for pure
Pentode output.
code note.

T

The perfected product of Hammarlund's more-than-30-years

Handsome console cabinet, with
hinged top, dynamic speaker and all tubes -complete $175.00

of precision engineering.

.9xe
HAM MAR LUND

"COMET"
Q//Wave RADIO
Write Dept. SW-6 for
DETAILED DESCRIPTION.

ment, the reflector can be tipped and
properly "aimed" at the hidden ore -bed;
in order to obtain a maximum response
at the receiver. By noting responses
over different kinds of ground (the surface of the earth also reflects waves),
one can "calibrate" the instrument, and
know exactly what the outlines of the
deposit, or underground lake, are. Gold,
of course, or even buried treasure, if you
are looking for it. (Who wouldn't be,
if they knew where it was ?) Anyhow,
this % -meter stuff will make it easier to
locate!) will have its own characteristic
reflections, as noted by the responses reThe reflector
ceived at the receiver.
should be fitted with a degree- reading
scale (such as a protractor) so that
more accurate results will be secured.
The reader is warned not to expect too
much at first from experimental apparatus of this nature. Do not build up a set
in a hurry, rush out into the field, and
expect to get immediate results. Experiment with it. Try out the transmitter
first at some wavelength near 3 meters
or so, then reduce the wave as low as you
please; and go easy, or you'll get lost!
You can use a small aerial on the receiver, or even arrange a more complicated arrangement with a reflector, as
at the transmitter. The receiving aerial
will then be the aerial at the focus of
the parabola. Couple this aerial to the
set by running a length of wire parallel

A METER FOR ULTRA WAVES
If a sufficient number of requests are re-

to the aerial, and from there to a point
near the grid of the tube.
For %-meter operation, tubes are a
problem. (For details see October -November SHORT WAVE CRAFT for an article
on this subject by this writer.) For preliminary experiments, use a type '10
tube- For considerable power, use a UX852 or a De Forest "H" tube. By using
an R.F. transmision line, the power supply can be located at a considerable distance from the place where one is actually exploring. However, for work in the
field, smaller tubes such as the type '30
dry -cell tubes must sometimes be used,
although the results will not be so satisfactory. The most practical arrangement would be to use a gasoline engine
driving a generator, for field work; in
this way, the desired power could be obtained for the larger tubes.
To the man with small means, it is
suggested that extensive experiments be

carried out in some
convenient location,
in order to determine
just "how little one
can get by with"
when the apparatus
is to be carried into
the field. Try out the
preliminary work described in the October-November issue,
before writing me.

www.americanradiohistory.com

ceived for this wavemeter, Mr. Blnneweg, Jr.,
will supply them at cost price ($3'5 postpaid to the readers of SHORT w.tVE CRAFT.
Mail your orders to the editor and If a sufficient number are received to warrant Mr. Bin
neweg carrying out his liberal offer. he will
do so: otherwise the money will be returned
to the readers.
to
The wavelength range covered t range
meters by this ultrn- short -w-a ve meter will
include the amateur : meter bend. Mr. Minewt,; states in his letter to the editor, "don't
ask for any other ranges." The wavelength
embraced by the Instrument will permit the
readers to become sufficiently acquainted with
these frequencies to carry out experimental
work with reflectors, and to apply such experiments to prospecting apparatus. etc.
'l'he wavemeter will look approximately like
the one shown on the enclosed Illustration
-

i

herewith.

If you are interested in obtaining one of
those special ultra- short -wave meters, please
send your check, or money order. t.gether with
your order to the Editor of this ma_aziue.

3

to .,.ú meter wavemeter.
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Planes Can Land in Fog
Navy Transmitting Tubes, 5
watts, made by G. E. 550 volts
plate, 7.5 filament. All new and

in original boxes
UX210's,

75c

watt rating

15

81.50
$1.50
$1.50

modulator
UX281's, 110 mil. Rectifier
11X250's 100`.:,

Filament transformer for above tubes gives
7.6 volts at 2 amps, 15 watts center
$1.00

tapped
866

Mercury Vapor Rectifiers lowest price

ever offered

$2.95

-

RCA LICENSED TUBES
$ .35
UYY27's
$ .45
UX245'a, each 8.55 and U%171A's
and
.55
UX226
8
each
UX201A's,
5.45
8 .65
UY224's, each 5.65 and UX280
$ .95
The New Power Pentode, U247
$ .75
New 2 Volt Power Tubes 230, 231, 232
$1.00
New 2 Volt Power Pentode. 233
81.00
ÚY235
$1.00
236, 237, 238. Auto 6 Volt Tubes
$ .95
Genuine Mershon Electrolytic Condensers
carryin
handy
wavemeters
for
Neon tubes

ing case

----Bakelite subpanel wafer sockets,

HI

Hard rubber panels, 7x10, 7x12
Single Button
Western Electric
-

$ .50

or UY

8
8

.05
.55

Micro$1.00
$1.25

phones
Mesco Transmitting Keys

RADIOBUILDERS CONDENSERS
1500v.
2000v.
22.95
$ 4.75
5 8.00
$3.95
2
$14.00
$5.50
4
Above condensers tested at 40% overload.

Mfd.
1

1000v.
52.00
$3.00
$4.00

800v.
$1.10
$1.55
$2.75

RADIOBUILDERS
Mfd.

800v.

....

1

4

Self-Healing CONDENSERS
Proof

....

$3.00
$4.25

$2.50

6.95
$12.50
$19.95
$

Puncture

1200v.

2

3000v.

1600v.

....

2000v.

2800v.

$3.95

$ 6.00
8 9.25

$3.35
$4.20

$6.00
$8.50

$16.00

condensers in heavy metal containers with
Above ratings actual
large terminal insulators.
All guaranteed.
DC working voltages.

By LIEUT. MYRON EDDY
(Continued from page 249)
To help in maneuvering onto the field a
any desired angle above the horizon to
"rough distance indicator" has been dethe projected beam.
The transmitter projecting the localiz- veloped which is also automatic. It works
ing beam along the runway operates on like the ordinary tuning meter, found on
about 1,200 meters. It is a 200-watt set any receiver which has automatic volume
and uses small loop antennas. When sig- control, and constantly indicates to the
nals from this beacon are picked up, the pilot the approximate distance of the
landing beam receiver aboard the plane
is immediately switched on.
S.G.TUBE
HORIZONTAL DOUBLET ANTENNA
There is a horizontal doublet type an4 R E CHOICE
tenna about five feet long on the plane,
employed for the short-wave landing reLANDING
NDICATOR
ceiver. The regular airways beacon receiver, either visual or aural, takes care
of the airways beacon, the airport boundary marker beacon along the runway.
The boundary beacon consists of a 50watt transmitter feeding a loop -type anOXIDE
R ECf FI ER
tenna. Modulation of the radiated wave
to the desired frequency, 1,000 cycles per
second, is obtained by supplying the
GLIDE ANGLE
ADJUSTMENT
transmitting tube with a plate voltage of
1,000 cycles frequency. On the airplane,
earphones connected in series with the
main course indicator are employed with
Diagram showing elements of landing
a special filter circuit. The boundary
beam receiver and indicator carried on
line is defined by a zero, as the plane
plane.
passes over the boundary line; then an
increasing signal as he comes within the plane from the localizing -beam translanding -field area,
mitter. This transmitter is usually just
On the airplane, the signal current in
back of the landing beam transmitter:
the output circuit of the special short- and so the pilot usually "sets her down"
wave receiving set employed to receive just before the rough distance indicator
the landing beam is first rectified and registers zero -whether he feels like it or
then passed through a landing beam "in- not! Otherwise he piles up on the transdicator". This "indicator" is mounted mitter antennas
he does not see them
on the instrument board of the plane.
at the last instant.

-if

All

SOO volt Mica condenser. .0001 to .006
Stand off insulators, similar to GR, each
Air King Short Wave Coils, set of four
.0001 midget condenser for above
Push Back Hook -up wire. 25' roll

$ .15
$ .09

01.75
$ .50

.20
$1.00
8

Electric Soldering Irons
$ .82
Latest Amateur Call Books
51.25
Milliameter 0 -10 for Dynatron Oscillator
Milliameters 0 -15, 0 -25, 0-50, 0-100, 0-150.
0 -200,

0 -300, 0 -400,

$1.00

each

$2.50
AC volt meters 0 -6, 0 -10, 0 -15, each
$1.00
7x18x7 solid walnut cabinets, special
51.20
2000 ohm head phones, pair
diameter, '4" tubing, turn $ .09
Copper coil 2'
RF
chokes
$ .50
transmitter
Radiobuilders
20 ohm Kurch Kaach rheostats, 2 volt tub$ .20
ing with knob

¡"

specialize in obtaining complete kits for
transmitters and receivers as described in Short
Wave Craft, All merchandise guaranteed.
We

TERMS:

Cash or

C.O.D.

no deposit

All prices F.O.B. Irvington, N. J.

Visit our store when in town.

required.

New All -Wave Receiver Using Auto Tubes
By BERYL B. BRYANT
(Continued from page 253)
The only other additional part to be frequency potentials, which will give rise
made is the plate for the ground and to oscillations, broad tuning, and a multiantenna binding posts; this is made of tude of other troubles.
The filaments are first wired, beginbakelite. The bakelite is laid out, and
drilled in accordance with Fig. 1D; and ning with the radio -frequency tube; then
the parts mounted. At this time the across at the front to the detector, and
binding -post panel may be wired com- lastly to the pentode. The negative of
pletely, mounting the antenna resistor the filament is also grounded to the
underneath. After doing this, the bind- chassis at this point. A lead then runs
ing -post panel is mounted on the top to the filament switch and then out of the
panel, immediately behind the radio- box. The supply lead for the positive
frequency tube. The panel is mounted filament should be of the same length as
and spaced from the metal base with long the negative lead from the switch ; both
6/32 brass screws and nuts; the height should be about two feet in length or
longer if desired.
of the panel being made sufficient to clear
Following the circuit diagram, Fig. 2,
the antenna resistor, Rl.
the Sprague bypass condensers are solWiring the Receiver
dered directly to the socket prongs, with
In wiring this receiver, as well as any the ground ends soldered to the same
other, in which metal is employed for point at which the bias resistors are
the chassis, it is excellent practice to wire grounded to the negative filament. A
long lead is provided for the screen grid
in the same manner as if the chassis
were made of some insulating material. of the R.F. socket V1, of such a length
In this way the ground circuit will be to reach the volume control R7 when
of the same radio frequency potential; the top and the front panels are placed
whereas, if the metal chassis is used for together. A lead is connected from the
the common connection, various points of ground binding post B2 on the bakelite
the chassis will be at different radio- panel through the metal panel and con-
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nected to the grounded end of the 500 ohm R.F. biasing resistor R2. The plate
SHORT WAVE TRANSMITTER
of the R.F. tube is connected to the "G"
of the coil socket; and a long lead is
RECEIVER, AND POWER SUPPLY KITS
provided from this point, to reach the
AND SETS
stator of the tuning condenser when the Takes the guesswork out of home construction! Every
needed down to the last nut is included.
panels are assembled. The condenser CG, Complete construction and operating instructions in simplepartterms,
easily understood by anyone. These
designed kits use the highest grade parts throughout to obtain maximum results. Also
which bypasses the secondary to ground, scientifically
supplied AWT (Assembled, Wired and Tested).
is soldered to the filament of the coil
socket on the same side of the "G." This For reception from foreign SHORT WAVE RECEIVERS
countries as well as U.S.) of broadcasting. code. airplane reports, teleprong is also the plus "B" of the R.F. vision signals, ship conversations,
police transmitters and others. All necessary parts including drilled
panel
and
complete
instructions.
Micro-vernier dial makes close tuning easy. Any combination of
tube. The plate of the detector tube is tubes and batteries can
be used.
These sets are guaranteed to give better results than any others.
next connected to the "P" prong of the Coil and condenser combinations given
to cover from 14 to 200 meters or for amateur bands for
"Hams." State your choice when ordering.
coil socket, and the "F" prong of the coil
Model RI -A sensitive one -tube receiver with a world -wide range! Special refinements make this
socket is then provided with a lead, to
set superior to any other. AWT, $9.25. Kit. $5.95.
connect to the stator of the regenerative Model R2-Same as RI but with a stage of quality audio amplification to increase the volume. AWT,
$11.65. Kit. $7.75.
condenser.
Model 113 -Same as RI but with two stages of quality audio amplification for loud speaker reception.
Has special volume control and provision for C bias if power tube is used. THE BEST. AWT,
The grid leak R3 and condenser C7 are
Kit, $9.25.
next connected by soldering the conden- (Neat$13.75.
bakelite form plug -in coils are used instead of large sloppy coils with wire leads that are easily
ser to the "G" post of the coil socket, broken I Best results!)
and the resistor to a ground point. A
SPECIAL!
SPECIAL!
SPECIAL!
lead is run from the junction of the conThe latest ROYAL Short Wave Receiver wasn't fin bhrd in time fir us to c
a full tbscription and Illustration In this Issue. It's a Itosiare knock -out! l's.s a 239 tu..rust screen-grid and a 233 Pentode tube.
denser and resistor to the grid post of
This combination in a perfected circuit. gives amazing solar with extreme ,'sensitivity! loud speaker reception
the detector socket V2. The R.F. choke
rf manY starlon is possible. Needs only two dry eel'. a 0 nit C babry. and three,' 45 volt It batteries. Tuna
14 to 200 meters.
(550 Meter cull 750 additional.)
Also supplied In special "leant" type with the 20. 40. and
is next fastened into position, as shown,
80 meter bands widely spread.
State choice when ordering, "uaraune'i to out-perform many hither priced
sets! Model RP-513.95.
at a sufficient height from the bottom of
{',o In KIT form for those who like to ")toll their own ". Complete with all necessary parts including instruethe top panel to clear the .02 -mf.
tions, $9.95.
coupling condenser C8.
The plate resistor R4, of 100,000 ohms,
TRANSMITTERS
You can work these transmitters with dry cell tubes with batteries, up through receiver tubes with "B'
is soldered to one terminal of the choke,
to a real 210 power tube with one of our high -power transmitting power supplies and obtain
while a lead from the detector "P" prong Eliminators.
amazing results all the way. Heavy copper tubing inductance. good quality variable condensers (add
transmitting grid leak, special choke, large porcelain
of the socket V2 is soldered to the other $1.90 each if you wish Cardwell Condensers), heavycondensers,
dials, hook -up wire, etc., make these transinsulators, resonance indicator, sockets,
terminal of the choke. The grid leak stand-off
mitters the finest money can buy! Puts out a strong, steady signal that will carry all over the world.
Get "On the Air" NOW with a real outfit and experience a new thrill! Inductance supplied for 40 meter
R5 of the power tube is soldered to one
Simple attachment for phone transmission $1.00 extra. Readrite meter
SO meter band 50c extra.
end of the condenser C8, and its other band.
80e extra. Jewell $5.00. tMeters not necessary for operation.)
end to a ground point. The 1500 -ohm
Model TS -An extremely simple transmitter to construct
and operate. Only one dial to adjust. Uses the well biasing resistor of the pentode, R6, and
known Tuned Plate -Tuned Grid circuit noted for its
its bypass condenser C9 are next soldered
stability. AWT, $11.45. Kit, $6.45.
to the cathode terminal of the pentode
Model TP-A standard TP -TG transmitter with more
flexiISlity than the Model TS. Uses two variable
socket V3, and their other ends to a
condensers. AWT, $12.95. Kit, $7.95.
ground point. A lead is next soldered
Model TH -Uses the famous Hartley circuit, a favorite
with many. Most easily adjusted transmitter. AWT,
to the junction of the condenser C8 and
$12.45. Kit, $7.45.
the gridleak R5, and passed up through
Model TP -P -The newly developed Push -Pull transmitter
the metal panel to the control -grid of
Uses two
featured in Nov.. 1930, issue of QST.
tubes and has double the output. When two 215 tubes are used with 350 volts the output is as great
the pentode. The free end of the deas a single 210 with 600 volts and far steadier. For 245 tubes-AWT, $14.95. Kit, $9.45.
tector plate resistor R4 is next connected
For UX -210 Tubes and all others. AWT, $15.25. Kit. $9.75.
Model T -75 -An efficient 75 watt transmitter using an 552 type tube in a TP -TG circuit. Heavy copper
to the "F" prong of the secondary of the
strap inductances, 3.000 volt variable condensers. 6,000 volt Duhilier blocking condensers, etc. A
coil socket, and then to the screen grid
real high -power outfit for consistent DX. AWT, $36.95. Kit, $18.95.
SPECIAL LOW POWER TRANSMITTER. Completely wired and tested! All you do is plug in tube
of the pentode socket V3. A lead is soland start sending.
ltsos any receiving tube.
Complete with meter and resonance indicator.
dered to the plate prong of the pentode
Model TC. $9.95.
socket V3, and is later connected to the
TRANSMITTING POWER SUPPLIES
These well filtered units will give your transmitter a pure DC note with a "Wallop" behind it! Contains
binding post 83 on the back panel.
heavy duty power transformer, large choke, high voltage condensers. sockets, cord and plug, etc. DelivThe corner posts are next fastened to ers both filament and plate voltages. If desired in neat crackle finished metal cabinet add $1.60 to kits
the corners of the top panel, and the and $2.00 to AWT.
All operate from 110 volt 60 cycle AC house line.
front panel slipped into place. The leads Model PA -Uses one 280 tube.
Output is 300 volts DC at 50 MA, 7yí volts at 2 amp. (easily cut to
5 or 21í V.1.
AWT, $6.45. Kit. $4.50.
from the "G" prong of the coil socket Model
PB --Usas one 250 tube. Output is 350 volts DC at 100 MA. 214 V.
and from the "F" side of the tickler are
CT -2A, 2bí V. CT -3A. It V -SA. AWT, $10.95. Kit. $7.95.
Model PC-Uses one 281 tube. Output is from 400 volts DC at 75 MA to
connected to the tuning and regeneration
700 volts at 40 MA, 7p,I1 V CT -2A (2
V -3A, 1! -) V -9A. 50e
condensers respectively. Next the side
extra). AWT. $13.25. Kit, $9.95.
two
281
Model
PD
-Uses
tubes.
Output
is
600
volts DC at 125 MA.
panel with the switch is placed in posiCT-2',A, 21.. V CT -12A. AWT. $15.95. Kit. $10.95.
tion. A lead from the screen -grid prong Model71stPEV-lines
two 251 tubes. Output is 650 volts DC at 170 MA,
716 V CT-2,:,A, 21:. V CT -12A. AWT, $17.95. Kit, $12.95.
of the R.F. socket V1, which is bypassed
Model PH -A 1.500 volt. 250 MA power supply for 50 and 75
by the condenser C5, is connected to the
watt transmitters. Especially recommended for use with
the Model T -75 Transmitter. Also supplies filament of 10
center terminal of the 50,000 -ohm volume
volts at
amps. CT. Uses Royal high voltage filter concontrol R7. One side of R7 is connected
densers, Royal high -power transformer, heavy choke, etc.
Takes two UX -866 Mercury Vapor rectifying tubes.
Not
to one of the terminals of the switch at
available in metal cabinet.) AK'T, $43.95. Kit. $36.95.
position 1; the negative filament lead
WAVE ACCESSORIES
from the pentode socket is connected to To insure the maximum insults front SHORT
-Over and transmitter we adrlsc the use of our SPFX'IAL SHORT -WAVE
c
FNery one is tested In a do.rtr
the switch terminal 2, with the long lead TI'ItF.S,
receiver or transmitter. RCA Licensed. Free replacement for 15 days.
l'N.2ttl.t, 400. l'X -199, 95e. l'X ^10, $2.95. l'X.230. 231, 237. *5e. l'X -23 2. 233, 235. 236. 235, $1.10, l'X -215.
provided on the common terminal of the 550
1'X -2217. $1.20. 1-X-210, $2.05. 1'X-2s0. 60e. 1'X281. $2 45. T'X -7166, $4.50,
2.000 Ohm headsets. $1.40.
ItaWwin T.oud Speaker Units. $1.45. Phone Pines. 25e. Antenna Kits, 95a
switch running out. A long lead for the Set ltice
Iii_h Grade Batteries: Dry cols. 35e. P4 Volt C. 35e. __ z Volt C. 85e. 45 Volt Standard B. $1.40.
current supply of the R.F. screen -grid All of our Short Wave Apparatus is designed by Government licensed short wave operators with a
vast experience in this field.
is soldered to the remaining terminal of
20% DEPOSIT REQUIRED WITH ALL ORDERS.
the volume control.
Foreign Orders should contain full remittance plus transportation.
The back panel is next put into position, soldering the lead from the plate of
the pentode to the binding post B3. The
plus "B" lead of the R.F., from the de- 189
tector, and the pentode screen -grid are
ROY

A

I

4

N

I

-unce

Harrison Radio Company
Franklin Street Dept. C.4 New York City
A
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TRANSMITTING SETS

This 2 -Tube Porta b I e Receiver

We have the latest and
best!
The sets have
heavy
copper tubing
wound
coils
already
for 80- and 40 -meter

can be used for ANY

Light

in
purpose.
weight. Complete in
itself. 1000 miles on
small aerial! Extras
slip inside case. Uses
2 -volt tubes and PENTODE TUBE. Size:
e' x 18" by 5" deep.
Gets ANY short wave!
Complete Kit (plug-in
coils, case,
every-

t

_rands: 20 -meter
50c extra), best

coil.

vari-

able condensers, special
transmitting choke and
heavy - duty gridleak,
fixed condensers, sockets. dials, good panel
and sub - panel with

aluminum

brackets,

hookup wire, all hardware, etc. -everything you
need to build the set complete.
Transmits all
around the World! Latest Circuits! FULL INSTRUCTIONS, with numerous hookups of rectifiers. filters, power supplies, transmitting aerials,
etc.. etc. Sets will work with dry -cell, tubes and
batteries (range 500 to 1000 miles on low power)
at first, or larger tubes up to a 210, or even 2,
210's or '45 tubes in parall 4! 150 watts
Hookups supplied so you can use AC tubes (no batteries!). if desired. Attachment for 'phone transmission. $1 extra. Plate Meter, 80e extra (though
not necessary for operation). Get a good -looking
panel- mounted set that looks business - like.
MODEL A TARNSMITTER: Single -Control Transmitter. Works on either 40 or 80 meters without
changing coils!
(This feature alone beats any
other set !) Uses famous T.P.T.G. circuit. A neat
panel- mounted job. Kit, $6.25. Same set for baseboard mounting. $5.95. MODEL B TRANSMITTER: rises Hartley Circuit. Famous all over the
World. Kit, $6.95. We will ship either of above
sets already assembled and tested for $5 extra for
shop work. Nickeled Hand "Mike" with special hard
rubber handle, $5.95. Filament transformer for
AC operation. $3.25.
-in, copper nipples,
sealed in end of pc, of '%," glass tubing, 5" long;
fine for stand -off insulators. variable gridleaks,
etc., 20c ea. Type '45 transmitting Tubes, $1.25.

Ili

-

with
Full Instruclike
it
tions, Nothing
on the market!

thing!)

$18.00

tubes.

!

Sets

Using Pentode
Tubes!

These Modern Short-Via e Receiver Kits use the new pci'
lode tubes" Remember- a w-ubale tube costs no more but
gives the volume of two ordinary tubes(! The set lias to
be specially designed to us this tube too: Guaranteed o
outperform anything on the market: Brand new sod uptn- the-minute, yet the lowest in price on the marke !
These sets get everything that can be picked up art alto t
a Casting, I-. S. and foreign. Cud, -. t uslr. Tele.
'a is

-I

The Kits furnish ALL PARTS, panel ,
hat,'Ioard. all hardware-everything to build the se
V,u can use any kind of batteries or lutes. AC Kt s
A tine mull winder also furnished
also lisle)) below.
r any wavelengths at all, as
suss can snake coils tu e
well as any extra coils you may neml for R.F. amplifier
't, All si. li -fed below are similar to ('treuil.
photos.
Note:
One Tube Receiver with Speelal Sensitive
TI, i. tittle set Is BETTER than any other because it can
bC nsnl as a separate one-tube set or as an adapter just
the way it Is. and also as a superheterostyne converter
of the latest design by building a simple oscillator to it.
Full instructions. Kit, $5.95. Set Complete. $7.45. AC

vision. etc., eta.

.

Delft All Short
Wave Wavemeter

,

This wavemeter is simple
to use and saves time in
tuning in foreign station".
Look

up the wavelength
station wanted, set
wavemeter to this wave.
length (marked on woe
meter dial /. then tone receiver to the wavemeter.
Any station easy to find.
Not rvnmrrted to set In
any way. just l)rnitgbt
near It,
Nothing ebeneetletl to use It with

of

your

Tunes

set.
250 meters

.

r,

so anv station can be found.
Arlvralt.
Calibration remains constant. Numerous other
Checking rem-hers. coil and maidenu'r
train
natters, etc. Absolute necessity to experimenter
l'ee t
\Corks with any short -wav
to demonstrate your sets.
regenerative receiver like DELFT. Pilot, S.M. Nations ,
etc., etc. Works with batter or electric sets alike. -t b'!
works with adapters.
Complete Wavemeter with plug -I
coils, large accurate calibration chart and Ft1.1, INSTRC('TIONS. List Price $15. Your Special Price Postpaid. $8.95. Jobbers and dealers see us
.
HAN -BAND Wavemeter. Looks like alnee meter. r of
I'- *monies'. With calibrated roil for a woe ÌL1111
band, $0.05. For earl, extra hand desired. :old f2.00.

to
Shielded

.
Two-Tube Set using new Pentode
$6.45.
.
Set. 511.50.
AC Kit, $8.95.
$8.95.
Three-Tube- Set using new Pentode (works speaker). Kit.
Our coil winder
Sel, $13.50.
AC Kit, $10.50.
$8.50.
extra
tithe!
'rill,
In
an
trial glue results equal
make
Four -Tube
These sets PERFORM! Easy to Ruled!'
Set: One stage of tuned R.V., detector, audio and pentode
.A
Universal Short-Ware and Telestelon
its
last stage.
16'relver, Kit. 515.00. AC
$17.50. (A 4 -tuber with
Filament transformer
a Pentwie works like a 5- Tnher'1
for AC Kits. $3.25 twill light 7 AC tubes if desired,
Fine headphones.
New 2.volt 'Iry -yell lobes. $1.30 each.
31.95 tir. Al' Tube:. 81 each.

Kit.
Kit.

14

.

Add Tubes Ahead of Your Present Set
and Increase your Distance Thousands of
Miles!
rhese Sets Can Be Added
Ahead of ANY S.W. RECEIVER. A D A P T E R OR

Makel latest lowless accurately- spaced short-wave coils.

CONVERTER!
(AC or DCU You get ALL
PARTS (Plug -lu Colla-everyFull Instructions.
thing'..
No New Power Packs er Batteries necessary for any of

ito holes special. collapsible. accurate, turn -spacing
1111.1
coil -winding term
Sot

form..

um-emery

making m1C-I ,yell.

etc
1

t

boy' .t in ECM. INSnit'll
')'IONS -hinting ¡III ,..

2c per

tun.

below

FROM

YutR

111

"TFIT.

I,

POWER
Easy

sause

Al.!.

l'001ES
PRESENT

to assemble.

For Light- Socket Operation:
OncTUbe Kit for baseboard noun.
e but TINED R.F.
it P. stage,. $4.95.
for panel mounting. ` $7.95. Two -Tube Kit.
rubes i,

i

ser, $1.25.
.
Used Radio Parts:
$2.49 Postpaid.
Low
-Foss,
Price!!

the sels

)'LATE

nntlellser sizes for
ware.
Nothing
Po'tpiid.
$1.89
Complete.
. Short -Wave Tuning Con.
denser t non 11 ofd.
51 35.
Regeneration -Control CondenExperimenter's Surprise Packages of
Pkg. No. 1, $1.49 postpaid. l'kg. No.
Includes parts worth n a ny times this
2 -in. diam. coil :lock. already wound.
'

2.

.

Kit.

COIL, WINDING SET

Ilse dry -cell or e,g. tubes
Kin, but $1 less In each
Transformer for A.C. Kits, $3.25. Prier-.

For Battery Operation:
type '221, same as above AC

$9.45.

ose. Filament
less tubes.

(let Complete flan. and Descrl tin inns hmv to make them, o different Radio Prospecting methods. Many paces of di a
. We carry the famous line of SARGENT SHORT -WAVE
.. us,fnl infunnetion ttty A. Itiunewegl, $222.00.
CONVERTERS ANO SUPERHETERODYNE RECEIVERS. Do yon want something fine In SW Converter? Looks
Wrhr
like midget receiver. contains own power. No messy wires, Best In the ',unto'. Price. $99.95 with tubes.
for description of this fine line.
used DC Broadcast Receivers. Perfect condition, $, each. Latest Natural Tone
4- Prong s -W tube base. plug -in coils,
.
Code -Practise Set. foes '99 tube. 2 dry tells run it. $3.8 . Tube: $1.25.
RtV hookset M 3 115.125 meter, for .0001. .00011 or .00015 condos: r: for detector. 81.50 for R.F. Amplifier. $1.25.
S -W Adapter KIt, AC or TIC. $5.95, Chulanii' for easainguei
set o
of coils.
Send few
ups FREE. with ,
T.,.-'_
'.
rni .. Cash. If 4'. 0 D. s-son $1 RR1 nr snunn -.
a.
n? for cash in full. Forei.
orate. Two per rent
.

t

1

man when d, livered.

DELFT
Phone: Higate 0748

DELFT RADIO
524 -C Fairbanks Avenue

OAKLAND

::

CALIFORNIA

next soldered to the other binding post
B4. A long supply lead is also soldered
to this post.
The receiver is now turned over, and
a lead soldered to the junction of the
antenna series condenser C3 and the antenna resistor Rl. This lead should he
of sufficient length to reach the control
grid of the R.F. tube, and provided with
a control grid -clip. The lead for the control -grid of the pentode also gets a clip.
The coils are of simple construction,
and are wound on tube bases; three are
employed for the short -wave band. The
tabulated data are given in Fig. 3, along
with the proper connections of the windings. For those who desire operation of
the receiver from the A.C. line, a simple
power supply unit is given in Fig, 4.

Parts List
One-Hammarlund Type ML

NEW
SHORT WAVE
RECEIVERS!
All - Electric or

Battery

Dec., 1931 -Jan., 1932

SHORT

-

WAVE

RADIO

SPECIALISTS
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5

short-

wave condenser (C1)
One-Hammarlund Type ML 11 shortwave condenser (C2)
One-Hammarlund Equalizer condenser,
32 mmf. (C3)
Two -Sprague or Aerovox tubular bypass
condensers, 0.1 mf. capacity (C4, C5)
Two-Sprague or Aerovox tubular bypass
condensers, 0.5 mf. capacity (C6, C9)
One -Aerovox moulded mica condenser
midget type, .00015 -mf. (C7)
One-Aerovox moulded mica condenser,
.02 -mf. capacity (C8)
Two -Lynch metallized resistors with
pigtails, 1 watt, 100,000 ohms ( Rl, R4 )
One -Lynch metallized resistor with pigtails, 1 megohm, 1 watt (R5)
One-Lynch metallized resistor with pigtails, 6 megohm, 1 watt (R3)
One -Lynch metallized resistor with pigtails, 1500 ohms, 2 watt (R6)
One -Electrad 500-ohm pigtail grid -suppressor resistor (R2)
One -Electrad 0- 50,000 ohm bakelite
shell Supertonatrol (R7)
One-Bryant Electric switch, power type,
single pole single throw two position
(obtainable from Blan the Radio
Man, Cortlandt St., N. Y. C.)
One -Eby wafer socket, type 236 (V1)
One -Eby wafer socket, type 237 (V2)
One -Eby wafer socket, type 238 (V3)
One -Pilot moulded bakelite socket, type
216 (V4)
One-Pilot 80- millihenry R.F. choke
Four-Pilot binding posts (B1, B2, B3,
B4)
Two-Sheets aluminum 414 inches long
by 3% inches wide by 3/64 inches.
Two-Sheets aluminum 8% inches long
by 5% inches wide by 3/64 inches.
Two -Sheets aluminum 51 inches long
by 4 inches wide by 3/64 inches thick
Four -Aluminum Corp. of America
aluminum corner posts 51 inches
long tapped for 6/32 screws.
Three -Hammarlund screen - grid tube
shields (VI, V2, V3)
One -Coil shield can 3 inches diameter
by 4 inches high
One- Bakelite or hard- rubber panel 11/d
inches by 2 inches by 3/16 inches,
Two -National type C vernier dials (Cl,
C2)
One- 236-One 237 -One 238 automobile
tubes. (Arcturus used in tests.)
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The A.C. Superregenode

YOUR FUTURE
IN RADIO

By CLIFFORD E. DENTON
(Continued from Page 265)

their respective coils.

The upper right hand knob controls R2, which is insulated
from the panel and varies the voltage on
the oscillator's plate; the lower knob, governing R1, which is also insulated from
the panel, controls the screen -grid voltage of V 1.

Varying the Suppressor-Frequency
The switch Sw. which cuts in or out
the condenser C3 shunting L3, changes
the frequency of the local oscillation.
With the parts utilized, the oscillating
circuit works at the natural frequency of
the transformer (30 kilocycles) when C3
is out of circuit; when it is cut in, its
capacity of .001 -mf. tunes the oscillations
to 21 kilocycles. In Table I, the values
of C3 corresponding to various suppressor frequencies, and the signal frequencies to which they are best adapted, are
shown as computed on this basis. With
other specifications of L3, of course, capacity values will change in inverse proportion to the inductance comprised.
(See "How to Figure the R.F. Coil Secondary," by the author, beginning on
page 37 of the July, 1931, issue of Radio-

Craft.)

It is even possible for the ingenious

constructor to use a fan switch, or condensers fitted with plug -in terminals, to
approximate most closely the optimum
suppressor- frequency over the whole
range of the receiver's tuning.
The base is drilled for the 5 -prong detector socket Vl; the 250 -millihenry R.F.
choke RFC; the equalizing condenser C4;
the bypass condenser C5; the A.F. transformer T; the oscillator socket, V2; the
A.F. socket, V3; the pentode socket, V4.
The A.F. coupling condenser C10 is
bolted to the base. The condenser bank
with five 1 -mf. units, C6, C7, C8, C9, C12,
is placed in the center; with the voltage
divider resistor R8 held in place, by bus bar connections to the condenser bank.
Mounting C11 near socket V4, and the
oscillator coil L3 near V2, completes the
layout.
Wiring and Operation
The filaments are wired in first, run-

ning the twisted leads under the chassis.
All other leads are run in the most direct
manner, depending upon the design of
the parts used, and their placement. The
center -tapped resistor R6 is soldered to
socket V4, and the resistors R3, R4, R5,
R7 are soldered to their respective terminals, becoming self -supporting.
Little more need be said; as the illustrations show the simplicity of the whole
design and wiring.
The leads to the plug -in R.F. coils
should be left just long enough so that
the metal cover can be removed to replace
tubes, when required. Do not depend
upon the metallic connection between
shields at this point for grounding. Run
wires to all grounded parts, especially
between tuning coils and condensers.
Hum and other local disturbances seem
low in comparison with the signal level,

and the high signal -noise ratio is an excellent condition in a short -wave receiver.
More letters covering experiences with
the super -regenerative circuit are invited; and, if questions do not come too
fast, and are accompanied by stamped
and self-addressed envelopes, the author
will endeavor to answer them.
List of Parts Used
Two Ilammarlund "M1. \C -125' 125-mmf. shortwave condensers, Cl -C2, and two Kurz -Kasch

vernier dials:

One Ilamma rlund 14 -tn -110
L\VT -4" short -wave kit, Ll ;
One Ilammnrlund 14- to-I10
LWI -4" short -wave kit, L2
One liammarinud "Type RFC
R.F. Choke. RFC1
One IIanlmarlund "Type EC

meter

' \lodes

meter

"Model

...prepare for it at
RCA INSTITUTES

80" 80 mmf.
equalizing eondenser, C4 ;
filter
block
(five
One Flechtheini
1 -mf. units),
C6- C7- C8- C9 -e12
One Ferranti "Type AF -5." 3.75 -to -1 ratio
audio transformer. T;
One Sangamo .002 -mf. double fixed condenser
unit, C5 -Cl 3:
One Aerovox 001 -mt. fixed condenser, C3;
One Sangamo .000 -mf. fixed condenser, C10:
One Aerovox 25 -mf., 25 -volt dry electrolytic
condenser. C11 :
Two Electrad 50,000 -ohm "Super- Tonatrols,"

l'lr'

tor,

11:t

:

NWC-$,

Inc, Dept.
Varlek St., New York, N.Y.
your
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i amWito

RCA Institutes
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both°h
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Two Durham ;et meg. 7 -watt resistors. R4 -1t5:
One Electrad 400 -ohm wire -wound grid resistor,
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One Electrnd "R 71" 13,000 -ohm voltage divid-

er, R8;
One Carter battery switch ;
One Acme 30 kc. I. F. transformer or equivalent (see preceding article for other options!,

I

A Radio Corporation ofAmerica subsidiary

It1 -1t2

Two Electrad 20-ohm V -type resistors, R6 -R9;
One Electrnd 500 ohm wire -wound grid resis-

...

America's oldest radio training
school, founded 22 years ago ... offers ambitious men
elementary and advanced courses in many branches of
practical radio. RCA Institutes is directly associated
with the most complete research laboratory in the
radio industry.
Modern equipmmt.lnstruccors of practical experience.
Four resident schools -New York, Chicago, Boston,
Philadelphia. Enroll any time. Courses starting every
six weeks. Alsoextension courses for home study, with
free scholarships for outstanding graduates.
Tuition moderate. Investigate today.
RCA Institutes

250" 250 -11111.

,,,.

L

J

1i

Four Pilot UY (5- prong) sockets, V1- V2 -V3V4;
One Yaxley 7 -wire cable, 3- 4- 5- ('.7 -8;
Two Eby lettered binding posts, 1 and 2:
One output connection block, 9 -10;
One aluminum cabinet 7x9x18x3/32" thick:
1llscellaneous hardware (two National screen grid clips ; screws, nuts, lock -washers, wire.
etc.).
Data for the coils L1 and L2 were also

Proven Television

NOW
ONLY

$19.75

given in the Oct.-Nov. issue of SHORT
WAVE CRAFT.

Another alternative is therefore given
here. Take a Silver -Marshall "130 T"
coil form (1 inch in diameter, 2% inches
long, with 98 threads in the winding
space) and wind on it 630 turns, in seven
layers, of No. 32 D.C.C. wire, for the
secondary or grid coil. Over this, at the
lower end, the pickup coil L3 is wound
100 turns of No. 38 enamelled wire. Do
not bank-wind.
The tickler or plate coil is 300 turns
of No. 38 enamelled, wound into the small
slot which is cut into the base of the
coil form for the purpose. The form is
made to plug into a regular UY socket,
for ease in connection.
With a shunt capacity of .001-mf., the
secondary will then tune to about 45 kilocycles, suitable to an ultra -short wavelength; and higher capacities will lower
the frequency in proportion to the square
roots of their value-as indicated in the
table, which was made for a transformer
of much higher inductance. For the coil
just described, the capacities needed will
be in the order of .01 -mf. at 20 meters;
.05 at 40, and 0.2 at 80 meters.

Price of scanning
disc alone $2.50

SEE -ALL

-
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Televisor Kit
No need to was t any longer
to enjoy modern television

when

SEE -ALL

offers

proven equipment at such
low prices.
Less than 20 minutes

required to assemble it.
All essential pans and simple instructions to assemble a foolproof televisor included.
SEE -ALL

Short -wave Receiver

lists for $39.50 less tubes.

At your dealers
otherwise send purchase price
for delivery postpaid.

S

UNION SQ. 5RE

NEW YORK CITY
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How High Is That
Balloon?

The Largest Variety of Tubes in the World:
PENTODES

-

-

SCREEN GRIDS

-

-

AMPLI-

By CAPT. JAMES A. CODE, JR.

FIERS- VARIABLE MUS- DETECTORS-

(Continued from page 248)

POWER
TELEVISION
PHOTOELECTRIC CELLS- RECTIFIER AND CHARGER
BULBS, ETC.

TYPE A

Replacement on Every Tube!
All tubes are guaranteed to be first -grade quality
30 -Day

Caesium Phu o
C.il a, overall

length

4Vs

$7.90

All tubes are guaranteed to be first -grade quality -comparable to
the best obtainable on the market today. We will replace within 30
days any tube that has not given complete satisfaction.
Such an amazing tube sale has never been conducted.

COMPLETE STOCK ALWAYS READY FOR IMMEDIATE SHIPMENT
Order from this page and note the following terms: No order
accepted for less than $5.00. It is not necessary to send the full
amount of cash with the order as long as your order is accompanied
by 205 of the value. Shipment will go forward to you by express or
parcel post C. O. D. All prices are F. O. B. Factory, Newark.

.

TYPE V
Television Tube,
1 u"
enuarr cathode. overall size
2 "x6 ". .. $3.85

TYPE X
Television Tots. 1"
square cathode,

.v P,"

ernAl

33.85

_

Special

.3(1

UX -171A
UX -171
UX -240
UX -120
UV -199
UV -199, Standard Base
UX -199
UX -112
UX -112A
UX -200A
UY -224
UX -245
Quadrode 5 -prong 20IA for special
circuits

Special detector tube 200A

sensitive detector

-a super-

-a
-a

Special radio frequency 201A
super -sensitive 201A
radio frequency 201A
super-sensitive
Special 171AC 1 -2 amp. extra coated
filament
T -14 1210A High Mu) high emission
Switch tube. 201A or 112 or 171
double life-all in one
Adapter tube 226, 227. 171 A. to
convert bat. sets to AC, each....
UX-210 -For power amplifier
UX-250 -Power amplifier
Ballast tube
15X-222- Screen grid
Photoelectric cell "Caesium." Size
overall 4 I °
WD- 11- Detector Amn.
WD- 12-- Detertor Amp.

s .30
.30

1JX -201A
UX -226
UY -227

.30
.30
.40
.411

.40
.40
.40
.40
.40
.40
.40
.40
.60

.60

TYPE 0
Potassium Photo
Cell. 1" (derail.
$3.85

TYPE

Caesium

l'e11s,

6/10 amp. trickle charger bulb
2 amp. old and new type charger bulbs (list
$4.00), our price (Tungar Type)
5 and 6 amp. old type charger bulbs (list $8.001,
our price (Tungar Type)
UX -2S0 -Used as a full -wave rectifier for high
emission
UX -281 -Half wave rectifier
Rectifying tube especially designed for use with
Freshman Master "li" Eliminators UV brass
base. limited quantity
UX-SGG -Half -wave Rectifier mercury vapor
DISCOUNTS:

R

Phtvn
olera tl

length 3-1 Is".
$5.90

100

tubes and over 10%.

ARCO TUBE CO.

Special NET PRICE LIST
N.

MICROPHONES

38 -40

$1.40
2.00
2.00

,

.60
.60
.60
.60
1.10
1.10
1.00
1.10

7.90
.60
.60

Grid
Radio Freq. Amp.. .85

UY-237-

Detector

Amplifier

UY- 238 -Power

1.10

.311

cell

.85

amp. and detector. .60

11X- 231

-Dry

c e

l l

X- 232

--Dry

c e

l

1

I

-

60
l

screen grid amp.
.60
'1(. 247 Power pentode

5.00

R;

Am-

plifier Pentode
amp.

.40

l' Y- 235 --Super control screen grid
amp.

85
85

UY -551- -Variable Mu .85

500 tabes and over 10% and 10%

Park Place, Newark, N. J.

You Can Become a Fast
Capable RADIO OPERATOR at HOME
By

I

MILES REPRODUCER CO.
26 East 22nd St.
New York

.60

UY- 236-Screen

11X.230-Dry
3.75

,,, t. Rouyn Carbon Type Stretched

\ loud tragni
s 9.8a
No. Sul Too Hutton Carbon Type Stretched
Diaphragm
15.00
302
Button
Dut'
Type
30 On
No.
Two
Heavy
45.00
No. 303 Tvo Button Concert Model
(land Types. also Condenser Types now
in p repn rat inn.
MICROPHONE REPAIRS
Any Two Butta. Microphone res n.11t limned
at net each (any make)
$10.00
MICROPHONE INPUT TRANSFORMERS
Nn. 410 For Single ünDon
8 2.50
Nn. 510 For Two -(Sutton
3.25
No. 310 For Teo- Itniton MEATY WORK in
lath 100 and 200 Ohms
9.00
Also send for Price fist and Catalog A of other
Public a dd runs egnhanent and complete public
I. Ire,
systems.

.60

NEW TYPE TUBES

RECTIFIER AND CHARGER BULBS
I25 Mil. rectifying tube (B. H. type)

CANDLER

Scientific Method

In lesa than half time required by any other. Nath
ins like It.
Amazing results.
FREE ADVICE If
you're "stuck." Thousands
fast Radio operators taught
by CANDLER. world's only
Code
Specialist.
FREE
BROCHURE will save you
time and money. All nues
tions answered personally.
No obligation.
If Radio
operator, ask about ADVANCED
for
COURSE
SPEED and Copying Be.
hind. and -MILL" Course.

('andler S>slem Ststiou for mir Students
now on the air.
THE CANDLER SYSTEM CO.. Dept. SW.4
6343 So.

Dec.. 1931 -Jan., 1932

Redele Ave., Chicago.

Ill.
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The transmitter is so attached to the
balloon that the supporting and trailing
wires constitute an antenna and counterpoise, and act as two legs of an ideal
dipole radiator. The frequency radiated
depends on the length of the legs chosen
in conjunction with the circuit inductance,
and the length of these legs is arbitrarily
chosen as 40 feet; which determines the
wavelength at about 125 meters. The
length is not critical, however, and the
legs may be shortened or lengthened as
desired. One leg may even be omitted en-

tirely; and then the frequency, as determined by the capacity of a single wire, is
sufficient to maintain effective oscillations
at a much shorter wavelength.

Signals Heard Eleven Miles
The transmitter signals are readable
up to 11 miles and, with a fresh battery, the transmitter will operate from
3 to 5 hours.
When actual balloon tests are made,
the transmitter is first adjusted on a
test stand, immediately before the balloons are released, and it is kept operating until it is removed for attachment
to the upper antenna leg which holds
the balloons captive. The transmitted
signal is a clear, musical note, of a tonemodulated continuous wave. The entire
signal energy is confined to a narrow
frequency-band and, since no carrier
wave exists in the system, heterodyne
reception is resorted to after the balloons have travelled two or three miles
and the signal has become weak. The
result gives the signal a hissing sound
which is readily distinguished.
The direction- finding receiver is portable. It covers a band of frequencies
higher than the broadcast band and
employs tuned, single -control radio am-

plification; the controlled regeneration is
confined to the detector, so that C.W.
signals may be received. The input employs capacity neutralization to eliminate the antenna effect, and an aperiodic
loop is used.
Consideration was given to the problem of constructing three -dimensional
direction finders; since this would permit direct determination of the angle
of elevation of the balloons, which is
obtained with the visual theodolite method. It would appear that a combination
loop and dipole, rotatable about a vertical and horizontal axis, would solve the
problem; but, since the capacity to
ground of the dipole is more difficult to
correct than that of the loop, the idea
has been dismissed for the present. Instead, it was decided to rely upon giving the balloons the proper inflation to
determine the elevation by their ascensional rate, and to construct a simple
direction finder. The finder as developed
serves the purpose extremely well, and
is correct to within one -half a degree.
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A Short-Wave Super-Con-

Whatever

verter That's Different

HOBBY !

your

you'll find it in

(Continued from page 260)
"self- contained" power supply. (This
converter is supplied in kit form; and
also completely wired, at small additional
cost.
The converter consists of a tuned detector, using a '24 tube, in conjunction
with a '27 tube in a specially- designed
oscillator circuit, and an '80 type rectifying tube. The power supply operates
from any 100 -120 volt, 25 -60 cycle circuit or (by quick change of two power-

transformer leads) from any 200 -240
volt, 25 -60 cycle alternating current
lighting circuit; and provides all "A,"
"B," and "C" power for the converter.
The converter comes wired for operation
on 100 -120 volt 25-60 cycle current.
Performance of this "Super -Het"
Converter
The converter designed by Mr. Silver,
operated in combination with any standard broadcast receiver (either of the
T.R.F. or the super -heterodyne type)

25c

Ìf1

The

4 -Color Cover
Over 100 Illustrations
96 Pages-9x12 inches

Copy

HUGO GERNSBACK's latest magazine
contains the most important and recent
developments in Science, Mechanics. Radio.
Television, Aviation and Chemistry. For everyone,
regardless of age, EVERYDAY SCIENCE AND
MECHANICS will be found to be useful and
instructive.
Thoroughly illustrated with scientific events from all parts of the world, and
helpful to thousands of high school, university
students and instructors who wish to advance
their scientific knowledge.
b :any excellent pages for the home workshop
man who finds pleasure in building things; experiments in electricity, chemistry and formulas
NNIR.

1

J

of all kinds.

Just to Mention

a Few Departments
LATEST INVENTIONS
AERO- MECHANICS
SHOP KINKS
TELEVISION
EXPERIMENTS
FORMULAS
CHEMISTRY
WOOD AND METAL CRAFTS
RADIO KINKS
AND OTHERS

Special Offer !

,

8 Months for $1.°°
On All Newsstands

NOVEMBER 1st
Mail Coupon NOW!
EVERYDAY SCIENCE AND MECHANICS
98 Park Place, New York, N. Y.
SWC -12
I enclose herewith One Dollar for which you
are to enter my subscription to EVERYDAY
SCIENCE AND MECHANICS for the next
Eight Months.

Name
Address
City

State

which has a normal amount of sensitivity, makes a short wave super-heterodyne
which will give loud -speaker reception of
short-wave phone and short -wave broadcast programs of practically all American short wave stations and most foreign ones.
The antenna lead should be removed
from the broadcast receiver and connected to the antenna binding post at the
rear of the converter. The shielded wire
coming out of the converter should be
connected to the antenna binding post of
the broadcast receiver, and the wire connected to the shielding on this lead connected to the ground post on the broadcast receiver. Insert the power cord of
the converter in the nearest light socket,
and the converter is ready for opera-
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YOU CAN'T SEE IT
BUT IT'S THERE!
No nearly imitative rearrangement of the design
of the CARDWELL, the original metal end plate
-grounded rotor cond
has ever matched the
unique electrical efficiency of the genuine CARD -

WELL.

You Can't SEE It, But It's THERE

Enhancing its remarkable efficiency is the ruggedness and strength of the good CARDWELL. No
dubious expedient making for cheapness of manufacture is employed, yet CARDWELLS cost you
no more.
The CARDWELL featherweight "Midway." a pioneer in its class. is made in 13 sizes for transmitting, receiving and neutralising. The 413 -B,
150. mmfds., for 3000 volts. weighs but 7 ounces and
occupies a panel space of only 3" z 254 ", with the
depth behind panel 41 inches. Other sizes in
proportion.

Send for literature describing a wide variety
of transmitting and receiving
condensen.

CARDWELL
CONDENSERS
The Allen

Cardwell

D.

85 Prospect

E

tivity.

Correction Notice
In the last issue of

buy

"THE STANDARD OF COMPARISON"

SERVICE MEN
Send for this Book

FEE

YOU
NEED IT!

Everything for your
business from the
the finest mike to
the smallest screw
is in this book.

GUARANTEED
QUALITY GOODS
PRICES LOWEST EVER QUOTED
Fresh new dependable Merchandise at
Bargain Prices!
Leading Manufacturers Lines Complete
Send For Your Copy Now I
HEADQUARTERS
for SERVICE MEN'S SUPPLIES

RADOLEK CO.
601 W. Randolph st.
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we published a table entitled "Don't's for
the Short Wave Listener" and we credited
this to Philip's Radio, operators of station "PCJ ", Eindhoven, Holland. We
have been informed by Mr. A. J. Green,

President of the International Short
Wave Club of Klondyke, Ohio, that this
list of "Don't's" was originally prepared
by them and we are glad to give them
due credit.
www.americanradiohistory.com

Y.

The supplier who tries to discourage you.
or attempts to substitute. or refuses to
supply CARDWELLS has not YOUR in
terest at heart. He can get CARDWELLS
for you If SERVICE means as much to
him as a little more PROFIT. Get what
you want -Insist on CARDWELLS. Order
direct from on it your dealer will not
supply. or let us tell you where you may

tion.

No "Squeal" Heard-A New Feature!
In tuning the converter, care should
be taken to see that a short -wave station
is not passed without noticing it. The
short -wave detector is of the non- regenerative type, and no regenerative squeal
will be heard. The dial should be rotated very slowly, and the compensating
knob to the right of the dial knob frequently adjusted, to be sure that the receiver is operating at maximum sensi-

Mfg. Corpn.

Street, Brooklyn, N.

Lj

4.4i

Ra609ekWst.

CHICAGO
CUNE:1'E,

Illinois

Randolph St.
Co,
Chicago, III.
Please send me without obligalion your Service Man's Supply Book.
Name
Address
State

__
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A New Converter of Novel
Design
By JAMES MILLEN

PRESTON DYNATRON OSCILLATOR

RADIO frequency circuits In both Tuned Radio Frequency and Superheterodyne Bets must be adjusted to
greater accuracy than is possible by the use of the
broacast wave.
The Preston test oscillator covers the broadcast band from
550 to 1500 R.C. and instructions are supplied for testing
The operation 1. very
and adjusting auperheterodynes.
calibration chart and wiring diagram is
simple. and
fastened in the cover of carrying case.
Two tubes are used of the new '32 type. One acts as a
radio frequency oscillator and the second tube is used to
audibly modulate the radio frequency current generated by
the first tube.
Dry cells supply the current and a 5 -prong plug and cable
The whole device le very simple and easy
is furnished.
to operate.
A valuable instrument for experimenters and custom set
bu lldera.

List Pelee
SPECIAL TO EXPERIMENTERS
Preston Output Meter for use
with stet oscillator. Used for
trimming condensers, checking tubes by substitution,
adjusting detector voltages
and other

List Price

520.00

$16.75

adjustments.

SPECIAL TO
EXPERIMENTERS

17.50

a$5.50

Mall Remittance Directly te

The Beede Electrical Inst. Corpu.
Penacook, New Hampshire
Send

for Bulletin

S. W. 10

Gem Short Wave Unit
for Local and Long Distance
SHORTWAVE BROADCAST

MODEL NO.2.
TWO TUBE UNIT
This unit including with plug in coils ranging
from forty to two hundred meters. The Short crave
Unit is universal. either for Nu. 227 or No. 224
Detector Tubes. (lnee this unit Is attached to your
this unit
radio, it can always remain. A switch
is to cut on and off your regular broadcast reception.
We guarantee Short wave Broadcast in the United
States and Canadian Stations. For foreign stations,
if all is favorable, this unit will receive them with
great clarity and volume.
seven meters can be obtained
Extra rolls as low
from s at a prier of ` SO cents each. Regular price
of this unit is $15.00, special for this issue only
tn.00 with money urde! a mcpanying coupon. 20
ruts extra for postage anywhere in the I', S. A.
and Canada.

NAME
ADDRESS
CITY

Essenbee Radio Devices Co.
732 Mather St.

Chicago, Ill.

ERC

(Continued from page 257)
when using the two '35 variable -mu
tubes in the circuit, is of some advantage,
The filter comprises a small choke coil
which, because of the low value of current drawn through it, can have an exceedingly small air gap and, consequently, high inductance without danger of
saturation. On both sides of the choke
are located 8 -mf. electrolytic filter condensers. The power pack is entirely
shielded from the detector and the oscillator circuits, by means of the welded steel partition, running lengthwise along
the chassis. The power transformer also
supplies the necessary heater voltages to
all five tubes.

Dec., 1931-Jan., 1932

NEWARK ELECTRIC
Short -Wave Converter
New In Design: 15 to 200 Meters.
World Wide Reception; Unlimited
Range. Model 440, 4 Tubes $34.50.
Model 400, 3 Tubes $29.50

The N. E. short wave converter opThe I. F. Amplifier
erates with any make of radio. It
In order that the converter might be
merely connects to the antenna post
universal in its application to any type
of your receiver. Has self-contained
power pack, no other connection, can
of broadcast receiver, a stage of highbe left connected permanently, has
gain I. F. has been incorporated as an
change-over swtich for either short
integral part of the converter. Such an
wave or broadcast reception. Model
arrangement is the outgrowth of an idea
400 three -tube for extremely sensioriginally suggested by L. W. Hatry, who
tive receivers. Model 440 four -tube
of
will be remembered as the developer
with R.F. stage for any type rethe "HY-7" superheterodyne, described
ceiver.
last year in SHORT WAVE CRAFT.
Sent prepaid if cheek accompanies order: or
voltage
furnishing
a
to
C.O.D. with one dollar deposit.
In addition
gain of approximately 100, this stage of
NEWARK ELECTRIC CO.
amplification also serves as a low -impeA Radio Service Institution
dance output, or coupling-network; so
229 West Madison St., Chicago, Ill.
that the output lead from the converter
may be connected directly to the antenna
post of the broadcast receiver, without YOUR NAME on the
either making the set oscillate, or having
VOTING COUPON
the antenna coupling system of the set
act as such an extremely low- impedance
-page 286 -will help organize the
"load" on the output circuit of the first
RADIO
PHONE LEAGUE
detector as to prevent an appreciable
signal getting into the broadcast receiver.
The output lead, from the plate circuit
go%) LIBRARY-3
of this I. F. tube to the antenna post of
in
is
shielded
receiver,
the broadcast
order to prevent pick -up of any local interference or low- frequency transmitting
station. To further minimize the possibility of any such pick -up troubles, where
AND
the converter is used with an unshielded
R. F. chassis, an I. F. frequency of 575
how to UseThem
kc. has been selected.
a «J....,, W, a4alr.,.-ara,ap
Coils Selected by New Switches
Numerous methods have been suggested for eliminating plug -in coils for shortwave receivers and converters but, in the
final analysis, it must be admitted that
nothing has yet been recommended that
approaches in effectiveness the 6 -prong
plug -in system. For purely converter
use, however, where the number of coils
to be switched in any one circuit are few,
the system developed for the new "NC5," illustrated herewith, has been found
decidedly satisfactory. Perhaps one of
the main reasons is the use of the new
"R -39" molding material; which permits
the many mechanical design tricks without the introduction of prohibitive electrical losses, which would be incurred
should ordinary bakelite be used for this
purpose.
www.americanradiohistory.com
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A Timely NEW
Radio Publication

JUST OFF PRESS!

you are a Radio Service Man or if you
intend becoming one. this book is absolutely
invaluable to you. It goes into every phase
of testing and gives you the very information you have been looking for. It contains
also complete description and hookups of
important analysers on the market. Fully

If

illustrated with important diagrams. hookups
and other illustrations. The only book of its
kind in print.

fifty cents today
for your copy

Send

GERNSBACK PUBLICATIONS,
Inc.
98C Park Place

New York. N. Y.

Dec., 1931 -Jan., 1932

SHORT WAVE CRAFT

The coupling transformers, working
between the high- frequency pre -amplifier
and the first detector, are truly transformers, with the primary interwound
between the secondary in the fashion developed in connection with the "SW -5"
short -wave receiver.
A mechanically-operated color screen
on the drum -dial illuminator is driven
by the same knob that drives the frequency-changing switch, indicates which
coil is in use.

Economical Modulators for
Amateur Transmitters
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Arsro New UX Sees, 71Inranteed 1000 hours .... £ 3.35
Carter seen -grid cap 3.10. Also tube shields..
.60
Universal double button llandl -Mike microphone 8.90
Slightly used West. Elec. 212D tubes 335.00
New ones
West. Elec.

50.00

shielded

three wire

cable.

cloth

11NY Pt.NCE,

will

, 3
^

49010 e.,

get, it for yeu!
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RC.t T'X 250 new. original cartons
Genuine De Forest 510 tubes
New latest type R -3 rectobulbs. each
Ntw typo R -81 rectobulbs. each
New CeCo UN 588 tubes. unconditionally guar
RCA UX 240 ill -Mu tube
G.E. oil Immersed fillet condenuen. uncondi
guaranteed six months, slightly used.
2 ofd. 20.000 volt, 2 mfd. 4000 volt, 3 mfd. 3500
volt. 5 mfd. 3300 volt. special. each
G.E. double 30 henry choke total 180 mills, ape . la!
20
or 40
or 80 meter band spread coils for
National Sets. per set
Arses 50 -watt sockets
Arse° 75 -watt sockets
Arsro 204A 250 watt sockets
Asco sockets for 212 -A or D tubes
Arseo 2 mfd. 1000 volt condenser
Arsee 3% mfd. 1000 volt condensers
Arse.) 4 mfd, 1000 volt condensers
Above all unmounted but sealed In Paraflln.
Sturdy leads,
2 mfd. 1150 volt sealed in fiber box.
Beautiful lob
4 mfd. 1250 volt oil Impregnated condensers
All above condenser. are working voltage
not D.C. rating. HL
Arses 1 mfd. 3500 volt transmitting filter con-

3.40
5.20
8.95
3.50
4.50
1.00

awered Special. per ft.
.10
(Continued from page 270)
Hardwick-Hindle 10.000 ohm 50 W grid leaks
.50
Cardwell .00023 mfd. 3000 volt. Variable Conage of the normal gain through the tube
denser
3.25
20.00
will vary as shown in the curve. From
Four gang .0005 variable condenser.
I.so
Teleplex with 3 tapes
13.00
2.10
this information we may calculate the
Crosley double chokes, 175 mills
1.75
Signal Corps panel mtg., 4 pole double throw
percentage of modulation corresponding
3.75
switch
.60
.95
Aerovox 8 mfd 500 volt, dry ateo. Conn
1.18
to a given modulation voltage. This
L35
1 -Used National Radio Institute Course, special 22.00
1.95
latter curve, shown as Fig. 2, indicates
Arseo 750 volt, and 7% volt. power pack, fully
3.50
filtered
15.00
.70
that a signal voltage of only seven volts
Victor ABC power transformers for that Novem.90
ber.
1930.
transmitter
2.45
will provide for a modulation percentage
1.00
Metal Monitor cans. 5 x 8 z 7. drilled. and
removable cover
of over 60, at which point the curvature
1.20
Latest Ward Leonard transmitting grid leak for
1.50
of the characteristic becomes excessive.
210. 211. 203A, 10000 ohm
.90
3.25
Ward Leonard No. 507 -37 grid leak for UX
Now 60% modulation in an amateur
852 tube
.96
[Nara Leonard grid leak No. 507 -51 for UV 204A 2.70
transmitter, with little or no distortion,
Ward Leonard Grid leak No. 507 -88 for U.'ll 245. 1.20
densers
9.50
Aerovox .004 midget fixed condenser
is nothing to be sneezed at; and the fact
.27
Arsro 2 mfd. 3500 volt transmitting filter conCardwell midway 105 iambi. Type 40413
1.40
densers
14.00
that a mere seven volts is required from
Cardwell 15 [amid balanced midget condenser
.75
Arseo
ofd. 3000 volt transmitting filter con8.50
densers
the A.F. amplifier for maximum modulaArsen 2 mfd. 3000 volt transmitting filter conHERE'S ALL YOU NEED TO GET INTO THAT
tion means that a '27 or an 'OlA with a
densers
12.50
FREQUENCY MEASUREMENT CONTEST
Arson 4 mfd. 2000 volt transmitting filter conBuild that Dynatron Frouuency Oscillator. We
good impedance- matching transformer is
denser,
9.50
hate everything.
Ago o 8 mfd. 2000 volt transmitting alter conall the modulator tube we require.
I Spool No 30D.C.10. wire
8 .50
densers
12.50
.5 mfd. Ivy -pass condenser
.90
Fig. 3 is a schematic diagram of a
8.50
Arsro 18 mfd. tanned at 8 mfd. 1250 volts D.C
008 Sangamo condenser
.50
2.0%
Arse° mfd. 1500 volt condensers
Weston Milliammeter 0 -10 milk
4.50
small transmitter employing this system
9.50
1500
volt
condensers
Arse°
2
mfd.
Five wire battery cable
.95
5.75
Arseo 4 mfd. 1500 volt condensers
Gen. Radio 557 condenser
of modulation. The plate supply for such
8.50
All Arse) high voltage condensers are guaranteed
3S' Bakelite form
.20
one year.
a transmitter will require but a single '80
Sexier 80 ohm rheostat
.80
600 Volts
Volts
Elected 200 ohm potent
.90
120
rectifier, as employed in receivers using
mfd.
1 mfd.
National Precision dial
9.75
2 mfd.
.40
2 mfd.
25
RCA UX 232
1.38
a '45 output tube. Where higher power
3% mfd.
95
3% mfd.
.50
Rubber Panel. 7 x 9 3/16
.50
4 mfd.
.80
4 mfd.
40
The above lob completely assembled and wired
is required, additional tubes may be ad14.50
Universal Microphones, Model BB
batteries. Including calibration with chart.
ded; or two '45s as "Class B" amplifiers
Universal Microphones. Model KK
29.00
A.50 extra.
Universal Microphones. Model LL
42.50
may be employed in the output stage.
Universal Baby Mikes ORO
2.85
RCA Licensed 233 D.C. Pentode
lniversal Baby Mikes with switch. 25 ft. cord
4.30
3 1.85
RtA Licensed 247 A.C. Pentode
Universal llandl -Mikes
5.75
1.14
For the Advanced Amateur
l'sed A.C. Pilot Super wasp with band spread
34.50
Arseo calibrated Monitors with batteries. three
Genuine National .0005 23 plate var. cond., list
coils and individual calibrated charts
9.35
For those advanced amateurs, for
85.00
0.25
1.85
Arsro calibrated wavemeters
RCA UX 210 new. original cartons
3.30
Clarostat 250 -watt primary rheostats. each
4.20
whom the power involved in the system
INCLUDE POSTAGE WITH ALL ORDERS AND 207 DEPOSIT AG a7NST C.O.D. SmP)IENTS
above is too meager, the writer has a
Visit Our Radio Shack When In Town-Goof Thue Assured III-glut have You for Sale or Trade?
second message involving the DeForest
Over 35.000 Square Feet of Space Devoted to Short Wave and Transmitting Apparatus.
565 7.5 -watt screen -grid tube used as a
WE CARRY EVERYTHING FOR THE HAM IN STOCK
MORE FOREIGN TRADE SOLICITED
modulated R.F. amplifier. Curves involvOpen Evenings
R"rite for free Ham Sheet
ing the changing gain of the 565 tube
(when it is provided with a screen -grid
potential varying about a fixed value of
356 BROADWAY
Long Distance Phone 4.5746
ALBANY. NEW YORK
140 volts, a control grid bias of -30
volts, and a plate voltage of 450) indicate
that linear modulation over a range of
some 65 to 70% may be obtained with an
A.F. signal of 45 volts.
For a modulator a '27 tube, resistance That describes this ultra modern
-Moise orCon/inen/a/
coupled to the screen -grid lead of the
short wave tuner
565 in the manner shown in Fig. 4, will
TELEPLEX is more than a
serve our purpose admirably. In this
machine
it is a SYSTEM.
It teaches you expert sending
case it will be necessary to work the '27
and
receiving,
Morse or ContiGives
single
dial
control
over
range
you
a
very close to its maximum capabilities,
nental Code -for amateur work
to 100 meters with perfect 'regeneration
a
good
-pay
with a full 180 volts on the plate and a
or
position.
over entire scale.
It uses the best of
TELEPLEX is used by the U. S. Army and Navy
materials with sound engineering prinei
grid bias of 13.5 volts. The plate curand leading radio and telegraph schools.
pies.
rent of the '27 under these conditions
Entirely NEW code course in 12 rolls of tape.
Write
for
information.
is 5 milliamperes; a terminal voltage of
During the last ten years, TELEPLEX has trained
more operators than all other methods combined.
450 will be required to compensate for
ARTHUR J. HURT & CO.
the drop through the 50,000 -ohm coupling
550 Clayton St., Denver, Colo.
Write for Folder SW-6
resistor and for the fact that the grid
Teleplex Co.
bias is taken through a 2,700 -ohm re76 Cortlandt St., New York
sistor. The 565 screen -grid tube must be
followed by "Class A" or linear ampli- Everyone Interested in SHORT WAVES
fiers, or by "Class B" amplifiers in push - should read the announcement on Page
pull, if quality is to be maintained.
286 of the new Radio Phone League
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UNCLE DAVE'S RADIO SHACK

REVOLUTIONARY

The VARI- COIL
Ira,
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Aluminum Box Shields

The New Pilot All -Wave
Receiver

Beautiful Silver Dip Finish

(Continued from page 275)

6

z

6 x 5 Knocked -down
Coil Shield (like pictured

on right)

1.00

9x6

5

x

6

x 10 x

7

81.87
3.25

Monitor Size

We make any size to order.
Alcoa Shield Plate, 25c; 7x16 Aluminum Panel. 75o

"BUDDY"

Test Prod

Always sharp pointed, u s i n g
phonograph needles, 4 ft, wires,
spade or phone tips. Colored
nipples identify each lead.
81.50 per pair.
75c each.
WE SPECIALIZE IN RADIO
parts
PARTS EXCLUSIVELY
furnished for any kit in any

-

magazine.

.00035. Midget Cond

81.75

.59
Millihenry Choke.
.35
Pilot Coil Forms
2.25
3 Gang. 4 Point Switch
2 Gang. 4 Point Switch 1.65
Sponge Rubber Phone
50e pair
Short wave coils, Cushions
Please include sufficient
11.75
postage
80

-

BLAN, The RADIO MAN, Inc.
Dept. SWC 1231
NEW YORK, N. T.

89 CORTLANDT ST.

We carry a complete line of
the following parts and units:
Aerovox

Pilot

Amertran
Best
B.

Carter
Clarostat

A.

Peerless
Farrand

Thordason

Fria

Tom Lab

Cardwell
Electrad
Eslco
Fleethelm
Fleron

Oxford

Muter
Baldwin

Telexlex
Elkon
Weston

Rota
Duo

Utah

Sangyam6

Magnavox
American Micropho.le Wright -Decoster
Universal
TUBES
Shalleross
R. C. A.
Yaxley

Franklin
H ammarlund

Marwick Hlndie
Jewell
Muter
Marco

National
WRITE IN

R. C.

Readrite
Signal

SiemensHelsk0

L.

11.

SPEAKERS

B. B. L.
Bosch
Jensen
FOR OUR

0.300 DC volt.
0 -r00 Dc voter

Cunningham
Tungsol

PRICES ON
FLECHTHEIM METERS

THESE

ITEMS
$1.95
I.95
2.50

0 -600 AC & DC volte

High Tension Test Prods
356
Atlanta Single itmton Hand aflrrnphon.3.95
950
Rammarlund Variable Condensers -.0005
FARRAND INDUCTOR DYNAMIC SPEAKERS
9 -inch
$6.95
7.95
-Inch
S2.75
R. C. A. Magnetic Chassis
7.95
Jensen -D -7 D.C. 110 e
5.95
victor-D. C. Speaker
6.95
11 C. A. 106 -A. C. Speaker
Super -Peerless 12 -inch A. C. -usIng Double Rectifier
10.95
and F:Ikun Dorn Condeu.er
6.95
Peerless D. C. 122 -Inch Dynamic Speaker
12.95
Oxford -14 -90h Auditorium A. C. Speaker
7.95
Oxford-12-inch D. C. Dynamic Speakers
6.95
New Prime Motor-100 volt. A. C
7.95
Muter A. C. 10 -Inch Speaker
we apeclalice in Amplifiers and Public Address Systerns; also Transmitters. Send In your Inquiries.
CARTER RHEOSTATS
IHIMS
All at One
n5
.non
1/5
Special
30011
75
1/230
Low Price
noix
6
1222

15

20

10.000
21,000

100

1000
1390

25c ea.

CARTER SHIELDED VOLUME CONTROLS
'111

5

Dec., 1931 -Jan., 1932
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ana

",

2000
5000

_no

1

Special
50c ea.
Special
59c ea.
with SWITCH
Special

10.000
10.000
CARTER SHIELDED VOLUME CONTROL with SWITCH
'1

10
_0
50

MO
1000

5

10

100
200

20

500

50

1000

100

1000

co0o

250

2000

5.0.000

30110

10,0.1

1

2000
1000
10,000

CARTER SHIELDED

1

POTENTIOMETER

011MS

1 59c ea.

TRY -MO RADIO CO.
177 Greenwich St.

New York City

from the ideal intermediate frequency for
waves below 200 meters. The "All Wave" was designed to use two I.F: s so
as to give maximum efficiency on both
spectra. When the short wave section is
used the antenna is coupled to the detector tuned circuit through a fixed condenser. The oscillator and detector circuits are magnetically coupled. Both
circuits are tuned by a two -gang variable condenser with a small additional
vernier across the detector tuning condenser to provide accurate tuning. This
is especially necessary on shart-wave sets
where antenna constants and large frequency coverage make it almost impossible to absolutely align both detector
and oscillator circuits with a ganged condenser.
The induced voltage from the oscillator mixes with the incoming signal in
the grid circuit of the detector and the
resulting beat, which is about 550 kc.,
is impressed across a circuit tuned to
that frequency and transferred from
there to the grid of the second '24 tube.
This tube, which is a very efficient amplifier, is coupled to the broadcast section
of the set through a fixed condenser.
A tuned plate oscillator is used in this
section to secure maximum frequency
stability.
The coils are located about the wave changing switch so that the effect of any
one coil upon any one other coil is negligible. The forms are so situated that
three are mounted directly on the switch
and two, covering the fourth and fifth
bands, are mounted on top of the chassis,
which thereby acts as a shield between
the two sets of coils.
Switch Is Reliable
The switch itself is absolutely foolproof and represents a very ingenious extension of the most common form of
switch -the knife -blade type, the detector
grid, the oscillator plate and the oscillator grid are the points that are switched.

Separate Power Supplies
Each section has its own power system and is adequately filtered so that
there is no possibility of hum troubles.
This separation of power systems allows
for easiest serving and makes for greater
simplification. Each section can be removed and inspected separately.
The spectrum between 10 -200 meters is
divided into five bands which allow for
an unusually wide coverage. These bands
are 10 to 19 meters, 19 to 35 meters, 35
to 65 meters, 65 to 110 meters, and 110
to 200 meters. There is, of course, generous overlap between bands.-Radio Design.
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1932

Official
Radio Service

Manual
Complete Directory

1931.1932 Radio Receivers
Full Radio Service Guide

Difficult Problems
in RADIO are Solved
in the 1932 Manual
In all Radio history no book. so complete and
thorough. as the 1932 OFFICIAL RADIO
SERVICE MANUAL has ever appeared,
wherein solutions of most complicated radio
problems can be found, quickly and accurately.
Every conceivable radio subject is carefully
explained with illustrations and diagrams.

Briefly here is what is to be found in

the 1932 Manual:

A step -by -step analysis in servicing a receiver
which embodies in its design every possible
combination of modern radio practice : it is

fully illustrated and thoroughly explained. It
is the greatest contribution to the radio service
field.

Chart showing the operation of all types of
vacuum tubes, whether new, old or obsolete.
An exclusive resume of the uses of the Pentode and Variable Mu Tubes and their characteristics.
Complete discussion of the superheterodyne
and its inherent peculiarities. Also a special
chapter on tools used on superheterodyne
circuits.
Schematic diagrams and circuits complete
with color codings.
Important chapters on commercial aircraft
radio equipment new data on commercial
short wave receivers and converters.
Servicing and installation of public address
systems and talking machine equipment.
Standardized color codings for resistors.
Operation of old and new testing equipment:
tube voltmeters. output meters, oscillators
and aligning tools.
A full section on Midget radios -their design.
circuits and types. How to service them most
economically.
Hundreds of schematic diagrams of older radio
:

receivers which have never been published.
Blank pages for recording notes. diagrams
and sketches these pages are transferable to
any part of the book.
:

OVER 1,000 PAGES

Over 2.000 Diagrams, Charts and Illustrations; Flexible Looseleaf Binder: 9x12 Inches;
Complete Directory of All 1931 -1932 Radio
For
Receivers; Full Radio Service Guide
Radio Service Men ; Dealers. Jobbers. Manufacturera, Set Builders and Experimenters.

Clip Coupon NOW !
GERNSBACK PUBLICATIONS, Inc.
SWC-12
96 -98 Park Place, New York. N. Y.
Enclosed herewith $5.00 (check or Money
which
are
to send
you
Order preferred) for
me One Copy of the 1932 OFFICIAL RADIO
SERVICE MANUAL and the Supplements
every 60 days. ABSOLUTELY FREE.

Name
Address
City

State

SHORT WAVE CRAFT
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All-Electric Single D i a l
Tuning, S -W Super -Het

Incorporate
Companies

By K. KONIG
(Continued front page 269)

Organize, re- organize
and arrange stock or
bond issues. We help
you
working
capital.

raise
Write

Bond House of Illinois
612 N. Michigan Ave., Chicago,

ill.

DEALERS WANTED
EVERYWHERE

to sell
THE POLICE LOWWAVE
CONVERTER

A new Invention that Is easily attached to any radio -by
means of wit tell anyone -con tune M. at any time on local
police broadcasting and get such thrill Mg-exciting-and
often sensational-items as headquarters puts on the air
6r Radio-Police squads. Simple instructions are fur-

nished.

Sells for Only $3.00

Or If you u9kb, send
Send $1.79 for sample. no stamps.
pile in sumps for C,O.D. order and pay postman the
balance of $1.69.

Police Lowwave Laboratories
1460

Toledo, Ohio

Huron St.

KNOW the EFFICIENCY
of your tubes
and

Variable

SI

n

series.

only two socketsI By
turning selector switch to
designation out chart of type
of tube to be tested. accurate readings may be made
In a minimum of Ume'
Correct readings for each
type of tube are pecan
nently indicated on the
chart, as your accurate
guidance.
Ideal for use by seni,
men, dealers, experiment and e
t
for the ro
suinter who 11
to test
his tubes at honte.
The
for
everyone to own, 99.95
passible
'ses

The price makes

It

MADSEN INSTRUMENT COMPANY
98

Park Place, New York, N. Y.

Do You Tune or

Simply Fish for
Short Wave Stations?
INTERNATIONAL SHORT

WAVE RADIO

NEWS will bring you up -to -date ached ulea of Short Wave Stations throughout
the World for 12 months for only 91.00,
single copy, 10 cents. In addition IN-

TERNATIONAL SHORT WAVE RADIO
NEWS will bring you all the important
"dope" of happenings in Short Wave
Radio everywhere.

Order Your Copies Today
INTERNATIONAL.
SHORT WAVE RADIO NEWS
Box 22,

Jamaica Plain Station

Boston, 30,
Massachusetts

SHORT WAVE IS HERE

New Adapter Fits Any AC Radio
New \\-ItlKItI'l'E . \dxpnr brings

Pollee. Foreign. Airplane, Amateur, and leading C. S. Short
Wave Stations. on any AA',
Radio. All w e lengths. Easily
attached. Big x demand. We guarantee It. Special proposition to
lire dealers and agents.

Writ, tod y

In

TWENTIETH CENTURY CO.,
1567 Coke

Bldg, Kansas City, Mo.

screwed to the bottom with properly bent
flanges; see Fig. 2.
On the under side of the subpanel
(Figs. 4 and 5) we find the potentiometer P, whose center connection is
bridged by the condenser C11, also the
lead -off condenser C8 and the decoupling
devices -R4 with C13, and R5 with C14.
In fastening these parts one can often
make use of the fastening screws of the
parts mounted on the upper side of the
subpanel. The metal cans of the block
condensers are, as is seen in Fig. 4,
grounded by a lug placed under the fastening screws; likewise the mounting
angles W, and the already mentioned
angle strips WS. The heater wires have
holes drilled for them, so far as possible.
On the side wall of the power unit we
find six insulated terminals mounted. In
Fig. 4 one of these practical terminals is
drawn separately in an extra illustration. On the threaded part "s" are two
insulating discs "(f" and "6"; of which
"b" extends into a corresponding hole in
the metal plate with a cylindrical projection "i." According to the thickness
of the metal plate used, one can adapt
projection "i" to the thickness of the
plate, using a file. The two hexagonal
nuts hold "a" and "6" firmly against the
plate; and the lead wire is put under the
terminal screws.
The terminals of the A.C. power transformer marked "8 V" furnish an A.C.
potential of 11.5 volts. The copper -oxide
system Cu operates in bridge hookup as
a full -wave rectifier, and is of suitable
dimensions for an A.C. potential of about
12 volts, and a D.C. output of about 6
volts, at 1 ampere. "A" and "B" are the
connections for the secondary side of the
A.C. power transformer (8 V) ; C and D
are the terminals for the direct current.
An automatic switching device is AU,
which, on the opening of the cover, cuts
off the A.C. supply current. The device consists of two springs "f," which
were taken from a commercial switch.
The two springs are mounted on an insulating plate Pl, which is fastened to
the side wall by an angle mounting.
The second pal-t of the switching device (Fig. 6), the contact closer, is fastened to the lid of the case at the right
spot. It consists of an insulating plate
P, on which there has been fastened by
two screws S a properly bent strip K of
spring sheet metal. Through holes L,
in plate P, it is fastened on the lid of
the case.
The receiver and power unit represent
together a very stable chassis. Finally,
the parts on the front panel have to be
connected; the voltmeter V, the switch
A -E, and the resistance R7, likewise the
terminal screws on the receiver side. The
final result is shown in Fig. 7. -Funk

Bastler.
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RADIO
TELEVISION
The good jobs in any profession are held
by the better- than -average men -the men

with technical engineering training.

The leaders in radio today are the men
who were STI'DYIN(. radio ten years ago.
The leaders in Radio and Television tomorrow will be the men who are seriously
preparing today.
We offer Advanced Courses in Practical
Radio and Television Engineering for the
experienced radioman -Complete Courses in
Practical Radio and Television Engineering
for the less experienced radioman.

Send in alpe coupon for complete
details TODAY.
Capitol Radio Engineering Institute
Riggs Bank Bldg.. 14th & Park Road, N.W.

Washington. D. C.

Please send the v: ithnut obligation complete
details of tlir in-Ii -sing course: t Check
course).
:I rira treed course in Practical Radio 1 n,.
pince ring
Corn plet
conr.et' in Pre r!ieal Radio En.
p inter. rind
Ad: a need cornac in Pro'' kat Tel.: -ision

liJig; nrerin,/

C,'nnplefe

in

rnnti-se

Envi neeri nil

lí; ,,f

P

ilion

T.-le:

Nome

Address
"u.

S.

11 ",

C. )

See JERRY GROSS If You Want
Transmitting Equipment,
Parts or Short Wave
Material
transmitters,

Special

etc.,

built to order at reasonable
prices.
Eisemann

Headphones

22110

ohms... real sensitive. Special
per pair $1.50.
s -N

mud. 450 V Aerovox Elec-

trolytic Condensers, $1.35 each.
(Limit, four to a customer.
AND HERE'S GOOD NEWS
Jerry's Free Code class on the premises
from 6 to 7 P. M. Wednesday nights. This
is a good chance to learn the code. Bring
I

your own headphones.
Copper tubing all wound ends drilled free
1/4" x 2%" diameter, 10e per turn.
1/16 "-7 /IOc per square inch
Aluminum r 3/32 " -3/4c per square inch
Panels ) 1/8"
le per square inch
Write for our prices on aluminum cans.
AI.L NATIONAL RECEIVERS IN STOUR
GET OUR PRICES BEFORE BUYING
Don't be fooled by other sets. The National
set has a tin. -d screen Grid Stage.

-

New York City

23 Warren Street

ATTENTION
Dealers and Servicemen
Write 110W for our new 1932 Radio catalogue.
thing listed at lowest possible wholesale

Everyprices.

JOHNSON RADIO MFG. CO.
'1.

11

,.

t,'w

n

Rd.

Pleasantville, N. Y.
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AUTOMATIC
VOLUME
CONTROL

NEW ACSW -5

Is obtainable in the HY-7 ShortWave Superheterodyne. With or
without A. V. C., as you wish.
Write now.

$46.74
Kit price
5.88
Factory wiring
23.24
Power -pack
Standard SW -5, '35 and '27 tubes.
$46.74
Kit price
5.88
Factory wiring
20.57
I'ower -pack

by National
Uses '45 and '35
Tubes

National, Aerovox, Flechtheim, Pilot,
Electrad, International, Centralab,
Polymet, Sprague, Cardwell, Insuline,
Frost, Tobe, Siemens - Halske, Clarostat, etc. 24 HOUR MAIL-ORDER
SERVICE.
Write now, inclose 4c, for
volume-control booklet. Helps
on all repair and replacement
problems.
Simplifies every
volume-control job.

-in Stock

32.34
SW -3 -Wired
D.C. 2 volt models at comparable prices.

Act now, offer good for 30 days.

iiatry a`Young
Phone
Full stork National Parts.

119

5 2755

Ann rlt.

HARTI'OItD, ('ONN.,

l'.

S.

A.

"HAM" ADS

Advertisements in this section are inserted
at the cost of two cents per word for each
insertion -name. initial and address each
count as one word. Cash should accompany
all "Ham" advertisements. No less than
ten words are accepted. Advertising for the
February-March issue should be received
not later than December 10th.

Stoppani
Belgian Compass
a precision instrument. the Stoila Ht f,mq,a>s lend,
usee in the Radio Experimenter's test
laboratory. It affords an idesl means of determining the
polarity of magnets. electre-maenets and solenoids carrying current. Sinn- the cu spas, t dle Is Itself a magnet.
having a North -seeking pole (wdrh is actually the South
Prole) and Soute- seekIng Pole (which is actually the North
pole): and sieur. as we all know, like piles attract each
other and unlike poles repel each other, it is merely
necessary to bring the compass in the vicinity of the magThe North Pole of the compose fertile
net under test.
will then point to air North pute of the magnet under test
or the South Iole tif the needle will point to the South
pole cf the magnet depending. of course, upon their relative positions.

Being

itself admirably for

May Be Used As a Galvanometer

Recause of Its uniform magnetic properties, hi gh sensitlrits, and delicate frletlonless bearings. the Stoppant
romitaca may be utilized to advantage as a highly precise
galvanometer for detecting electric Currents ln experimental
or conventional radie cireults. The Composa is easily and
readily eonverted Into sald galvanometer by merely winding
several (unis of onlinary radio wire completely around the
faro and lower rase of the compass: leaving small spares
Itetweea turns to observe the movements of the needle.
The ends of the wire are brought out as test leads tu be
inserted In series in circuits under test. .t detleet pou of
the compass aedle lu cuiter dileclon Indicates the presinehlentaity the Intensity of
ence of an elenrir current.
a may be Nosely approx lmated since the fono
the current
with which the noodle gyrates is proportional to the intensity of the currant flowing through the wire.
Stoppant Compass is an Meal SIFRVEYOItS instrument
with elevated sights. It Is made of Solid Bronze. Parker ir I. non -nesting, graduated in 1/10. Ruby Jewelled. 4
with set
Fitted in a hardwood ca
incites square.
screw in comer to hold needle rigid when not t ln use.
The United States Government paid more than $30.00 for

this precision instrument.

Our Price $4.50

Gold Shield Products Company
1C2 Chambers Street

New York, N. Y.

ÚV203 -A, socket $10. Hadiala 28, $10. Radin a
HI, $2,50. Sliver Marshall "I1" Eliminator,
$5.00. Germen Seibt headphones, $2.00. RCA
210 tni- Rectron with tubes, $9.00.
Silver
Marshall 210 Unipac, $25.00.
E. Carter
(W2CGI), 922 Crane St., Schenectady, N. Y.

WANTED-SW Receiver. Transmitter.

Write
Armstrong, Ilolderness School, Plymouth, N. Il.
SWAP stump collection, photoelectric cell, radio
magazines, parts and books for other parts,
radio magazines. camera ter ? Esperanto correspondence wanted, Lindberg (WSCIL), Sherman, New York.

DON'T grope in the dark for short wave stations.
Rend the International Short Wave
Club magazine and learn what others are
hearing. News is mailed to you within five days
after It Is received at headquarters, In time to
be of value in tuning -In. .\ sk the fan who Is a
member. Send for parllenlars. International
Short Wave Club, Klonilyke, Ohlo. The Oldest
short wave broadcast listeners' organization in

the world.

HAVE Adding Machine; Addressilg Machine;
Multigraph ; Philco B Eliminator. Want rotary converter, (322 V. DC -110 v. AC) ; Semi Automatic key : Power transformera; Shortwave super : Transmitter parts; meters, etc.
Send list and full descriptions. 'Hubert Sherman, Cloverdale, Ind.

SPECIAL-Power packs for 4 PX 210s 550
Volts pure DC nt 100 mills, 7% volts AC for
filaments at 5 amperes CT. at $15.00. Filter
chokes 160 mille 42 henry $22.00, 500 mills
$5.00 ; also filter condensera any rating, 40%
off. Wireless Supply Company, Charlotte, Mich.
TWO tube, combined transmitters and receivers put up for $6.50. John Kumpas (WICPU),
51 Cohasset Street, Worcester, Mass.
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The Propagation of Short
Waves
By ROBERT MEYER
(Continued front page 274)
is shown in its summer and winter positions. Although both illustrations show
the same time position of 18 o'clock (i.e.,
6 P. M.) Greenwich time, the continents
differ greatly in their positions to the
network of conductive lines. For instance,

the course of radio waves from Europe
to South America is considerably longer
in winter than in summer, and the operating conditions are worse. Wissen
tend

Fortschritt.

-

How to Cure "Dead Spots"
(Continued from page 273)
and the writer has designed one in which
no serious dead spots occur over the
whole of the short -wave tuning range.
This consists of a % -inch ebonite or
bakelite tube, 4 inches long, on which
is wound one layer of No. 36 wire.
Dead spots will also sometimes occur
when a tickler coil of too many turns is
used. Always use a tickler coil as small
as possible, consistent with steady regeneration effects,- (EDITOR'S NOTE:
Wire sizes are British Wire Gauge.)

Enhanced Audio Amplification
(Continued from page 276)
But this is not all; accentuation, or
the reverse of the low -note reproduction
can (within limits) be varied by changing the value of condenser "C." If its
capacity is 0.5 -mf., a rising characteristic of 1.4 times that with a 1 -mf. condenser can be obtained at 40 cycles;
whereas, if its capacity is 2 mf., a falling characteristic of 0.875 times that of
the 1 -mf. capacity is obtained.
Therefore, if your speaker is deficient
in its bass response, the value of "C"
should be altered to 0.3 or 0.5 mf.-E. T.,
Somerset, G2DT (England).

Simple Sending Antennas

for Amateurs
(Continued front page 259)
wire is to be a multiple of half the wavelength. A length of 40 meters is especially favorable; since with it 20 -, 40 -,
and 80 -meter waves can be sent.
The tuning is done in this way; first,
the absorption circuit is brought in
resonance with the sender, as determined
by the hot-wire ammeter. The antenna
is connected at the side opposite the
meter which, with correct adjustment,
should not be affected by this. In practice, however, current changes of 15 to
20% play no important part; and operation is possible even with fluctuations of
over 30%n. From " Radiowelt."

Dec., 1931 -Jan.. 1932
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When to Listen In

EED

By "BOB" HERTZBERG

NEW YORK

One of the less-frequently heard Dutch
tlons is I'CV, located at Kootwijk. Rolhuld.
This uses a ware of 16.55 meters. and. like its
brother station PC.1'. n n flounces In sec e rnl
languages. It Is on the air Saturdays at
10:30 in the morning, EST.

New York's Headquarters for

California

`Hiononm ofRADI
45 VESEY STREET

Transmitting Apparatus

IT'S A WOW
A Real 5 -Meter Xmitter.
LEEDS leads again with the latest
56 MC transmitter kit

NEW

A

(Continued from page 263)
Holland

CIRCUIT
The Engineering Department of the Shall :ross Mfg. Company has deigned a general purpose

COMBINATION
MULTI - RANGE

The west coast station that has been w,
ing with Bangkok, Siam, Is KEtt. Enlinas,
forvta. on approximately 29 meters. There
a whole flock of NE- stations at this place lira
lv to be heard on a number of wavelengths u,
all hours of the day and night.

employing the new Weston A.C. and D.C.
Type 301 Universal Meter and

Australia

SHALLCROSS

Following Is the Complete schedule of station
l'K_ME, Sydney, .t u.stralla Midnight to 2 a.
nt.. E.S.T., for American countries bordering
the l'acide. 4:30 to 6:30 n. m. for New Zen Inml. Fiji, New Caledonia, New Guinea.
Islands of the Pacific and Eastern Austr;,
6:30 to 8:30 a. m. for West Australia, .1a
Japan, Chinn. Straits Settlement, Burma, .Ion and India.
2 :00 tu 4 p. nt. for Iir...
Britain, Western Europe, South Africa, British
East Afrivnu possessions. Egypt and other .1frlcan countries. All programs include as a sort
of identifying signal the laugh of the Kookaburra, an Australian blvd sometimes called the
"laughing jatkass"I.
Melbourne. Australia, CK::31E. transmits on
the sa Ille wavelcugl h frum 5:PI to G :30 a. n
every Wednewhty and Saturday.
:

Voltmeter and Milliammeter,
A.C. and D.C.

Super Akra-Ohm
WIRE

RESISTORS

u

I

More Time Signals

Mr. Ernest Madison, of Scranton, Iowa,
sends hl some :lope on station NPO, the U. S.
Naval Radio Station nt Cavite, P. I. Ile has
aver -ed a letter from them part of which

WOUND

The voltage range is from 5 to 1000 volts,
1000 ohms per volt and the current mange
is from 1 to 500 Milliamperes A.C. and D.C.
A complete diagram and full information
on the construction of this circuit are contained in our Bulletin 160 -X, which also
contains very useful information on the
application of Akra -Ohm Resistors to multirange voltmeters, ohm meters, etc.

Our ,,en- Bulletin 150-T c :ill be sent
upon receipt of 4 cents in stamps.

Slidill rossN
.

1

\

broadcasts time signals for the Manila
( tbsercn tory twice a
day at 11:00 a. m. and
10:00 p. m., 120th East Meridian Time. N1'O
usos the following frequencies. one of which
you can bear an: hour of the day : 17744,
13575. 13308, 9050, 8892 and 18100 kilocycles.
Trnnspacifie traffic is handled on 13575 and
9050 lie. with a 25-kw. crystal- controlled transmitter.
I

,

meter transmitter, fully described in Oct.
1931 General Radio Experimenter.
Write for FREE folder giving complete data and
5

hook -up

We recommend Hull. 5 meter super regenerator
receiver described in July Q.S.T. 1931.
Composed of the following parts.
1 Aluminum
Panel 5 "x7 "x ¡,: "
$.25
1 Aluminum
Panel for base 5 "x$ "x ¡,; "
.28
2 Aluminum Brackets
2)1 "x61'1"
.30
National Type "A" Dial
1.47
Special Insulated Coupling
.25
Cardwell 406 -B
1.65
Bakelite ," Rod
.15
Cardwell Balancet Condenser
.75
.00025 Fixed Condenser
.16
.004 Fixed Condenser
.30
2 1 mfd Flechtheim or Aerovox
60e
1.20
1 .1
907 Condenser
.25
1 .001
Condenser
.21
1 Lynch 2 meg Resistor
.30
1 50.000 W.W. Clarostat
.90
2 2.000 ohm Electrad Supressors ea 24c
.48
1 150.000 ohm Lynch Resistor
.30
4 General Radio 2744 Jacks (i 5c
.20
1 Pair Plug -in Coils as specified
.70
1 R. F. Choke as specified
.35
3 General Radio 438 Sockets
1.05
1 Phone
Jack
.30
5 Eby Binding Posts G) 9e
.45
1 General Radio 285 -H Transformer
1.30
1 Oscillator
Coil as specified, wound on
bakelite form
1.50
I pair bakelite
end plate for condenser
mount as specified
.50

nllinydnle,?e.

:

COMPLETE KIT, $18.50
This

Arlington Time Signals

The Naval radio station nt Arlington. VIrglnln. Is undoubtedly the best known of all stations transmitting time signals. We have been
able to obtain the operating schedule, which is
published herewith in full.

Kilocycles
17.8

:::00 n. m.

Meters

tare, Al 16850

113 A2

4015 Al
8030 Al

2840
74.72
33.98

THE ONLY WAY
To be sure you won't miss an important
article is to subscribe to
S H O R T WAVE
C R A F T

PANELS
TUBING
RODS
&

FORMICA. BAKELITE AND BARD RUB BER- STANDARD OR SPECIAL SIZES

NAA Daily Time Signals
Hours, E.S.T.

Power
350 K.W.
5

KW.

Cut While You Wait

Drilling, Engraving and Special Work

All Sizes of
ALUMINUM

10 K.W.
10 E.W.

1

r

Hardware

COMPLETE KIT

specially priced. Any parts sold
separately as listed.

.85

$16.39

$14.75

-ote abore prices approximately 405, discount have
been deducted from the regular list price.

11

V.,®mpa11)

ELECTRICAL SPECIALTIES

:55.12:00
Noon

113 A2
2840
690 A3
434.5
4015 Al
74.72
8870 Al
33.82
12045 Al
24.91
16060 Al
15.69
17.8 (arc) Al 168511

5 K.W.
1

K.W.

CANS,

10 K.W.
10 K.W.
10 K.W.

10 K.W.
350 K.W.

A New Console Receiver
for S. and B.C. Waves
(Continued from. page 263)
A big advantage of the Stewart -Warner converter is that in changing from
the broadcast band to short waves -and
vice versa
is not necessary to disconnect the converter and attach the antenna to the broadcast receiver. This,
as well as the change from one shortwave range to another, is accomplished
by the "range switch ".

-it
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PANELS

CHASSES
Made and Cut to
Order
A N D

Neutralizing

Screw

Driv-

ers, Short or
Long Sizes

EGO
COUPLINGS in
Brass and Bakelite for 1/4 inch
Shafts

INSULATING BUSHINGS for all size Shafts
TEL. CORTLANDT 7-4885
Mail Orders Filled Immediately

United Radio Mfg. Co.
191 Greenwich St.

New York
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Dec.,

S -W

no greater magazine
published on

Stations of the World
(Continued from page 279)

Now
25e
A Copy

TELEVISION

1931-Jan., 1932

-

129.2

2,916 -WPDI, Columbus, O.

124.5

WPDJ. Pu-KGPB, Minneapolis, Munn.
sale. N. J.
-WPDE. St. Paul. Minn.- WPDA. Tulare,
Calif.
W 111 R
WMO. Detroit
2,410 -WCK.
(Belle
Isle, Grosse Pointe, highland Park, Mich.
-WPDW, Washington, D. C.
-KGPD, San Francisco, Calif.
-KGPG, Vallejo. Calif. Police Dept.

125.1

2.398 -W9XL, Chicago,
N. J. -And other

Kentucky.

WPDE. 74ufaville,

-

-W3XAG, Baltimore, Md.. Police Dept

Timely developments in radio's latest
wonder, Television, are published in
every issue of TELEVISION NEWS
Mr. Hugo Gernsback's latest magazine.
Rapid advancement in this art today
is becoming a repetition of the radio
cycle of years ago. Daily broadcasts
are becoming more numerous and
experimenters are following in quick
order in building television sets for
experimental purposes. Foresight of
its development can be seen by the
pioneers of radio -they are equipping
themselves now with television experience.

-

The articles published in TELEVISION
NEWS are of primary importance to
experimenters-they are simple in construction, understandable and replete
with diagrams, photographs and illus-

On All Newsstands

trations.

125.4

BOOGARD

Secor.

Be Like?
By
D. E. Replogle.
Television at the German Radio Exposition, by Dr.
Fritz Noack (Berlin).
Yes- Europe Sees Images With Cathode Ray Tubes, by
Baron Manfred Von Ardenne.
The Crater Tube, by D. E. Replogle.
1.200-Cycle Synchronous Motor, by Kenneth
Building
E. Sherman.

Getting Started In Television- by Edwin J. Bachman.
How 1 Built My Dome Kadlovisor, by Edmond Deane.

in Television, Lesson 5, C. H. W.
Nason, Television J]sgineer.
Stefanie Applied to Television, by Zeh Houck.
Jenkins New Homo Projector Produces Brilliant Images.
Hints On Using a (trams Tube As a Scanner, by Irr.
A J Short Course

Ernst Busse.
Yes-Says
Can the Amateur Help Perfect Television/
A. G. Heller. Chief Engineer. Insulin Corporation) of
America.

A Super- Crater Neon Tube. by C. n- W. Nason.
Possible Solutions of the Television Problem, by P. F.
v. d. Boogaard. University of Liege.

An Ele,ironir Light Vahc. by Wolf S. Pales.
TELEVISION RECEIVERS:
Combination Television and Broadcast Receiver.

COMPLETE COURSE IN
TELEVISION

Rush Coupon TODAY!
SWC-2-4
TELEVISION NEWS
M Park Place, New Yerk, N. Y.
As per your special offer, I enclose herewith $1.2225
(Canadian and foreign $1.50) for which enter nsv
subscription to TELEVISION NEWS for One Tear.
Name

A Suter- ('rater Neon Tube.
New Photo- tells and Neon Tubes.
hints on Synchronizing.

Co.

-WBXS, Gardena. Calif.

-W2XCR.

State

J.

3

-5.

6

-9 p.m.

-W2XCD, Passais, N. J. 2 -3 p.m. Tu.,
Tines., Sat.
-W9XAO. Chicago, 111.
-WSXAA. Chicago, Ill.
-WIOXG. portable. De Forest Radio Co.
-VE9AU. London, Ont., Cascada.
-VE9RM. Toronto, Ont.. Canada.
2.000 -RA72. Smolensk, USSR.
150
Telephony and Tele149.9- 174.8-2.000.1.71:- Amateur
160

3,875 -....Cuxhaven, Germany. Elbe -Weser Radio.

174.0

1,7223- 2L2X8, Wellington, New Zealand.

1.715- W9XAN, Elgin, Ill.

Anti other
Los Angeles, Calif.
experimental stations.
1,712 -Municipal, Pollee and Fire.
WKOT. DeKGKM. Beaumont. Texas.
troit. Mich.
WEN. Roston. Mass.
-WPDE, WPOC. WPDD. Chicago, Ill.
WKDU. Cincinnati, O.
-KSW. Berkeley, Calif.
WKDU. Cineinatl. Ohio.
WMOZ. Indian-KUP, Dallas. Texas.
apolis. Ind.
Louis, Mo.
KGOY, San An-KGPC. Si.
S
tonin. Texas.
-KGJX. Calif. (Police Dept.).
St Quentin, France.
-FBFY. Cannes, France. 5 p.m. Wed.; 4

-WBXK,

-

-

-

-

-

-

a.m. Sunday.

176.5
178.1

1,700-....Orly, France.
1,68i -WKDX, New York, N, Y.. Dept. Plant &
Structures.
Honolulu. T. H.

Mutual Telephone

Company.

Television.

MISCELLANEOUS:

180.0
186.6

Chicago Steps Ahead in Television.
Behind the Scenes in a Television Studio.
A 60 -Cycle Phonie
tVbeel.
Tin -Foil On Neon Tube Brightens Image.
Synchronizing the Televisor.

187.0

The "Multi -Screen' Makes Images Visible From All
Angles.
Novel Television Ideas From Vienna.
Keeping in Step. by Henry Townsend.
Seeing Is Relieving 165.00 Prize for Best Image Photo).
Digest of Television Patents,
The Television Question Box.
Television Tinny-Tahle.

1.662-WMP, Framingham. Mass. (State Police).

-WRDS. Laming, Mich. (State Police).
1.608- W9XAL, Chicago, I11. (WMAC) and Airs

aalt

Television.

-W2XY. Newark, N. J.
1,601 -W2XCD Wired Radio, Ampere, N. J.
-W2XCD Url'orest Radio Co., Passaic,
N. J.
8 -10 p.m., synchronized with televisinn broadcasts.

-WIXAU, Ioston,

Mass.

-W3XJ. Wheaton, Md.

-W2XAD- W2XAF, Schenectady.
-W9XX, Cartersville, Mo.
-WIEN. Dallas, Texas.
-W2XDD, Portable.
-And other experimental stations.
..Ornskeldvik, Seeden.

Over 200 Illustrations. Diagrams. Circuits
Actual Photographs of
and Photographs
and

Receivers.

Special Offer

187.9

i

1,596 -WCF. New York,
-

N. Y. (Fire Dept.)
-WKDT Detroit, Mich. (Fire Dept.)

-KGKM

Beaumont. Texas.

119.4

-KOPA. Seattle. Wash., Firo & Police Depts.
1,514- WIOXAL. WIOXAO, Portable (N. B. C.)

192.3
191.3

1,560-....Scheveningen, Holland.
1. 1Il- W2XDA. New York.

196

1,530 -....Karlskrona, Sweden.

VOID AFTER DECEMBER 31st
The regular price of TELEVISION NEWS

is
$1.50 a year (Canada and foreign, $1.75). Up
to December 31st, if you use the coupon at the

left. we will accept $L25 (Canada and foreign.
THIS
$1.50) for a full year's subscription.
OFFER WILL NOT BE MADE AGAIN.

Address

City

Jersey City. N.

Sun.

Television.

-W3XK. Wheaton, Maryland- 10:3n p.m.midnight exc. Sun. Works with W331J.
-W2XBU. No. Beacon, N. Y. (1 -2 p.m.)

-KOX,

The Necessary Difference to Transmission Frequency for

-

Inc..

Don Lee,

Los A ngelee,

242.9 ta 150 meters -2.000 to 2,100 kc.
-W2XAP, Jersey City. N. J.

TRANSMITTERS:
Cathode Ray Transmitters.

Transmitters

2,220-

-W2XR, Long Island City, N. Y. 48 and 60
line. 5 -7 p.m. Radio Pictures, Inc.
-W3XAO. Camden. N. J.
-W2XCW. Schenectady, N. Y.
-W3XAK. Bound Brook, N. J. (Portable,
60 finest.
-WBXAV, Pittsburgh. Pa. 1,200 R.P.M.,
60 holes. 1:30 -2:30 p.m., Mon., Wed., Fri.
-W9XAP, Chleago, Ill.

175.2

New 3 By 3 Ft. image Projector.
Cathode Ray Receiver.
11ow the Crater Tube Work,
This Outfit Receives Radio Movies 1.000 Mlles. by Raymond Stephens.
Building a 1.200 -Cycle Synchronous Motor.
Getting Started in Television.
How I Bull( My home Ratilevisor.
The Theory of Lens Disc Proies-tors.
The Stenole Television Receiver.
New Jenkins lionne Projector.
Scanner.
A Braun Tube As
Bow to Build An Automatic Synchronizing Brake.
Uliat Shape Scanning Mole,
New Television Kits Help Popularize the Art.

Television

"Europa"

testing.
Stockholm, Sweden.
..Valu, Norway.
136.4 to 142.9 meters -2.100 to 2,200 kc. Television.
-W2XBS, New York. N. Y., 1,200 R.P.M..
2 -5 p.m., 7 -10
60 lines deep. 72 side.
National Broadcastiu:
p.ni. u. Sundays.
135.0

175

Prominent Television Authorities

What Will the Radiovisor of Tomorrow

lroadcasting Co.- W2XCZ. Portable. N.B.C.

128.0 -129.0 -Aircraft.
12:0.0
2.325 ---W IOXZ, Airplane TeIe iaiu.
130.0
2.306-ODDX. S.S. "Bremen' and

AYLESWORTH-REPLOGLE -DR. NOACK -VON ARDENNE -NASON -ZEH BOUCK -DR. BUSSE
The Promise of Television, by Merlin II. Aylesworth,
President. National Broadcasting Co.
Yon Mihaly Television System Used at German Station.
Television Images Caught at Sea.
In We Television Eye.
Strike Onel Greets Japanese Viaualists, by B. Wlneeld

-

vision.

A Brief Summary of Contents
FEATURES:
Editorial.

111.-W2XCU, Ampere.
experimental stations.

-W2XAD. W2XAF. Schenectady.
WPOT.
Kokouua Ind. Pulire Dept.
2,392 -WIOXAL and WIOXAO, Portable. National

Published Every Other Month
www.americanradiohistory.com
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Z.H POLACHEK DO
1234 BROADWA

31st. NEW YORK

ATTORNEY PROF- ENGINEER

IT
NOW

WHAT IS YOUR INVENTION?
Send me a simple sketch or model for
CONFIDENTIAL ADVICE

SHORT WAVE CRAFT
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DATAPRINTS !!
ARRIVED AT LAST!
Blueprint Construction Data for Build ing Apparatus that many amateurs

have longed to own. but lacked the
Construction Data.
Row to build 110 R.P. 110 volt A.C. GO eyrie
$1.00
motor (Suitable for 'fric(1ioin
.50
Bow tu build tit) cycic I`lont is Wheel
c Wheel
.50
Data for a 1.200 e)oh i
[tut batten- electroConstruction data fur
. -0
magnet.
.50
Data for 110 volt, D.C.:.. ,cI tu lift 23 pounds
s,denuld to lift
Data for 110 volt, i'
.75
pounds through 1 into:
sol, nisi to lift 6
Data for 110 volt.
.75
through
12
D.
Solenoid to lift 2
suit, D.C.
Data
(r
ta for
.50
pounds through 1 inch
.75
Testa or Ondin coil data for 30 -SU" spark
.75
Tesla er Oudin roll data for 0 to S» spark
Transformer data: 100 to 5.000 watts (1 minion'
and t secondary) (specify size and voltage
1.00
desired)
1.00
Homo Refrigerating Machine
.75
Telegraphnne (ncronls votre on steel wino
.75
10 Short wave operating kinks
1.00
10 Television operating kinks
;

(Including lens disc and Crater tuile:.)
.75
Electric chime ringer for ordinary cleats
.75
Electric Ire Skates-how to make
1.00
plow to Thaw Pipes Electrically
1.00
20 Motor Citron
1.00
20 Telephone ltook yaps
LOO
20 Tests fur Motor Troubles
Send Check or Money Order (cash at own risk) no
stamps. Prices quoted are postpaid.

The

Company

DATAPRINT
RAMSEY, N. J.
Lock Box 322

Get Started in

RADI

O

growing and

Write for tree booklet telling shout this
poet promising industry. The radio operator is an officer
lits work Is light. pleasant and Interest:.
aboard ship.
Ile has many opportunities to travel to all parts of tv..
Ia,
qualify in a sb,at time in our well.
You
world
equipped school under expert Instructors.
Announcing a New Course in

Starting January

Information

on

4.

I

1532

Request.

West Side YMCA Radio Institute
7

West 63rd Street

-

Ncr York

Established

1910

FOR REAL

SATISFACTION
SIEMENS

&

HALSKE
CONDENSERS
RESISTORS
MICROPHONES
MORRILL
CONDENSERS
Write for Circular S3

MORRILL & MORRILL
Sole U. S. A. Distributors
New York City

30 Church St.

Send for FREE

THE AIREX CO, Inc.
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The Workrite Converter
(Continued from page 257)
-2-'24 screen grid, 1-'27, and 1 -'80
tubes. The wavelength range covered is
14 to 200 meters; the popular band from
23 to 50 meters is tuned without changing the coils.
STATEMENT OF THE OWNERSHIP, MLIN-h(:1)SIEN'l', CIRCULATION, 1;'l't'., Its}
QriluiI BY Tut: A( "r t)F CONGRESS
OF AUGUST 34, 1612.
Of SHORT WAVE CRAFT, pub1le1i.d BT.
MI )STILLY at Mt. Morris, Ill., for Oct. Nov.,

lit;1,

Cortlandt St., New York City

450 Milñó

onaGalllo

fGas/

According to a recent article by the
president of the world, largest motor
2esearcb corporation, there is enough
energy m a gallon of gasoline if convened 100% in mechanical energy to
run a four cylinder raz 450 muta.

NEW GAS SAVING
INVENTION ASTONISHES
CAR OWNERS
A marvelous device. already Installed
on thousands of cam bu accomplished wonders in utilizing
portloa of
Ws waste energy and L producing

Stale of New York : County of New York, ss.
Before sue, it Notary Public fu :Intl for the
Slate and ('aunty aforesaid. personally ale
neared Hugo Iierusbnck. who. 111101134 Itetii duly

mileage tests that seem unbelievable.
Not only does Is sate gasoline.
and reduce carbon formation, but it
also create.. mere power. quicker ,tarp Ir
and a salon her runnilu. uagor.

SWY01'1I

To Make Up To $100 a %'eek

ug to law, deposes and says that
he is the Editor of the SIDIIL'r w.11'l' ('i{.SFT
and that the follow lag is, to the hest of It's

aeear

h

knowledge and belief, a iru. sttietnent of the
ownership, management, etc., of the aforesaid
publication for the date shown In the above
ea/1110tt3 required by the Art of August 24.
1!112. embodied iu section 411, Postal laws and
Regulations. to wit:
1. That the names and n,ldresses of
publisher. editor, managing editor. and busier
managers are Publisher, Popular Book Corp..
9S Park 'lace, N. l', l'.; Editor. Hugo (:erns
hark, IRS )'ark l'ince, N. Y. C.: Jlnnaging Editor. Il. Winfield Serer, IS 14trk place. N. Y. C
Business Managers. none.
2. That the owner Is: (if owned by a corporation. its 1111111e :11111 address must be stated
and aLsu iullae.11311113 thereunder the mines 311111
addresses of stockholders owning or holding one
per cent or more of totntl :!mount Of stock. If
not owned by a corporation. tau nameS and nddresws of the individual owners must he vivo'.
If owned by it firm. company, or other unincorporated concerto. Its uann 111111 11d11ress, as well
as ulnae Of each in11h9dut1 member, must he
Oren. l Popular honk Corp., 9S Park l'Inee.
N. Y. ('.: D, Gerusbnck, !IS )'ark Place, N. Y.
u,'.: 11. Winfield Seeor, :lS l'ark Place, N. Y. C.
". That the known bondholders, mortgagees,
and other security holders owning or holding 1
per cent or more of loud amount of bonds.
:

1

-

uo,rl gages, or other securities tire:

TELEVISION

201

of

there

None.
are nuns, so .state.I
4. That the two paragraphs next above, glv.
Mg the mantes of the owners. stockholders. and
security holders. if any, contain not only the
list of at uckholdcrs and security holders ns they
appear upon the bunks of the company but also.
in macs where the stockholder or security !miller appears upon the hooks Of the contently sus
trustee or in any other fiduciary relation, the
name of the person or corporation for whom
such truster Is acting. is given : also that the
said toys parugrnluhs contain statements embraeit(g nfislut's full knowledge and belief as to
the eireumsttulets and tundit ions under which
stockholders and security holders who do nun
appear upon the hooks of the company os trustee, mold stuck and securities in a capacity other
than that of a bona tide owner: and this aslant
has uo reason to believe that any other person,
nssoeiation. or corporation has any interest direct ur Indirect in the said stuck, bonds, or
other securities than as so stated by him.
5. That the average number of copies of each
issue of this publication sold or distributed.
through the mails or otherwise. to paid subscribers during the six months preceding the
date shown above Is
(This Information is
rtsplired from daily publications unla'.t
H. CERNSIIACI'
Sworn to and subseribed before me this 29th
day of September. 19::1.
MASSIE COYNE.
(My commission expires March :50. 1912.)

-

.

New York Chapter of International
Short Wave Club

This club, which has been meeting regularly at Peter's Banquet Hall, 217 Fulton Street, Brooklyn, New York, has had
a steady growth in membership, which is
now over the 300 mark, and the club has
commenced to hold meetings in New York
City. The office of the secretary of the
club is located at 1622 -44th Street, Brooklyn, N. Y. The club has held many successful meetings and is promising some
extremely interesting attractions for the
coming meetings.
www.americanradiohistory.com

At up.

"litre

311111

obtain talmutl distribution quickly, tu.
appointed etercwhere to help supply the item, ,du nl d,..
mend.
free samples furnished to workers. Write today
for this free sample end big money making offer.
'GI

WHIRLWIND
Dept. 764 -A, Station

MFG.

CO.

Milwaukee, Wis.

C

WIRELESS or WIRE
TELEGRAPHY
Everything Needed to Acquire
Either or Both
Codes
Code Transmitter
Rolls of Tape
(2,000 ft. mur,)

10

Complete Book of
Instruction.
(Both Codes)
Extra Tapes

tr(

Write for Details

Dept. S. W.4

INSTRUCTOGRAPH CO.,
Lakeside Place

Chicago, III.

912

The Masterpiece
Microphone Construction
New Heavy Duty Model

III

-The

"B B"

A two-button microphone that has
become the talk of the radio Industry. It is 3 in. in disti0,1vr
by 2 in. thick and Is nearly twice

Model "B B"
List Price
$25.00

as heavy as any

aher microphone

In its class. Equipped with Extra
Deasy 21 tit. (hold Spot ('enter,.
Uuralnul lu diaphragms. pia fr Iln,precision of manufacture. Full' guaranteed. Finished In
highly polished chrome plate. Compare this new-, heavy
duty Sbelel
listing at 025.00. with any $10.00 to
$50.00 microphone on the market.

lilt

UNIVERSAL MICROPHONE CO., Ltd.
1163 Hyde Park Blvd., Inglewood, Calif., U.S.A.

Radio Bargains

De

.lu.tmsrc

I'Llerni

.00011 Carl -road

S1.45

I odd. 1,000 Volt. metal r
1.35
Federal 2 mN. 1,000 Snit, metal can insnh.tol 1.75
Todd 30 hen., 100 mill., metal rase
1.25
midget Transformer, High 375-0.375, 5S' -2.5,
:

iV2A. 24Y- lOA.M.

.tiuminum Can, 101A1llx is ¡W
s mid. Mershon Electrolytic
inn P.W.Y

2.25
1.65

odd. EIkon Dry, 130 P.w'. Scep. W. Walker Super Converter, Model 471
for tiO volt, S0-00 cycle A.c'. current, list
s

$39.50, uses
tubes ..

:

221 Se

fir.,

1

-22,.1

.85
.80

200 less

21.25

We ran supply any type Mamma nr low

I 18

PEERLESS TRADING CO.
West Street
New York City
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Back Number
SALE!
4 Copies for $1.00

Single Copies at Thirty-five Cents Each
HERE is a great opportunity to make a
complete set of the issues of SHORT
WAVE CRAFT -at a most sensational saving. This back number sale enables our
readers to make a comprehensive file of all
the latest material in the Short Wave field.
These few complete books, which are easily
accessible, might be used as a permanent
reference.
Each issue on the newsstand sells for fifty
cents per copy. This sale may be the
last at such a tremendously low price of
FOUR FOR ONE DOLLAR. Of course
single copies must be sold at thirty -five
cents each. Fill in the coupon at the bottom
and mail NOW! Your copies of SHORT
WAVE CRAFT will be sent to you immediately.
SWC-2-4
SHORT WAVE CRAFT,
96 -98 Park Place, New York, N. Y,
As per your special offer. I enclose herewith
One Dollar for which please send me the four
issues of SHORT WAVE CRAFT indicated below:
Single Copies at Thirty -five Cents Each
10 April -May
O October-November
D December-January
0 June-July
August- September
February-March

0

Name
Address

State

City..

SWAPPERS
SWAPPERS are swappers of corresponDuring the past few years we
dence.
have noted that Short -Wave enthusiasts
love to get acquainted with each other
by mail in order to swap experiences.
Rules: Use a postcard only. Never write
a letter. Address postcard as follows:
SWAPPERS

c/o SHORT WAVE CRAFT

96-98 PARK PLACE
NEW YORK, N. Y.
On the blank side of the postal PRINT
clearly your name, address, city and State.
Don't write anything else on card. We
will then understand that this is your request to publish your name and address
and that you wish to enter into correspondence with other short-wave readers. There
is no charge for this service.

-EDITOR.

JACK BANNON
412 Seneca St.. Oil City, Pennsylvania
GEORGE J. BARMAN
232 W. Second St., Chillicothe, Ohio
ARCHIE BENNETT
Ist Bn. 8th F. A., Schofield Bks., T. H.
KENNETH BLOCK
870 Riverside Drive, New York City
ALEXANDER R. BUDNIK
474 So. 12th St., Newark, N. J.
ARTHUR P. K. BYRNES
Kenya, Salisbury Rd., Holland -on -Sea, Clac ton -on -Sea, Essex, England
ALBERT J. CANNING
1242 Madison Ave., Paterson, N. J.
E. C. CHAMBERLIN. JR. (W9HVD)
6815 Chappel Ave., Chicago, Illinois
FORMU. CIPHER, Q7YX
Point Rock, New York State, U. 8. A.
AUSTIN E. DIXON
R. F. D. 5, Box 75, Jacksonville, Florida
JOHN J. DWYER
Ellmore ", Young, N. S. W., Australia
HARRY W. GAUNT
524 Broad St., Meriden, Conn.
IRVING COLL
165 Cleveland Ave., Trenton, N. J.
FRANK GREGOR
1921 W. 14th Ave.. Gary, Ind.

Dec., 1931-Jan., 1932
ALDEN R. GRIMES
2922 W. 43rd St.. Minneapolis, Minn.
DON ROLADAY, W9DOY
c/o Radio Station WDAY, Fargo, No. Dak.
WILLIAM HOPWOOD
Pirimos, Pa.
JOSEPH JACKSA (W6C8V)
742 Madison St., Albany, Calif.
LANE P. JACKSON
Box 664, University, Alabama
BRUCE LEWIS KELLEY
120 Lenox St.. Rochester, New York
EDWARD KLASTER
2958 E. 34th St.. Cleveland, Ohio
R. A. LATHROPE
554 Broadway, Niles, Michigan
FRED S. LEACH
McLean, Illinois
EVERETT LINDQUIST
Vasa. Minnesota
EDWARD MARKETTE
Box 75, La Belle. Florida
FRANK J. MAYERNIK. W2ASM
6708 53rd Rd., Maspeth. L. I., N. Y.
JOHN McNESSOP, JR.
218 Berlin Ave., Southington, Conn.
EDWARD McQUADE
9 Lincoln Ct.. Marlboro, Mass.
JOSEPH J. MEKSRAITIS
541 School St.. Minersville, Pa.
EDWARD MOORY
Care Radio W5BDR
Box 311, DeWitt, Arkansas
RUSSELL OLESON
320 S. Grove St.. Waupun. Wis.
ALEX. POLITYKA. JR.. WSFLA
431 W. Lloyd St., Shenandoah, Pa.
EDWARD J. POLITYKA

408 W. Atlantic St., Shenandoah, Penna.
VINCENT RYAN
16 Hamilton Ave.. So. Norwalk, Conn.
CHARLES E. SMITH
24 Upland St., Lyman, S. C.
LEO SABOLESKI
406 No. 2nd St., Minersville, Pa.
WILLIAM SPANGENBERG
872 Woodward Ave.. Brooklyn, N. Y.
MARK THOMPSON, JR., W9AFP
Box I, Indianola, Pa.
FRANK WENCEL
2615 Evaline St., Hamtramck, Michigan
ARMY -AMATEUR NET CONTROL STATION.
Long Island, W20Q.
249 Jericho Tnpk., Mineola, N. Y.
(Newbold Wheelock)

CLOCK
ELECTRIC MANTEL
Base. An Ideal Holiday Gift.
110 Volt A. C., 60 Cycle. 14 in.

YOUR PRICE

$3.85
(List price $6.75)
In lots of Three
$3.50 each
In lots of Six
$3.00 each

clocks. Almost a million in use. We will ship
one of these clocks to you, C.O.D., if you pre fer. Or you can send cash with order. Sold
on a money -back guarantee. Get one of these
clocks for the family as a Christmas gift.
Everybody can use an electric clock. Here is
your opportunity to get one at a very low price.
$3.85
Only
Us.
Ship Same Day Your Order Reaches

Here is the ideal small mantel clock for office
desk, den, shop or store. It keeps perfect time
by electricity, right from your house lighting
current. 25 year guarantee. Finished in
mahogany. 14 inches long at the base, and 5'
inches high. Sweep second indicator. Beautiful dial and rim. Convex lens. Made
by one of the largest manufacturers of electric

we

R. A. MATLI CO., 1114 Mission St., San Francisco, Calif.
www.americanradiohistory.com
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STOP SHOPPING!!
-

HERE'S a NEW plan, which saves you money. Stop shopping
the lowest prices are right on this page. Yes, lower than Tn
our own catalog. Why? Because no house can get out a new catalog every month, but by advertising in this magazine we can bring

you the latest and lowest prices up to the time this ad is printed.
We watch our competitors and do not allow anyone to undersell
us. We meet ANY price on NEW merchandise. Order direct from
this page and save money. 10(Vi satisfaction on every transaction.

Pacent "250"
Power Auditorium Amplifier

NEW READRITE Analyzer
This three -meter analyzer has selector aw'ltca
for checking all Parts of tube circuits by
connecting to the .et socket s. Selection for
trsthhs wharfs of Plate, grid. cathode and hymen grid done quickly and accurately. Plate current.
filament Volts, line and rower supply volts are
measured. Grid swing test for tubes used. Just
push one button for screen Grid and other button
for other tubes. Makes testing of all type tubes
simple and thorough. 4Sí -volt grid battery is
furnished. Battey
used for grid test and
continuity testing of transformers, chokes, etc.
Capacity and resistance charts furnished showing use of instruments for testing condensers.

One of the
I Pow

eeger
l S

Am
plifiers ever

ower
Prf

made.

f

Now $8.75
CONTAINS 2 STAGES SUPER POWER
A.F. AMPLIFICATION
This famous amplifier is provided with input
and output transformers for working from a
phonograph plek up into a 2000 -olu transmission line or Into the coupling transformer
furnished with most dynamic reproducers.
The tubes required are one '26. one '50 and
one '51 rectifier. Where maximum output Is
not required a 'lu may be substituted for
the '50 in the output. Automatic adjustment
takes care of the discrepancy In voltages.
Tho undistorted power cutout is 2.5 watts- enough hr four small dynamic reproducers.
This degree of power output provides satisfactory coverage for auditoriums having
volume of 25.000 cubic trot. The input voltage necessary to provide maximum output is

also measuring resistances up to 100.000 ohms.
Eight scale readings of ulrtcrS may be used separately with the ja. k terminals provided. Scale
readings aro 0.00- 300 -600 D.C. volts. 0 -10 -140.
^0 1 ^0 milliamperes, A s' and D l'. filament voltages are accurately

volts and 0
measured n the one meter. Strong case with leatherette covering. Attractive.
Slzn 1n},x35çx8 inches. Shlpping weight 15 iba.
List Price $25.00.
No. 700 -READRITE ANALYZER.
YOUR PRICE
700 A C

The new Summer Edition of our greatly enlarged
R1IS10 SERVICE TREATISE has Mat come off
Ole press.
If you liked the Winter Issue. you
will like this one a hundred -fold. It contains
some 75 new hook -tips circuit diagrams; and solute

a

RADIO

illustrations. POSITIVELY THE GREATEST
BOOK EVER PUT OUT BY ANYONE. Among
the new matters listed are:
VACUUM TUBE TREATISE. with many Illustrations: full page Vacuum Tube Average Characterls
tic Chart; flow to Take tare of Your Tubes; How
Connect Phonograph Pick -ups: Improving the
T Quality of Old Sets; Connecting Additional
Tond Speakers: all fully illustrated with diaaso

SERVICE

TREATISE

1

RADIO BARGAIN
CATALOG

RADIO MIRROR PENLITE

at-

tached a GENUINEhI DENTAL MAGNIFY.
ING MIRROR. Mirror clips on or off so
flashlight ran be used alone if desired. The
cleverest deice yet. Complete with battery
and bulb. Shipping weight 0 ors
No. 1695- MirrorPenlIte. List Prise
$2.50. YOUR PRICE......

At last

Cnseil,
verts

power

tttb,,

that

and gal meters.

'

An

cuit

beat the three 227'1.
obtain from our reecht.r Is
It voltage anywhere from 45 to
n VIIIts Voltage is not grit Irai nor molestation of the !Teel,er. Su simple a child
tan operate IIt Size 7 x 10 z 4 inches.
Shipping weight, 6 lbs. List Price $25.00.
:

YOUR

PRICE

45c

$6
W 25

1

179c ea.

1.58 ea.

1.08

a.

!

1.50 ea.

advertised tubes are outran eed UNCONDITIONALLY for six
The prices are slightly higher titan our NEONTRONS because these tubes are of youth
better quality. See listing above for tube numbers.
Choice
Choice
Choire
('holes
Choice
Choice
I
i
P Ice
Pelee
Price f Price
Pries
Pries

WE ARE. A WHOLESALE HOUSE AND CANNOT ACCEPT ORDERS FOR LESS THAN $3.00.
If C. O. D. shipment is desired, please remit 20%
remittance, which muet accompany all orders.
If full each accompanies order, deduct 2% discount.
Send money order -certified check -U. S. stamps.

'

91k

microphone

or

phonograph

Bottom of transformer bas bakellte panel on
-which are mourned all taps.
It outperforms
ANY similaru transformer.
ny Se
Men
keep

l
formeron hand for
tier2enty rei.lm-ments In hundreds of makes
Cor 110 -120 volts. 50 -60 cycles.
Blue: 5 In. high z 4 x 3% in. Shipping
weight, 8 lbs. List Price. 515.00.
No. 1450-Thordarson Power
YOUR PRICE°

e

of radio sets.

$3.84

86e

Flewelling- Dayton SW Adapter
This wonderful instrument r meets to any
.t. t. radio set by putting into tube socket in
place of the tube (which
must be a type '27. or
"heater" tube I the plug
which Is on the and of
Its 2-ft. cable: then put
tube into tube -socket of
adapter. Remove aerial
Irmo broadeast set awl
connect to antenna pmt
on adapter. Spoclalplug In call No. 1 coven a
wavelength band of 17
to 29 meters: coil No. ^

-

a short ware conlowest price on
muted, hut with which
epent results a r e

ld
Dodd

I

$1.76

$1.46

$2.09

Radio Trading Co.
25A West Broadway
New York, N. Y.
www.americanradiohistory.com

ies ter at

,v
daainable nevertheless.
The voltage for the three

tubes used may be
obtained from an external filament transformer
or from a secondarY
winding of
volts In
227

lk

Wavepower park.
length front 30 to 110
a

meths.

No plug -In coils; coil switch is
used to cover tease hand. Single dial tmuing
no grunting, no holy capacity, no squeals,
Leak -r nwlenser modulation
Converter con si+ting of all pans (less filament transformer)

including cabinet. panel, diagram and 4page instrnetion sheet Itess tubes,.
No. 1619-YOUR PRICE
No. 1615
-Volt Battery Model. name price.

$485

-6

High -Voltage Condenser Units
We guarantee these eon
denser, unconditionally. They
are ideal for general replacement Purposes and ran
he Installed In
any new
tower -pack. All condensers are furnished with

-inch lengths of tinned "push- back" two.
600 VOLTS
800 VOLTS
Mfd.
Your
Cat.
Mid. Your
No. Capas. Pries
No.
Capac. Price

8

R.C.A. LICENSED TRIAD AND PERRYMAN TUBES
These nationally
mouths.

78e

l

Short -Wave Converter

I

"Rival" Unit.

a

Plekup: fili nsi n;; this tritli Mu stages of
push -pull amplification consisting of two '27's
In Une first stage and two '45'. In the second.

4

1

No. 1520 -Baldwin

the output

$4.

h

69c ea.

Amp.; 52-310 V.

1613
Dayton Flewelling ShortWave
Adapter. List Price. $15.00.
93
YOUR PRICE (without tube)....

$14.69

bearing the world
famous naldwin mark. Designed for use
with horn type speakers or with old style
phonographs Complete with Cord. Shipping
weight l lb. POSITIVELY LOWEST PRICE
THIS UNIT HAS EVER BEEN SOLD.

2

3 Atop. Cent.
T.;
RI --sl. V. IC t_ Amp.; S5 -2.3 V., 3 Amp.
Cent. T. lust the power transformer for building up a high -grade public address amplifier
N use a Screen -grid A.F. amplifier to boost

-coil single -winding plug -In design.
This little ins'rmmeni has the same sensiti
ity as many blç alliettleil short -suave resew.
erg misting ten times as much.
A power
amplifier ns.sy he added for any degree f
nlume.
Complete with I bloc -in soil+.
Iias tine vernier dial for precision tuning.
Never has a first class short -wave set sold

Ipunitive

II

ries It is possible
to light 5 -volt filaments too. Five
secondaries: SI 5 V..
Cent. T.: 83 -2's V.,

ingenious cirmake+ 1.,..1.

hie a

you need to

63e ea.

2.5-volt
filament secondathe three

Plug in a Doe '30
tube, and tune in!

This converter has built -In fila meut transformer to

$ 2.50

Plantent tubes;
and by connecting
in series two of

Ne,

manufartured.
for so little money.
This short -nave set
Suitable for use on mideet. talrtable and
measures 51417x4 In. high. mer all.
Ship.
automobile receivers. Measures but 6'; In.
weight. 3 tbs. hta price, 112.50.
long overall, having a l''s in. d laphregm
No. 1886 -World -Wide S. -W. Set.
and weighing but 4 lbs. The 'Little Giant" No. 1614 -Super Converter (less
Your price
has. under test, at-malty flooded a ten -room tubes). YOUR PRICE
apartment with faithfully reproduced mush
of virtually orig Ina) tone quality.
Field
winding has a resistance of 25011 ulnas and
6 MONTHS GUARANTEED NEONTRON TUBES
may therefore be tnrrgimd by using it as
Sold on a 6 MONTHS FREE REPLACEMENT GUARANTEE
filter choke in the power park. thereby servBASIS. PROVIDING TUBE LIGHTS! A tubes are carefully
ig a double urpme. This last feature
meter -tested before shipment. and carefu ly packed.
Do not
makes the "Little (:lent" excellently suited
Confuse theso IIIGR QUALITY tubes se lb any other "low
for portable A.C. sets. since It does away
priced" Mims-our low prices are paa10 a because we do
with filter chokes and thus with considerVOLUME
business!
able weight. Equipped with built -in output
NEW
transformer to work from any standard outChoice
C'hoi,
put power tube arrangement. Specify the
Choice I Glories of
Choice
Choice
230
235
power tube or tubes used %%lien ordering
_226
112_.\
251
_lí
^
f
217
II0,t
Shipping weight 5 lbs.
227
-159X
List Price $ &50.
250
210
235
232
No. 1549. LITTLE GIANT DY171.\
1991'1,120
171
250
23fí -:17
201A 221
281
I
551
NAMIC SPEAKER..Your Price

Baldwin RIVAL Speaker Unit
A loud speaker unit

null, this transformer may be
used to light the
filaments of seven
or eight 2.5 -volt

No.

11

Single dial control.
no Indy rapacity, no

All

^a0

y ingt a

m te
hfullp lates
anti :al volts to the
grids of two Ms)
'45 tubes in push vopllts

27 -28 meters: colt
3, 4, -8i meters.
Ping -In coil induetanre. Como with the adapter.
'zx7',z9"
high, overall. Ship. weight 4 lbs.

13

TO

put Into operation,
connect antenna,
"It"
grumul. 15.
and two Nn.
dry
cell "A' batterl, n,
and Lew lotions, to
the In.rs prmvi led.

hroadea st

squeals.

SPEAKER

output

for use heuree°

short -wave

a

any

Into a superheterodyne hart -wale receiver. Employa three
227 tubes and cov'era
from 20 to 115 meters. No plug-In culls!
Coll switch Is need to
cover all wavelengths.

GIANT"
DYNAMIC

ever

NOT A CONVERTER

A
perfect
radio
short -wave receiver

set

"LI'T'TLE

will withdand
the strain of modern

World -Wide Short -Wave Set

Superheterodyne S-W Converter

NEW!

that

Treatise sent by return mail.

NEW! NEW!!

0
OJ

Absolutely the smallest dynamic speaker

Reiairing Ellluhlaters.
WRITE TODAY.
Enclose 2 cents for postage.

sers;

etc
350 Illustrations.

75 New Hook-1 p:,

vision is ONI.Y in a straight line, but with
the \llrror-l'culite you can look around a 45

- -

Supplies All
Miniature Power Plant
ABC Voltages
80 Watts
In addition to sup-

A

grams.

Other articles: Modernizing Old Radio Sets: Row
to ('omen flattery tu Power Sets: Selection of
Tubes; Push -Pull Amplifiers: Reclining Audio
Transformers; Phono Attarhments: slow to Choose
Pulver Transformers: Vultm:e Dividers; wattage
of Power Transformers: Selecting and Installing
Replacement Parts its Radio Sets; Filter Combu

The latest and Cleverest Tool for Radio
Serviceman. The only device that enables
you to LOOK Altul'Nlr CORNERS or
t'NDERNE.\TIt inaccessible spots. Your

which

C14.70
s

Free 36 page Radio Treatise No. 23

but .025 volts.
Ideal for theatres seating approximately 3,000
people. dance halls, schools, lectures. hostile
leis, auditoriums. outdoor gatherings. etc..
etc. The gigantic power is at all times
within control -for that matter, it can be
used in any home. as the volume Ian be
regulated down to a whisper!
A PHONOGRAPH AMPLIFIER- PUBLIC
ADDRESS AMPLIFIER SYSTEM. ETC.
tyro of the 26 tube In the input stage makes
the long 'warming UP' period unnecessary.
Shipping weight, 30 lbs. Overall size. 16 z
OS-i z 6ÿa" high.
List Price. 590.00.
No. 1925- Pacent Model 250 Power
Amplifier (less tubes). Your Price $Q.75
O

degree angle. You can now look under the
whole chassis nisi see every nut, every wire,
every socket. be4ind condensers, transformers. etc.
This is madu possible by the

Compact.

THORDARSON
"245" Power Transformer

Cat.

1702
1703
1704
1705
17

!í

2

$0.25
.30
.40

4

.60

1

I
1

I

1706
1707
1708

I

2
4

$0.40

.70
1.05

ORDER FROM THIS PAGE. You will find special
prices from time to time in this magazine. Get our

big FREE catalog for the greatest Radio Bargains.

Should you wish goods shipped by parcel poet. be

sure to include sufficient extra remittance
Any excess will be refunded.

for urne.
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twill train you
home

poi

PAY
BIG
Radio Job.
If

you are earning a penny less
for my book of Information on the
It is free. Clip the coupon NOW.
$25, $30 or $40 a week for longer
takes to get ready for Radio?

Special Free Offer

than $50 a week. send
opportunities in Radio.
Why be satisfied with
than the short time It

Radio's growth opening hundreds of $SO, i7á,
floe a week jobs every year
a $2.000.000 to
In about ten years Radio bas grown from jobs
have been
industry. Over 300,000
a $1,000,000,000
created. Hundreds more are being opened every year by its

ens

week

"My earnings in Radio
are many times greater
than I ever expected they
would be when I enrolled.
They seldom fall under
$loo a week. If your
course cost four or five
times more I would still
consider it a good investment."
E. E. WINBORNE

St..
Norfolk, Va.

1267 W. 48th

the right
continued growth. Many nien and young men with
training -the kind of training I give you-are stepping into
Radio nt two and three times their former salaries.

You have many jobs to choose from

Act Quickly

Broadcasting stations use engineers, operators. station
managers and pay $1,200 to $5,000 a year. Manufacturers
continually need testers, inspectors, foremen, engineers, service men, buyers, for jobs paying up to $7,500 a year. Shipping companies use hundreds of Radio operators, give them
world -wide travel with board and lodging free and a salary
of $80 to $150 a month. Dealers and jobbers employ service
men, salesmen, buyers, managers, and pay $30 to $100 a
week. There are many other opportunities too. lily book
tells you about them.
So many opportunities many N. R. I. men make

will giveYou my new 8 OUTFITS
of RADIO PARTS for practical
Home Experiments
Ton ran build over 100
circuits with these outfits.
You build and experiment
with the circuits used In

S200 to S1,000 in spare time while learning

Jumped from $33 tie
Mee a weak

"Before I entered Radio
I was making $35 a week.
Last week 1 earned WO
servicing and s e l l in g
Radios. I owe my success
to N. R. I. You started
me off on the right fout."
J. A. VAUGHN
3107 S. Grand Blvd.,
St. Louis. Mo.

The day you enroll with me I'll show you how to do 2$
jobs, common in most every neighborhood, for spare time
money. Throughout your course I send you information on
servicing popular makes of sets; I give you the plans and
ideas that are making $200 to $1.000 for hundreds of N. R. I.
Students in their spare time while studying. My course le
famous as the course that pays for itself.

"In looking over my
records I and I made $S00
from January to May in
my spare time. My best
week brought me $107.
I have only one regret
regarding your course
should have taken
It long ago."

-I

HOYT MOORE
R. R. 3, Box 919,

Indianapolis, Ind.,

Croat ey, Atwater.lient,

Evereedy. Majestic, 7ePith, and other popular
sets. You learn how these
sets work. how to make
them work. This makes
learning at home easy.

faalnating, practical.

Talking Movies, Television, Aircraft Radio included
Special training in Talking Movies. Television and home.
Television experiments, Radio's use in Aviation, Servicing
and Merchandising Sets, Broadcasting, Commercial and Ship
Stations are included. I am so sure that I can train you
satisfactorily that I will agree in writing to refund every
penny of your tuition if you are not satisfied with my
Lessons and Instruction Service upon completing.

64-page book of information FREE
Get your copy today. It tells you where Radio'°
good jobs are, what they pay, tells you about my
course. what others who have taken it are doing
and making. Find out what Radio offers you,
without the slightest obligation. ACT NOW 1

KN extra la menthe

In addition to my big free
book
"Rich Rewards in
Radio." I'll send you my
valuable manual "23 Tested
Methods for Making Extra
Money." Never before available except to students.
Now. for a limited time, it
Is free to readers of this
magazine. Row to make a
good baffle for cone speakers. how to reduce hunt in
externally fed d y n a m i c
speakers, how to operate 21
cycle apparatus on tie cycle
current. how to operate Il0
v. A.C. receivers on D.C..
bow to shield sets from local
interference are five of the
subjects covered. There are
23 others. Get this valuable
book by mailing the coupon

J. E. SMITH, President
National Radio Institute Dep g, iNB3
Washington, D. C.

am doubling and tripling the
salaries of many
in one year and

less.Find out about
this quickway to
BIGGER

par

Trained
Men

FILL OUTAND MAIL
THIS COUPO

Our Own Home

Pioneer and World 's
Largest Home -Study Radio training organization
devoted entirely to training men and young men
for good jobs in the Radio
industry. Our growth has
paralleled Radio's growth.
\\'e occupy three hundred
times as much floor space
now as we did when organized in 1914.

Lifetime Employ nentferaice to all graduates
www.americanradiohistory.com

J.

E. SMITH, President
National Radio Institute, Dept./ N B
Washington, D. C.

3

Dear Mr. Smith: I want to take advantage of your
special free offer. fiend me your two books. 'Rich
Rewards In Radio" and "2a Tested Methods for making extra money." I nndervtand this request does not
obligate me and that no salesman will call.

-Nome

Address

City

.Rate ...... _.-_ --_

NOW You Can Do It !

LIST
PRICE

$25.00
less microphone

Microphone as illustrated.
$10 additional

it has become possible for every Short Wave enthusiast to
actually record his messages be they code or phone.
How often have you boasted that you have received a far distant
phone station, 12,000 miles away, so loud that it "rattled the gaskets of your
loud speaker." But frequently your friends were highly skeptical.
Now with the PACENT RECORDOVOX, recording of any foreign program becomes child's play. And, of course, the RECORDOVOX is supreme
as well for home recording. because it faithfully records and keeps for posterity the voices of the entire family.
The special blank records cost only a few cents and can he secured
anywhere.
Electrically and mechanically. the PACENT RECORDOVOX is as fine an
instrument as you could find even in the professional recording laboratories.
Every possible angle has been taken into consideration in the design of
Supplied with 3 adjustable weights. it can be used with
RECORDOVOX.
the
motors that lack sufficient torque to operate the turntable when the head is
fully weighted. Like the well -known PHONOVOX. the RECORDOVOX, as
the result of careful design, possesses excellent frequency characteristics.
Designed for pre -grooved type of records only. List Price S25.00. Microphone $10.00 list extra.
AT LAST

Electric Phonograph
Motor, Catalog No. 140
every requirement of
radio- phonograph use. Has sufficient torque to cut even 10"
records.
Meets

List Price $25.00

Write for information on special types and models
to meet your specifications

Mannf act ur'rs

PACENT ELECTRIC CO., INC., 158 W. 16TH ST

NEW YORK, N. Y.

White Radin. Ltd.. nnmilton, Ont.

LACENT

Pioneer.. in Itsidlo and

Electric Iteprnduet inn for Over

20

Yearn.

1.1e

for ennndn:

www.americanradiohistory.com

flAtutke

5IwrtWapStatigni
er& wem: direct
Waite NEW PILOT

SUPER-WASP
This 4-tube ShortWave Converter trans-

forms any modern
radio receiver into a
short -wave set in-

stantly. Complete with
newest type tubes, including rectifier.

$39.50

Ihw

-

Day or night, Pilot's marvelous SUPER -WASP
brings in all kinds of new and startling things
airplane-to-ground conversations, transoceanic telephone calls, foreign broadcasting stations and, most
exciting of all, police headquarters in a dozen cities
talking to their radio -equipped "emergency cruisers."
This ll -tube Super- heterodyne has separate controls
for the broadcast band, with special high quality,
high selectivity circuit. Including newest type
tubes and built -in dy-

namic speaker.

$99.50

Pilot Radio & Tube Corporation

Lawrence. Mass.
Please send nie complete informat
The new SUPER -WASP

about:

The 4-tube Converter
enclose 50e for one year's subscription to
Radio Design beginning with the current i sue.
City
Name
1

b

1

www.americanradiohistory.com

State

